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Abstract  

Our urban landscape is undergoing rapid changes. Gentrification is once again opening up 

issues about the value of public space and availability of housing. Municipalities and residents 

alike are looking for ways to shape the future of their cities; one of them is to utilise vacant 

properties for maximum societal benefit. This thesis maps out approaches to vacant, publicly-

owned properties in four European cities, Prague, Amsterdam, Berlin and Copenhagen. 

Qualitative data gathered through in-depth interviews with important actors from the urban 

development area (municipality workers, civic activists, theorists) are then analysed and 

possible strategies of working with vacant properties are outlined.  

The main focus is on the city of Prague, capital of the Czech Republic, which as a post-soviet 

city, has evolved through different development compared to the capitals of the „West‟. This 

juxtaposition as a source for comparison is the reason behind the decision to use selected 

western metropoles as potential guides or inspiration for Prague. The research question then 

stands as “Vacant buildings in public ownership: In what ways do selected European 

capitals‟ authorities approach the issue and how can their strategies serve as an example for 

the city of Prague?“ The main findings are that neoliberal practices have been short sighted 

and unequally benefit society, keeping public property in public holding is important, and 

bottom-up organising and engagement is critical.  Most positive examples involved a 

combination of laws, policies, political will, and social desire to deal with the vacancy issue. 

Ultimately, it is concluded that due to Prague‟s current level of (local) political culture, but 

also the extent of civic sector involvement, the city is not completely ready to apply policies 

used abroad.  
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Introduction 

This thesis intends to address the complex question surrounding dealing with vacant buildings 

which are in public ownership in a constructive and appropriate way. In this context, and 

throughout the paper, “dealing with vacancy” is defined as approaching and addressing the 

issue with the intention of limiting any negative financial and social consequences. 

Specifically, the paper examines the building vacancy situation in the Czech capital city of 

Prague. In order to devise suggestions for improvement, three other European capitals are 

investigated, focusing on their own unique and situational methods of handling the issue. 

After mapping the historical and contemporary circumstances, a comparison between Prague 

and the other cities is conducted. The objectives are reached following a qualitative and 

deductive approach with a social constructivist stance, employing a cast study framework and 

interview methods.  

Firstly, the background clarifies the context of the problem. This section outlines  to what 

extent the approach towards vacant buildings depends on the underlying political and 

economic conditions, and further expands on why the method of comparing the post-soviet 

city of Prague with selected cities of the „West‟ is chosen. The decision to focus on the public 

form of ownership is clarified as well. Potential outcomes of the research are then outlined. 

Finally, a discussion of the current level of knowledge and defining the selection of sources 

and their justification will lead to the research question.  

The theory section provides an overview of relevant literature. As the topic is rather narrow, 

theories discussing broader or related themes are necessarily included. The paper aims to 

answer the question on two levels; firstly, the ideological dimension, which relates to the 

question of the „ideal‟ way of approaching vacancy, and secondly, the practical conduct of 

given municipalities. The two levels will be framed by the social theories of both Lefebvre 

and his Right to the city concept, and also, the theory of public space and its purpose in 

contemporary cities, which offers opportune parallels to the issue of publicly owned vacant 

buildings.  

The methodology section elaborates on employed techniques and the reasons behind their 

selection. The analytical section delivers a detailed examination of the data gathered by the 

method of interviewing various experts from each city, who are coming from three different 

backgrounds: governmental, academic, and civic sector. Secondary sources will furthermore 

support the primary data. The analysis will be divided in four parts, following the four 

individual cities. Each part focuses on three main topics; 1) the historical development, 

providing a broader context and deeper insight into what led to the current situation, 2) the 

situation today, including a variety of aspects, such as the legal and political factors, and 3) 

the specific strategies dealing with the issue of empty buildings is presented for each city. The 

analysis is followed by a discussion, which will answer the questions outlined earlier and 

reveal the importance of underlying ideology. The most interesting findings from each city 

are summarised and interpreted, and eventually placed in relation to the situation in Prague. 
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The challenges and   obstacles standing in the way of using publicly owned vacant buildings 

in the Czech capital in a meaningful and socially beneficial way are then presented.   

Two main conditions are analysed, which were discovered on the basis of specific cases of 

successful practice in the two capitals: Berlin and Amsterdam. Eventually, the most 

enlightening policies from Amsterdam, which proved to be a city with the most progressive 

approach towards publicly owned vacant buildings, will be put in relation to the Prague 

context in order to answer whether it is possible to apply some of them in such conditions. 

Connecting the results of analysis with the selected theories will follow.  

To conclude with, limitations of both the findings and the study as a whole are presented, 

together with recommendations for further research.  
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Background 

Following chapter provides context for the chosen topic, outlines the considerations leading to 

the chosen methodological approach, justifies the selection of sources and lastly, states the 

research question.   

Importance of the topic in a broader context  
Today, our understanding of the role of urbanism is undergoing a dramatic shift. The focus is 

now on the growth and prosperity the city generates, says Kristoffer Lindhardt Weiss, a new 

director of Danish Association of Architects (2019). Instead of an ideological discussion 

about the city as a setting for everyday life for the many, the current emphasis is given on 

economic success parameters and the efficient operation of the increasingly complex city. The 

city is newly seen as an unprecedented power centre of investment and development.  

However, what is observed alongside the cities prosperous population, representing the 

economic strong hold and large tax base, is a class who are politically powerless, whose 

economic and social interests are not represented (Lindhardt Weiss, 2019, p.23). This 

disparity, and conflict, between different population groups is seen with the example of 

Copenhagen; however, the neoliberal paradigm is clearly dominant in other capitals too.  

The paradigmatic shift results in a situation where cities are developed in a way that is 

attractive for a potential new group of residents (wealthy, educated, internationally travelled, 

etc.), who do not live there yet; instead of focusing on improving the terms for the actual 

group of habitants (Larsen, 2018, p.19). The existing residents represent a much wider 

collection of interests, economic and cultural backgrounds. Giving a higher priority to an 

imaginary structure of population is problematic and unjust. The market-driven city is 

manifested by attracting international investment while considering the indicators of 

economic growth the main criteria. This creates a favourable environment for multinational 

corporations or individual multimillionaires to buy land and property in large part to preserve 

and valorise their capital (Richter, 2019). The biggest problem connected to the This 

speculative foreign investment is causing some of the biggest contemporary problems of large 

cities – galloping unaffordability, housing crisis, residents‟ displacement, depopulation of the 

city centre, urban sprawl. This is rooted in the fact that speculative investors are approaching 

the properties solely as an investment, without planning to use them for living, or 

consideration of general liveability. In many cases, the buildings either stand empty, simply 

conserving the capital, or they are renovated into luxurious condos, which are completely out 

of reach for people earning local-level salaries. A new documentary film called Push (2019) 

shows that the problem of rising housing inaccessibility is closely linked to companies such as 

The Blackstone group, which is known for their controversial and immoral practices. Perhaps 

more controversial still, is the complicit role of the state, who often subsidize such 

developmental projects in the name of the common societal interest when in fact the true 

beneficiaries are the select landholder, financiers, and developers (Harvey, 2012, p. 79). 
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The subject matter of this thesis centres broadly around urbanisation, with particular focus on 

municipal and state mechanisms in place to utilise vacant buildings in the city centre.  Central 

to this analysis are the social consequences and possibilities, therefore, historical and future 

perspectives are considered.  A selection of European cities are compared and contrasted in 

terms of causation and current approaches to their stock of vacant land and buildings, with an 

aim towards addressing the urban challenges facing Prague.   

Reasons behind the comparison method  
Many western European capitals have been facing similar set of urban development problems 

for a long period of time. The development of Prague, as a post-socialist city, has been 

delayed on many levels in comparison to other Western European countries. Despite the fact 

that the country's development was interrupted by 40 years of communism, which meant a 

closed border and a completely deformed market, Prague is currently facing global challenges 

similar to other European capitals. Furthermore, the profit-oriented logic „hit the city 

unprepared‟ after a hasty transition to a market economy during the 1990‟s, which has been 

full of missteps due to the enthusiasm of the newfound freedom and an uncritical acceptance 

of wild capitalism. Therefore, Prague is in many ways struggling even more, or rather 

differently, compared to the cities of the „West‟.  

This paper will take a close look at how the foreign policies dealing with vacant buildings 

management has developed through today, and how the approaches are perceived and 

evaluated by experts. The core issue is of vacant buildings, as they are often standing empty 

and dilapidated, serve no benefit to society, cause and confound negative effects, and perhaps 

most unfortunate, is the completely unfulfilled potential of such spaces. The possible 

outcomes are:  

1. Introducing certain effective agencies that have proved to have a positive effect. Here, 

the important task is to keep in mind all the possible geographical, social and other 

differences that make it impossible to simply apply a good practice in different 

conditions without considering them.  

2. Discovering ineffective strategies that, for any reason, did not work that well. Such 

findings are considered an equivalent source of inspiration for the Prague 

municipality. Ideally, it would be unnecessary to repeat the same unwise decisions 

other cities went through some years back.  

Once again, the situations must be always seen in a broader context; however the process of 

looking into other municipalities‟ experiences can bring certain overview and show aspects to 

consider.  

Public vs. private ownership failures  
The thesis focuses on property in public ownership. Looking at absolute numbers, the 

problem of vacant buildings is more present within the private sector. In spite of that, there 

are two main reasons for aiming attention on the publicly owned property. Firstly if the 
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political representation wants to look into ways to solve the issue of vacancy, they naturally 

need to start with their own assets in the first place. Doing otherwise would be a bit like the 

„Pot Calling the Kettle Black‟. From here, the discussion can spread into the private sector. 

Without positive examples on the public level, recommendations for other owners will not be 

taken seriously. On the other hand, when publicly owned property is well managed, it can 

serve as a powerful asset, helping to steer the city development direction. Therefore, next to 

financial subsidies, such positive examples are considered to be one of the most important 

strategic tools available. 

Secondly, the power governments have over private ownership is very limited.  The number 

of tools they have to steer the way vacant buildings should be used is rather narrow within the 

private sector, and this is especially true in the context of Prague. The historical experience 

with communist domination in the former Czechoslovakia comprises the practice of 

expropriation, which used to be conducted in order to nationalize all property. This procedure 

has ruined the lives of many Czech people, and hence resulted in the present-day prevailing 

atmosphere where even discussing the limits of private property is being perceived with 

strongly negative connotations. 

To illustrate, one need only look into a recent emotional debate that took place earlier this 

year among the Czech politicians. In February 2019, a former representative of the Green 

Party on a borough level, Filip Hausknecht, stated on his personal social media profile 

“Expropriation of flats is a normal tool, people have to have a place to live” (Bernáth, 2019). 

Despite the fact that Hausknecht was no longer a member of any party at the time when he 

posted his opinion, his controversial statement ripped an avalanche of heated debates. He was 

interviewed for major Czech newspapers while the leading Czech parties felt the need to 

strongly and clearly reject the possibility of even discussing the topic in the public media 

space, emotionally calling the idea “unconstitutional, nonsense and complete stupidity” 

(“Expropriation of apartments…”, 2019). The topic of expropriation is clearly a controversial 

one, and not just in the Czech context. Another example of the absolute inviolability of 

property rights in the Czech Republic took place few months later, in April 2019. Members of 

the Pirate party came with the idea of analysing the number of empty apartments using 

information from the electricity distribution company. Owners of spaces that do not use any 

electricity, and are therefore not using their property, should then face a higher property tax. 

Even though such practice is common in countries like Germany and the Netherlands, in the 

Czech political environment, this proposal led to a complete rejection. The coalition partner 

party, TOP9, immediately ruled the possibility out, claiming “[We are] very pleased to be 

able to reassure all [Prague property owners] that if they have more properties and do not 

use them effectively, this council will not apply any sanctions” (“Prague will not look for 

empty apartments…”, 2019). This proves the Czech environment is clearly not ready to apply 

any kind of legal power in order to regulate speculative property investment. The situation in 

many western European countries is different in that regard, even though the topic is currently 

still establishing as a subject of political debates.  
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The level of current knowledge 
The topic of vacant buildings in public ownership is fairly narrow. The literature covering the 

problematics usually stay within the area of architecture, mostly discussing the different 

physical approaches to buildings renewal or conversion for different types of use. On the 

contrary, the question of public space is a well-established topic in the field of theory. Since 

the approach to vacant buildings is in many was parallel to the approach to public space, some 

of the many theories will be examined to see if they can be relevantly applied.  

When discussing the question of „what purpose should the vacant public buildings serve, 

whose needs should they aim to satisfy‟, a question the thesis is ultimately asking, a certain 

ideal is needed, which would lead the way of thinking about and developing the argument. 

For that purpose, the attention will be drawn to Lefebvre and his influential concept of the 

Right to the city, which talks about how the public realm is supposed to be managed in a way 

that serves all groups of people.  

During initial exploratory interviews the researcher conducted meanwhile contemplating the 

thesis theme, it was discovered that the Czech representatives of the public sector do not have 

any overview of what the practices are abroad. They were, however, genuinely interested, and 

some even explicitly asked to share the outcomes of the thesis, which proved there is a 

demand for such comparison.   

Selection of sources 
Gathering the data necessary to cover the outlined topics will be approached from the social 

constructivist viewpoint. Experts in each of the countries will be interviewed in the form 

semi-structured, active interviews, from the following critical areas: 

1. Representatives of the local governments, who will explain the city municipality‟s 

position in the given problem, explain the policies, their rationale, and the intended 

impacts;  

2. Academics from the area of urban development, who can position the problem in a 

wider context; and 

3. Civil society representatives who are in daily contact with the consequences of the city 

government‟s actions. 

Such course of action is believed to provide deep insight in the problematics and allow 

drawing relevant conclusions. The outlined approach is relevant for the nature of the topic, 

which can be described as a practical level issue, however, it is also reflecting the political 

and economic ideologies standing behind the decision making processes in each given 

country. Secondary data such as strategic documents will be only used to offer a support for 

the data gathered during the interviews.  
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Research Question 
My personal motivation for this topic can be tracked many years back, where I always had 

strong feelings for abandoned buildings and their genius loci. On the other hand the fact they 

are standing empty was in my eyes „a shame‟, I saw potential that is not being fulfilled. 

Abandoned buildings are often beautiful, but always sad. Therefore my initial interest lay in 

looking into strategies of finding new use for such properties: How should / could we decide 

what will happen here?, How should / could the space be reconstructed and brought back to 

life? However, the more information I gathered on the topic, the more it was clear my 

thoughts were ahead of what was realistically feasible.  There are many other questions that 

need to be solved first, for example, how will it be decided who will be in charge of finding 

the new use, how the process should be carried out; what are the ways to ensure the place 

becomes beneficial for the neighbourhood? 

That, together with all the other considerations introduced in this section, led to the following 

research question:  

Vacant buildings in public ownership: In what ways do selected European capitals‟ 

authorities approach the issue and how can their strategies serve as an example for the city of 

Prague? 
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Theory 

The following section will show the literature overview that has been conducted in order to 

gain theoretical knowledge behind what is considered a right approach to vacant buildings in 

public ownership. Since the topic is particularly narrow, there is limited literature dealing with 

the problem specifically. However, the concept of the Right to the city, as Lefebvre and his 

followers see it, offers a solid foundation and direction of thinking about public realm, which 

includes public property and its management. In the second part of the theory section, the 

meaning of public space in the contemporary city will be examined as the assessment is 

closely linked to the way of thinking about public property with many parallels.  

The right to the city  
To be urban means a set of behaviours and relationships, it means a sense of belonging. 

According to Henri Lefebvre, this is a right to be won, a right that people need to fight for 

(Verso editors, 2017). In his hugely influential book, the Right to the city, Lefebvre (1968) 

argues inhabitants have the right to demand a more participatory and democratic city life. He 

insists people should be at the heart of any decision-making process concerning creation and 

management of the city they live in; and being part of the city should not be based on 

ownership or wealth.  

Nearly half a century later, in October 2016, a group consisting of some of the most important 

thinkers in urbanism, sustainability, poverty activism and local politics met at a United 

Nations‟ Habitat III conference. A „New Urban Agenda‟ has been established, in which the 

shared vision had been defined as follows: 

 “We share a vision of cities for all, referring to the equal use and 

enjoyment of cities and human settlements, seeking to promote inclusivity 

and ensure that all inhabitants, of present and future generations, 

without discrimination of any kind, are able to inhabit and produce just, 

safe, healthy, accessible, affordable, resilient and sustainable cities and 

human settlements to foster prosperity and quality of life for all.” (United 

Nations, 2017, p.5) 

 

Not only the United Nations, but also other world organizations, like UNESCO, have aimed at 

conceptualising the right to the city as part of a broader agenda for human rights (Purcell, 

2014). The goal is to encourage urban policies that promote justice, sustainability, and 

inclusion in cities; which shows that Lefebvre‟s views are still highly relevant today.  

In his article Possible Worlds: Henri Lefebvre and the Right to the City, M. Purcell (2014) 

gives Lefebvre‟s body of work a close reading as he argues the author not only calls for 

profound change, but provides a framework for practical action.  His visions can serve as a 

guide and inspiration for real life approaches to change the contemporary city. As a Marxist, 

Lefebvre seeks to understand the city as a complex whole, as a set of many different desires 
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and drives which cannot be reduced to economic imperatives. In particular, “he hoped that an 

analysis of space, and specifically of the „lived spaces‟ that people actually experience, would 

be able to apprehend human life as a complex whole and avoid reducing our understanding 

of  experience to small fractions of life, such as class status, gender, race, income, consumer 

habits, marital status, and so on” (Lefebvre, 1991, as cited in Purcell, 2014, p.145).  

Modern day citizenship can be described as a contract between the state and the citizens, 

according to Lefebvre, which among other things, specifies the citizens‟ rights. However, he 

argues, the current rights have not seen much change since their initiation in the 18
th

 century. 

Therefore, he says we need to radically extend and deepen the contract and articulate an 

enhanced set of rights. Among the different rights he lists, we can find a right to self-

management and a right to the city (Lefebvre, 1990, as cited in Purcell, 2014). According to 

Lefebvre, rights are not in themselves given, rights are always the outcome of political 

struggle, “the end result of collective claims made by mobilized citizens” (Purcell, 2014). In 

his eyes, it will require people in all sectors of society to become active and reclaim political 

power from the state. Here, he also mentions the right to self-management, where the decision 

making should come from the bottom-up, with control being decentralized to autonomous 

local units.  

Among other Marxists, like David Harvey (1973) in his early work, the city and urban space 

is understood to be mostly the result of the capitalist production process. Lefebvre 

acknowledges there is a close and complex relationship between the city and capitalist 

industrialization; however, he rejects the idea of the city being solely the spatial product of 

industrialization. He insists the process of urbanization constitutes an autonomous force on its 

own, while industrialization is only massively intensifying the process, ultimately making it a 

global phenomenon. Therefore, he draws a clear distinction between the city, or „the industrial 

city‟ and the urban, or „the urban society‟; where the first term is only a destitute version of 

the latter one, it is an urban world reduced to its economic elements. In Lefebvre‟s eyes, 

capitalist industrialization imposes itself on the city “by asserting the primacy of exchange 

value. It seeks to make everything in the city, including the space itself, reducible to economic 

exchange, to marketable commodity. It envisions the consumption of commodities to be the 

supreme activity” (Lefebvre, 2003b, as cited in Purcell, 2014,  p.149).  

Purcell remarks that the current state of neoliberalism, which Lefebvre anticipated already in 

1967 while working on the Right to the City, further enhances the dominance of exchange 

value and private property. Under such a setting, property rights dominate all other claims and 

the production of space is therefore driven by the needs of property owners. This separates 

users from each other, preventing them from coming together in spaces of encounter, play and 

interaction. In his concept of the right to the city, Lefebvre insists the city belongs to those 

who inhabit it and the inhabitants are thus entitled to appropriate the space in the city, which 

is in his eyes properly theirs. He argues they need to make the urban space their own as they 

have a normative right to it, it is rightfully theirs. Such appropriation is expected to shift the 
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role of the city from being an engine of capital accumulation towards the role of a 

fundamental element in the web of cooperative social relations between urban inhabitants. 

The city should be a place of nurturing values and needs of inhabitants; space for encounter, 

connection, play, learning, difference, surprise, and novelty; engaging people in meaningful 

interactions.  

Another important element of the right to the city is participation. Participation is something 

that is often alleged by city policy-makers, but rarely seriously practiced. In Lefebvre‟s eyes, 

today‟s citizens have hardly more than a nominal or advisory voice in decisions, which 

deprives their participation. Such a superficial process helps the ones in power obtain the 

involved citizens‟ approval at a small price. Instead, Lefebvre calls for „real and active 

participation‟, where inhabitants get the chance to manage the production of urban space 

themselves to a much greater extent (Lefebvre, 1996, as cited in Purcell, 2014). 

Contemporary perspective on the concept 

In 2017, to mark 50 years since the publication of the Right to the Cities, the publishing house 

Verso books approached several eminent professors, researchers and authors to contribute 

with their perspective on the concept. In the total of 14 essays and articles, the significance of 

Lefebvre‟s views in the contemporary world had been discussed. The contributors‟ 

backgrounds varied from political economy, urban studies, anthropology, sociology, cultural 

and human geography, philosophy, art, and architecture.  

In the Fifty years on: The Right to the City, A. Merrifield (2017) talks about Lefebvre‟s aim to 

empower outsiders to get inside. He explains that all inhabitants should have access to move 

in, explore, possess the city, have a stake in it – if indeed that is what they want. In his eyes, 

to participate does not necessarily mean to be actively engaged in politics on an everyday 

basis, it can equally mean a sense of belonging to the urban realm, a sense of collective and 

shared purpose, not being alienated from the city‟s affairs. Next to that, Merrifield focuses on 

the right to centrality, which back in the 1960s was meant as a geographical right to dwell in 

the city centre, which was in Lefebvre‟s time overpriced, gentrified and turned into a tourist 

spectacle (for example in Paris where he resided). Interestingly, in the United States a reverse 

trend occurred where the centre got depopulated as the rich, white population left the cities for 

prospering suburbs. In the 1990s, the pattern changed again and inner cities became 

economically colonized, forcing many poorer inhabitants out. Today, the author argues, the 

right to centrality is more of an existential and political right, rather than a geographical one.  

Essentially, one has the right to be at the centre of one‟s own life, for example making one‟s 

neighbourhood a liveable neighbourhood. “If that neighbourhood is on the periphery, then the 

right to centrality means that the periphery should be the centre of [one‟s] being” (Merrifield, 

2017, p. 6). In addition to that, the right to the city today is the right to stay put, to reside 

wherever one lives and to be able to afford to reside there. And yet, he argues, the formal 

rights of citizens, along with the opportunities to exercise these rights, continue to be reduced. 
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The open city concept is an idea gaining popularity among architects and urban designers. 

Frug (2009, p.167) defines the approach as enabling “every resident and visitor to feel that he 

or she belongs … regardless not just wealth, race, religion or sexual orientation, but of any 

other way of dividing people into categories.” The author is asking here, together with 

Richard Sennett, how small-scale design interventions can solve massively complex societal 

issues like division of race, class, and ethnicity (Sennett, 2013, as cited in Brenner, 2016). 

Designers are naturally constrained by political-institutional contexts, which are today defined 

by dominance of growth-first, market-oriented policies. Moreover, interventions with the 

intention of „opening up‟ often end up actually intensifying spatial injustice rather than 

reducing it. This is because the positive effects of such urban designs attract not only more 

liveliness to the city but also help in creating private profit for the owners of surrounding 

properties. Attracting such externalities might be fine in the short-term, however, in the big 

picture they are often linked to speculative, predatory investments which foster global 

financial markets, not the local economy. Positive examples of how to address this issue are 

still rather rare, but include experiments with community reinvestment, local land trusts, and 

profit-sharing mechanisms.  

In conclusion, the concept of the open city becomes an ideology which masks practices of 

top-down planning, market-dominated governance, socio-spatial exclusion and displacement. 

Brenner argues the design vision itself is too narrow. A genuinely open city would incorporate 

core goals such as investment that serves social need over private gain; and all inhabitants 

having equal capacities to influence decisions regarding spaces, institutions, and resources 

shared by all.  

In accordance with Lefebvre‟s sentiment, Brenner suggests pursuing a truly open city, in the 

sense that the right to the city requires something much more complex than partial local 

design solutions can offer. He insists we need to be looking for ways of transforming the 

urban governance practices in order to allow for democratic redesign through an on-going 

process of grassroots appropriation. Finally, he concludes designers can play a strategically 

and politically essential role if they focus on questions of institutional form, regulatory 

process, democratic empowerment, collective use and socio-spatial transformation.  

The last contribution that will be introduced here is an extract of the book In Defence of 

Housing by renowned academics D. Madden and P. Marcuse (2016). Building on Lefebvre‟s 

notions, they talk about the need for modifying the shape of the housing system today. 

Lefebvre sees the city dweller, or the inhabitant, as a new political subject. He dreams of a 

future where social needs are not subordinated to economic means, where residential space is 

universally available, and where equality and difference are the basic principles of social and 

political life (Lefebvre, 1968, as cited in Madden & Marcuse, 2016). Such urban revolution 

might not be on horizon; however, the authors do notice an important phenomenon of real 

estate and urban development becoming one of the main processes driving the contemporary 

financialized global economy.  Lefebvre anticipated such development already at its 
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beginning when he wrote about housing becoming an ever more important site for the 

reproduction of the system.  

Furthermore, the authors talk about the right to housing which in their eyes necessarily 

requires fundamental challenges to the current housing system. To mobilize a movement 

possibly capable of achieving that, they argue, dwellers need to „demand the impossible‟ as it 

can illustrate the limits of the system and point towards ways to change it, towards housing 

justice. In fact, claiming the right to housing is already a leading topic of activist groups, 

many of them declaring „HOUSING IS A RIGHT NOT A PRIVILEDGE‟. Next to that, 

opponents of gentrification persist in a „right to stay put‟, as C. Hartman (1984) once 

expressed it.   

Analogy to urban public space 
In the second part of this chapter, the theory of urban public space and its purpose in the 

contemporary city will be examined.  The literature review has revealed insufficient research 

conducted on the specific topic of vacant buildings in public ownership. On the contrary, a 

significant number of academics have discussed questions and problems of public space, 

approaching it from many different angles. Kratochvíl (2015) in his book Urban Public Space 

[Městský veřejný prostor] contemplates the contemporary role of public space; and in his 

approach, we can recognize an analogy to thinking about public property.  The presumption is 

once property is owned publicly it should seek to serve public interest. This can be fulfilled in 

many different ways; however, a situation when a building is standing empty, or sold below 

cost due to corruption, does not benefit the citizens at all. Therefore, the knowledge gap in the 

literature is filled in with articulated views on urban public space as an analogy to urban 

vacant buildings. 

The purpose of public space from the perspective of philosophy and social sciences 

When Kratochvíl (2015) evaluates the purpose of public space, he suggests the physical form 

of public space should not be overrated – it only represents a possibility of public life, it 

cannot constitute the life itself. On the other hand, the existence of public space should not be 

underrated either; its absence or unsuitability can significantly weaken public life (Kratochvíl, 

2015). 

He then turns towards other experts and their point of view. Sociologist Richard Sennett 

(2009) distinguishes three lines of thought when it comes to the purpose of the public realm. 

Firstly, Hannah Arendt, political philosopher and publicist, talks about public space as a place 

for performance, showing who we are to the others. “Being part of public space is about 

acting towards other people, about defining each other and finding common ground; 

therefore establishing elementary relationships between people before they are 

institutionalized in politics” (Arendt, 1958, as cited in Kratochvíl, 2015). The second stream is 

linked to Jürgen Habermas, philosopher and sociologist who belongs to the so-called 

Frankfurt School. He considers public space a political space; and not only in the deep sense 

as we saw in Lefebvre‟s work. He also refers to a more concrete level of an actual political 
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action, as the post-socialist countries saw during 1989 when the revolution took place in the 

streets and squares; or during the Occupy Wall Street uprising (Harvey, 2012, as cited in 

Kratochvíl, 2015). The third line of thought is called the „performative‟ school and includes 

Sennett himself, together with anthropologist Clifford Geertz and sociologist Erving 

Goffman. Their view is close to Arendt, however, here the authors are interested in 

manifestations of everyday life like gestures, rituals of daily life, dressing, and ways of 

talking. But the performative school representatives are also interested in the political 

dimension of life. Specifically, they are examining possibilities of how the public space can 

offer stimulation to overcome contradictions and become a place of encountering differences 

(Sennett, 2009, as cited in Kratochvíl, 2015). 

How is the purpose of public space being fulfilled today 

In his book Cities for People, a well-known Danish architect Jan Gehl also explains the role 

of public space as an opportunity for a spectrum of actors to express themselves and generally 

to strengthen social sustainability:  

 “It is a significant quality that all groups of society, regardless of age, 

income, status, religion or ethnic background, can meet face to face in city 

space as they go about their daily business. This is a good way to provide 

general information to everyone about the composition and universality of 

society. It also makes people feel more secure and confident about 

experiencing the common human values played out in many different 

contexts” (Gehl, 2013). 

But are experts‟ visions being realized in the actual cities? Authors like Michael Sorkin 

(1992), Sharon Zukin (1995) and Rowland Atkinson (2003) are questioning if the 

contemporary public spaces still fulfil their deeper social function. They are listing elements 

that increasingly influence the organization of ordinary urban environments: staging public 

space as a scenery of consumerism, a private entity as a creator and operator of public space, 

ubiquitous security control, and, in particular, exclusion of those who would threaten this 

idyllic world by being different (Kratochvíl, 2015). A significant part of the discussion about 

the „fall of public space‟ is the topic of gentrification, a phenomenon when “the growing 

economic strength and higher architectural level of the area is accompanied by an arrival of 

new, richer residents and the displacement of the poorer ones into peripheral areas” 

(Kratochvíl, 2015, p.29).  

In reaction to the negative trends, contemporary academics and urban planners try to define 

criteria which should help to examine whether the purpose of public space is being fulfilled or 

reduced. Peter Marcuse (2011) imagines urban space that is universally accessible, socially 

undiscriminating, and non-exclusionary in terms of access, control, aesthetics and 

environmental qualities. Matthew Carmona defines a good urban space as an “open and 

inclusive scene of social interaction, political activities and cultural exchange” (Carmona, 

2010, p. 144, as cited in Kratochvíl, 2015). Such definitions represent an ideal scenario which 
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would be difficult to find in real life, however, they are important for showing the direction 

and offering criteria for evaluation. 

In order to characterize the condition, perspectives and threats of the public space in the 

contemporary city, Kratochvíl (2015) outlined a list of positive and negative tendencies. 

Tendencies with a positive impact on public space rehabilitation include:  

 When public space creation and cultivation is a significant part of city policies and 

planning; 

 When interest does not come only from the municipality, but it is often initiated by 

various bottom-up initiatives; 

 The presence of permanent residents; 

 The transformation of industrial places and other non-traditional forms of public 

space; and 

 The use of art to activate the public space – from decoration to provocation.  

On the contrary, tendencies that can have endangering effect encompass:  

 The transformation of historical spaces into scenery of tourism; 

 The weakening of the inclusive function of urban space ; 

 The privatisation of the urban space; 

 Excessive control of public space; 

 Pseudo-public space (shopping malls, air ports etc.);  

 The loss of cultural dimension in public space.  

In the end, Kratochvíl sums it up:  “the urban space in principle is not a comfortable place 

(for that, we have home), but rather a place where we find contraindications, conflicts, 

therefore a place where we can, in our diversity, discuss what is actually connecting us. That 

is why we still need public spaces and why they keep emerging even at places where we gave 

up on it” (Kratochvíl, 2015, p. 76).  

In conclusion, despite the fact the theory of urban public space does not directly address the 

problem dynamics of vacant property in public ownership, the argumentation can serve both 

well. Described values can be seen as an advocacy for cities to keep or broaden their property 

portfolio, and against privatization of public property.  
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Methodology  

The following methodology chapter presents the philosophy of science. The social 

constructivist stance is clarified as the most applicable method for this research.  Lastly, the 

applied research design is outlined, defending reasons for each choice, but also mentioning 

inevitable limitations.  

Philosophy of science 

According to Arbnor & Bjerke (2009), methodological views and methods cannot be 

discussed directly, without showing how they are related to ultimate presumptions; which are 

by all means of philosophical character. Theory of science studies the relation between these 

presumptions and methodological views. The concept of paradigm is used here as an 

important bridge, or „conceptual language‟ between these two categories. There are different 

opinions regarding paradigms within the social sciences, which leads to a lot of proposals for 

classifying those. Authors Arbnor & Bjerke (2009) are, in principle, inclined towards two 

quite recognized classifications by Burrell & Morgan (1985) and by Guba (1990), who 

classify different paradigms by the concepts of ontology, epistemology and methodology. 

Philosophy of science says something about how and to what extent we can create knowledge 

of general relations or phenomena; and the three components can be seen as its main pillars. 

Ontology is concerned with the nature of being; epistemology is interested in the nature and 

limits of knowledge; and finally methodology tells us how reality is investigated.  

Social constructivism  

Regarding the epistemological and ontological considerations, this thesis is approached from 

the social constructivist stance. This decision is influenced by considerations such as which 

angle is the researcher using, how is the knowledge acquired, and how is the nature of reality 

perceived. The social constructivist perspective assumes our reality is continuously 

constructed through social processes. The need to capture complexity is emphasised, as well 

as the aim to describe many possible facets of that complexity. Social constructivists are 

interested in describing, understanding; the researcher has the role of a reflexive co-

constructor. From this perspective, the studied object is never looked at independently of 

social processes and its specific context; it is rather constantly constructed, being ambiguous 

and unstable. Both context and subjectivity are conditioning the study process, which should 

not and cannot be ignored. According to this view, our knowledge of the world consists of 

constructions of reality and objectified reality is a result of socially constructed 

interpretations.  

Social constructivism refers to researchers themselves; to social actors who create everyday 

reality; and also to more abstract entities like discourses or epistemes. Phenomena are viewed 

as contingent, historically or socially conditioned. Another important notion is that the world 

is collectively constructed by entities like language, discourses, and institutional structures 

(Justesen & Mik-Meyer, 2012). 
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Described conceptions are corresponding with the topic of this paper to a great extent. The 

research question asks about authorities‟ approach towards vacant buildings in public 

ownership. Three European capitals have been selected to illustrate possible ways to deal with 

this issue, which is then followed by examining the opportunities for the city of Prague to be 

inspired by some of these approaches. Investigated areas are therefore closely tied to the 

question of the given country‟s political and cultural discourse as well as its institutional 

structures. Specifically, the approach to vacancy management in each city is conditioned by 

aspects such as national mentality, values and systems of beliefs; law environment and local 

policies; current government‟s agenda; historical development of dealing with the issue; or 

socio-economic situation of the city residents. Hence, social constructivism offers an 

appropriate perspective to access the chosen topic. 

Research design 
The thesis applies a deductive approach to empirical research; and a qualitative method has 

been chosen as the most suitable for the chosen topic. As Cresswell (2009) explains, in 

qualitative research, the intent is to explore a set of factors surrounding the central 

phenomenon and present the varied perspectives or meanings that participants hold.  Here, the 

aim is to explore how the authorities of four European capitals approach the issue of vacant 

buildings. The focus is on investigating factors influencing the current vacancy situation in 

chosen capitals: 

1. How has the situation developed during last decades? 

2. How are the values of each city being demonstrated in the vacancy management? 

3. Do stated strategies correspond to actual policies?   

4. Who are the actors involved in addressing the issue?  

Since examination of the chosen topic is highly context-dependent, case study research is the 

appropriate framework for the thesis. Flyvbjerg (2006) argues that case study allows creating 

context-dependent knowledge which is the best way to study social sciences and so called 

„human affairs‟. In his Five misunderstandings about case-study research, he aims to respond 

to those misunderstandings and explain why case study research is a legitimate and useful tool 

within social sciences.  

One of his arguments states that study of human affairs exists only in context-dependent 

knowledge, it allows analysing and developing a nuanced view of reality and therefore a 

predictive theory does not and probably cannot exist in social sciences. Another 

preconception he does not agree with is the notion that the case study contains a bias toward 

verification, in other words, a tendency to confirm the researcher‟s preconceived notions. 

Flyvbjerg argues this is a risk all methods have. On the contrary, the most advanced form of 

understanding is achieved when the researcher places themselves in the studied context, 

where more discoveries are made. Accordingly, the experience indicates that the case study 

contains a greater bias towards falsification of perceived notions than toward verification. The 
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final notable misunderstanding is that it is often difficult to summarize and develop general 

propositions and theories on the basis of specific case studies. However, generalization and 

summarization is not always the best choice, especially with dense and complicated case 

studies. Sometimes the narrative has to be considered in its totality, open to different 

interpretations by different readers and not stating a general valid rule or interpretation. The 

study itself is a result of the research, therefore it cannot be used to deduce a general rule, 

applicable in every case, because every case is different and only through experience one can 

achieve a broader knowledge.  

His arguments give reason to pick case study as a fitting framework. The situation in each city 

is considered individually, exploring many possible factors which have shaped the current 

approach to publicly owned buildings. It is acknowledged that a good practice used in one 

European city is not necessarily easily transferrable to another one. Rather, the offspring for 

this paper is looking for directions, or smaller adjustments, that have proved successful in 

other countries and contemplate on the possible applicability of those in different conditions.  

Choice of the case cities 

Considerations behind selection of the four specific cities and respective countries will be 

examined in this section. The rather poor condition of many publicly owned properties in 

Prague is the inspiration for this work. The aim is not only to examine the situation in Prague 

in detail, but to also investigate what tools exist in other European capitals for dealing with 

such issues. Ultimately, a comparison is conducted in order to conclude whether there are any 

possibilities for the city of Prague to utilise some of the positive examples in local application.  

Due to the researcher‟s long-term interest in the topic, the natural first choice was Berlin, 

Amsterdam, and London, as those cities have some of the most progressive laws regarding 

vacancy management in Europe. After a short consideration, London had been omitted, since 

its scale is incomparable with the size of Prague, and the city of Copenhagen joined the circle 

of selected cities. This was in part due to the reputation of the Danish capital as a very clean, 

neat and organized city with its many regulations and restrictions; both regarding public 

space, but also in housing market and other areas of urban life. Copenhagen is also known for 

very well managed urban planning, which is often used by many experts and city 

representatives world-wide as a great example.  

Data collection and analysis 
The choice of theoretical perspective has methodological consequences for the practical 

implementation of a study. This section will provide guidance through considerations 

regarding choice of the data collection tools, their execution and possible limitations. Primary 

data collection was based on semi-structured, active interviews, with the total of 21 interviews 

conducted in Prague (8), Berlin (4), Copenhagen (5), and Amsterdam (4). The length varied 

from 26 – 72 minutes, approximately 44 minutes. 
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Secondary data include policies and other strategic documents of each municipal / national 

government, professional literature on the topic focusing on particular cities, and various 

articles and websites. Specifically, it was a Strategic Plan in the case of Prague, Round Table 

documentations in Berlin, a municipality Vision for 2025 in Copenhagen and finally the 

Urban Real Estate Strategy document in Amsterdam. However, the main source was the data 

gathered by the interviews.  

Interview design 

With the qualitative approach as a point of departure and case study as a framework of the 

thesis, the interviews offer a convenient possibility to conduct the research itself. It is the most 

widely applied technique in social research, varying from highly structured, standardized, 

quantitatively oriented survey interviews, to semi-formal guided conversations and free 

flowing informational exchanges; yet all of those are interactional, also called active 

interviews. An interview is described as a practice involving interviewer and respondent as 

they articulate on-going interpretative structures, resources and orientations. The interviewee 

is a productive source of knowledge, whereas the active interviewer may suggest orientations 

to, linkages between, diverse aspects of respondent‟s experience, inviting interpretations, 

connections and outlooks. This approach to interview is described as „scripted improvisational 

performance‟, where knowledge is being co-constructed in dialogue (Holstein & Gubrium, 

1995).  

There are various types of interview, the most common ones are: unstructured (highly 

exploratory, „led‟ by the interviewee), semi-structured (guided questions, but room for 

improvisation), and structured (closed questionnaire that needs to be followed in specific 

order) (Holstein & Gubrium, 1995). Considering the given research question and research 

design methods, the semi-structured type had been chosen as the most appropriate one. On 

one hand, this type allows the researcher to be flexible and actively co-construct the 

interview; and leaves enough space for any possible information the researcher was unaware 

of and therefore would not have asked for specifically. On the other hand, it provides some 

structure; helps the researcher to keep focused on their research question; and is useful for 

making a cross case comparison. This particular case study shows signs of cross case 

comparison, use of semi-structured interview is therefore convenient; for example, it makes it 

easier to compare answers to the same question across the different cities‟ representatives.  

Since the interaction should be guided, to have an active interview, the conductor needs to 

prepare an interview guide in order to maximize the flow of valid and reliable information 

while minimizing distortion of what the respondent knows (Holstein & Gubrium, 1995). An 

interview guide helps to maintain consistency throughout the conversation; keeps focus on 

chosen topic areas; and helps to connect questions directly to research question. In this 

research, there was only one interview guide used, as the participants did not have different 

positions in the perspective of this thesis. The purpose was to retain as much information 

possible regarding the local approach towards handling vacant buildings. The emphasis was 
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put both on retaining internal information of general nature; but the participants were also 

encouraged to express their personal opinion on the topic. As mentioned, there was no 

hierarchy and all opinions were equally valid. However, as the participants came from 

different areas, it was interesting and important to see which values each sector represents.  

Interview guide 

1. What is your position in the organization? 
2. How are the vacant buildings in public ownership being dealt with at the 

moment? 
- Is there any concept / strategy? 
- Who is responsible for decision making? 
- Is the real life practice in line with the official prescription? 
- What are the main obstacles for using those buildings? (Is it financing? 
Missing conception? Political will?) 

3. What are the policies dealing with this issue? 
- Is there any contradiction between the theory and reality? 

4. What are the values of the given city and how is this mirrored in dealing 
with vacant property? 
- Is this formulated and stated anywhere? 

5. Can vacant buildings be thought of as some kind of extension of public 
space? 
- Under which conditions? 

6. Is it more beneficial for the city to manage the property using own capacities 
– or subletting/ selling/ giving the building to another subject? 
- Under what conditions? 

7. What do financing models of unused, publicly owned properties look like? 
8. In the situation when the city decides to find new use for a property: 

- How does the decision process look like/ what are the criteria? 
- Who are the officials collaborating with? 
- To what extent are the citizens involved? In which phases? 

Choice of interview participants  

Experts both from the bottom-up (civic initiations, etc.) and top-down (municipality or 

government representatives) spheres had been contacted. Generally, it had been easier to get 

in touch with representatives from the civic organizations, even though they are often not 

getting paid for their job in those organizations. However, it was possible to talk to 

municipality representatives in Prague and Copenhagen; regarding Amsterdam and Berlin, the 

representatives sent strategic documents explaining their legal approach. Eventually, enough 

data was gathered in order to build up an overview of each city‟s situation and draw 

conclusions. After all, it might be more revealing in some cases to talk to representatives of 

the civic sphere who experience how the official processes work in praxis, rather than talking 

to officials who might not be allowed, or do not feel comfortable, to talk about sensitive 

topics. In the following section, selected organizations will be presented briefly, explaining 

the interview participants‟ backgrounds. Under the description, each specialist‟s position and 

experience will be introduced.  
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Prague  

Prague Institute of Planning and Development [IPR – Institut plánování a rozvoje hl. m. 

Prahy]: Since its establishment in 2013, it has been the body in charge of developing the 

concept behind the city‟s architecture, urbanism, development and formation. It is an 

organisation founded by the city of Prague and represents the city in spatial planning matters.  

Petr Zeman Head of the Economic Administration Office; next to that, founder of the 

Empty houses initiative, as mentioned below. 

Petr Peřinka Head of Strategy and Policy Section, author of Management of Non-residential 

Property Owned by the City of Prague Effectiveness Analysis. 

David Kašpar Manager of the Creative Prague (KREP) project, which aims to support 

conceptual development of culture and creative industries in Prague. Next to 

that, he has been involved in the cultural and community revival of the Prague 

periphery, revitalization of public space, and the issues of creative development 

of the city and cultural management. 

Lukáš 

Makovský 

Works both in the Strategy and Policy Section, and Strategy and Development 

Office. 

 

Office for Government Representation in Property Affairs [Úřad pro zastupování státu ve 

věcech majetkových]: Governmental office established in 2002, which is supervised by the 

Ministry of Finance of the Czech Republic. The main task is to represent the state in court 

proceedings regarding the proprietary rights of the state, to manage state property and the 

relocation agenda. 

Ivana 

Kubíčková 

Director of the State Property Management department. 

 

Empty houses [Prázdné domy]: Citizens‟ initiative, established in 2015, with the main purpose 

to establish and maintain public database of unused properties. On the 24
th

 November 2018, 

the database contained 2531 objects, 424 of them in the Prague area. Moreover, the members 

try to communicate with owners, try to alert to intentional (speculative) deterioration of 

buildings, organize educational guided tours and several other activities.  

Petr Zeman Founder of the initiative, and employee of IPR, as previously mentioned 

Radomír Kočí Founding member, involved in the project from the beginning. His profession is 

real estate broker. 

 

4+4 days in motion [4+4 dny v pohybu]: International festival of contemporary art. Since its 

foundation in 1996, it has been exploring abandoned buildings with the objective to draw 

attention to the issue, as well as animate the spaces and create discussion regarding their 

future use. Traditionally, debates with the public are organized.  

Denisa 

Václavová 

Original founder of the platform; besides that, she works as an established 

curator and teaches at the Academy of Arts, Architecture and Design in Prague 

and at the Academy of Performing Arts in Prague, holding a Ph.D. title. 
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The Karlin Barracks [Kasárna Karlín]: Massive object of former military barracks in Prague 

8, long-term unused. Current plan is to establish Palace of Justice there; however, the date of 

realization is uncertain. Therefore, an enlightened vice-mayor of Prague 8 approached a group 

of experienced non-profit organization of experts who in the past successfully animated a 

large object of a former cargo train station.  

Matěj Velek Main manager and head of production. He has significant experience with re-

purposing publicly owned brownfields within the city centre. 

 

Berlin  

Centre for Art and Urbanistics [ZK/U - Zentrum für Kunst und Urbanistik]: An 

interdisciplinary hub for urban research and artistic practice, existing since 2006. It is a 

production site, artist and research residency, and program platform. In their work they 

connect local practice and global discourse. 

Matthias Einhoff One of three founders and directors. 

Urban Catalyst Studio: An interdisciplinary team developing spaces in transformation, 

combining research and practice since 2003. They collaborate with cities, municipalities, 

project developers, and space pioneers. 

Cordelia Pollina Specialist for strategic urban planning, an academic and consultant. Next to her 

work in Urban Catalyst as a senior urban planner, she is a professor at the 

Centre for Metropolitan Studies (Berlin University of Technology) and a 

member of the German Academy for Urban and Regional Spatial Planning. 

 

Raumlabor: Since 1999, Raumlabor Berlin has worked at the intersection of architecture, city 

planning, art and urban intervention, using the term urban practice to characterize its hybrid 

way of working. In 2016, the studio won Berlin Award for the Haus der Statistik project. 

Markus Bader One of the core members of the Raumlabor team; Deputy Managing Director in 

the Institute of Architecture and Urban Design; and professor at Designing and 

Building Planning at the Universität der Künste Berlin (UDK). 

 

Alliance of Berlin‟s threatened studios [AbBA - Allianz bedrohter Berliner Atelierhäuser]: 

An independent civic association of artists and workers in the cultural sphere, representing 

over 15 studio houses with more than 500 artists.  It is the original initiator of the Haus der 

Statistik project.  

Boris Joens Core member of the AbBA initiative. 

 

Copenhagen  

Copenhagen Properties and Purchases [Københavns Ejendomme og Indkøb]: Part of 

Copenhagen Municipality's Financial Management, established in 2005. It is one of 
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Denmark's largest property managements with responsibility for approx. 830 properties; 

including: Administrative buildings, Copenhagen City Hall, cultural centres, libraries, 

institutions, nursing homes, schools and sports facilities. 

Mads Uldall Head of the section responsible for the Meat Packing District 

[Kødbyen]. 

Givrum: A non-profit organization facilitating user-driven urban development with local 

communities as frame for their activity. The organization mediates dialogue within public 

institutions, private businesses and civil society. The aim is to ensure economically, socially 

and culturally sustainable urban development, which can continue independently after the 

intervention. The solutions are almost always based on activating unused buildings in the city.  

Jesper Koefoed-Melson Co-founder of the organization, director of the Copenhagen 

department. 

Urban Help: Solutions for strategic urban development, focused on temporary projects. They 

often collaborate with City and Port [By og Havn], which is an influential development 

company owned by the City of Copenhagen (95 %) and the State (5 %).  

Kim Bek Founder and director of the organization. 

 

Technical and Environmental Administration of Copenhagen Municipality [Teknik- og 

Miljøforvaltningen, Københavns Kommune]:  

Kristine Munkgård 

Pedersen 

International Coordinator. 

Copenhagen University, Landscape Architecture and planning department [Institut for 

Geovidenskab og Naturforvaltning, Københavns Universitet]: 

Gertrud Jørgensen Professor of urban planning. 

 

Amsterdam  

Copekcabana: A cooperative housing society that aims to develop affordable and sustainable 

housing, and has a great decision power in the owner-occupied home and living environment. 

The initiative is part of a current, broader movement in the Netherlands for organizing self-

management over former housing corporations and expanding self-determination in the social 

rental sector.  

Lisanne Kraal Founding member of the institution. 
 

Vacancy solvers Amsterdam [Leegstand Oplossers Amsterdam LOLA]: Is a vacancy 

management organization that offers space for social initiative, starting entrepreneurs, artists 

and other creative talent. They provide responsible vacancy management for the building and 

surroundings and bring buildings into use. In doing so, LOLA not only solves the short-term 
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issues of the owner, but actually adds value for the owner, the user, the neighbourhood and 

the city. 

Simon van Dommelen Founder and director of the foundation. 

 

Failed Architecture: An inclusive platform for critical urban discourse that aims to connect 

architecture with everyday life. It consists of an online magazine, podcast, research projects 

and events.   

René Boer Managing editor of Failed Architecture. Also works as a curator, critic 

and researcher in the fields of architecture, urbanism, heritage and art. 

 

Master Vacant NL: Interdisciplinary Design Research organized by the Sandberg Institute. It 

is a two-year Master program with an ambition to educate architects, designers, craftsmen and 

scientists to become specialists in the temporary use of buildings and other spaces. It is the 

world‟s first Master program in Vacancy Studies.  

Sjoerd ter Borg One of only seven alumni of this unique master program. He is also 

educated in Political Science, however now works as a designer and 

artist, exhibiting in leading institutions world-wide. 

 

Interview execution 

Most interviews were conducted internationally; due to the fact four different countries are 

included in this research. Therefore, often the natural choice led to either a phone call (2), or a 

Skype meeting (7). However, all the interviews in Prague, most in Copenhagen and one in 

Berlin had been carried out face to face (13 in total). In all cases, the interview had been 

recorded (except for the one who did not wish so and therefore only written notes had been 

taken). Interviews in Czech Republic were conducted in researcher‟s native language, Czech; 

all the rest in English. Regarding limitations of the method, the outcome of the international 

interviews might have been influenced by the potential language barrier as well as the 

inconvenience of communicating through impersonal platforms. In our case, this had arguably 

no significant impact due to the fact the conversation was conducted with experts in their 

fields, which means they are generally used to communicating in English when it comes to 

their professional area. Regarding the telephonic (resp. Skype) connection; the dialog was not 

covering any directly personal topics, but rather professional topics. Therefore, there was no 

noticeable difference between the interviews led in person versus via mediation platform in 

this regard. The only perceived difference was possibly the length of the dialog, which tended 

to last longer when meeting in person. 

In general, it was considerably easier to get in touch with the Czech specialists, compared to 

the rest of the cities. This might be explained either by the convenience of communication in 

native language, which might seem more natural – and perhaps unconsciously even more 

trustworthy – during the first contact. Another possible explanation, which seems to be more 
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reasonable, is the researcher‟s extensive personal network among people interested in 

urbanism in Prague. Even though there was no personal connection with any of the 

participants prior to the interviews; it was generally easier to get in touch with them thanks to 

shared acquaintances or their recommendations. 

Data analysis 

After collecting the primary data, all interviews had been transcribed in full verbatim, 

consequently coded using the NVivo program and finally analysed. Codes are labels that 

assign symbolic meaning to the descriptive information compiled during a study, they 

represent a critical link between data collection and their explanation or meaning (Miles, 

Huberman, Salda a, 2014). In vivo coding is the practice of assigning a label to a section of 

data, such as an interview transcript, using a word or short phrase taken from that section of 

the data. Descriptive coding allows the researcher to create their own topics, based on the 

content of the section.  

Since the thesis operates with a deductive approach, a list of codes had been created prior to 

data collection. However, those codes were used primarily for the first cycle coding, which is 

a way to initially summarize segments of data. In this phase, some of the codes proved to have 

a great importance and sometimes even needed to be split into more categories; whereas 

others were barely used or could be easily merged with some of the other ones. During this 

phase, In vivo coding had been used, in combination with descriptive coding. Second cycle 

coding is a way of grouping previously created summaries into a smaller number of 

categories, themes or constructs. The described process resulted in the following specific code 

categories: firstly, for apparent reasons, the coding had been divided according to the four 

cities. To keep consistent, every city then arrived at the same eight categories:  

 Historical development 

 Laws and policies 

 Situation today 

 Official strategies 

 Role of civil institutions 

 Temporary use  

 Criticism 

 Cases  

Limitations of research 
Firstly, researcher reflexivity will be mentioned, which is a necessary aspect the researcher 

needs to keep in mind throughout the entire research; especially when using social 

constructivism as a point of departure. In social constructivist epistemology, knowledge is a 

socially constructed interpretation. Therefore, the researcher interacts with the field and 

cannot exclude themselves from actively participating in constructing knowledge. This 

implies the researcher needs to reflect over factors influencing the production of the 

knowledge and how these influencing factors were disclosed in the conduct of research and 
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writing process ( Mikkelsen, 2012). Therefore, potential bias is acknowledged, which is an 

unavoidable factor when choosing the method of active interviewing as the main source of 

data. 

Secondly, limitation of the interviewing method will be presented. Authors Jerolmack & 

Khan (2014) explain why excessive use of interviews is a problem in sociological research. 

They say, “sociologists routinely proceed to draw conclusions about people‟s behaviours 

based on what they tell them” (Jerolmack & Khan, 2014). This is not a critique of the method 

as a whole; the criticism goes rather towards incorrect use of the method. The authors 

elaborate on when it is not ideal to use interviews as a source of data. It is not recommended 

to rely on this method in case the aim is to study „what we do‟, in particular practices when 

meaning is continuously negotiated (i.e. advertising as practice, managing, strategizing, 

collaborative work like architecture or design). Neither should the method be used to collect 

precise facts like dates or numbers. However, according to the authors, interviews are very 

useful technique in many other occasions. For instance, to study: behaviour we cannot 

observe (i.e. private meetings); narratives, witness of past history; emotional landscape; or 

reflection and self-assessment of own actions.  

The data gathered through interviews in the case of this paper fall into the category of 

„behaviour we cannot observe‟, and „witness of past history‟, as there is no access to examine 

the decision-making process behind cities‟ strategies and visions other than interviewing the 

responsible policy makers. The same is true for the civic sector representatives who described 

the outcomes and impacts of those policies, which are not stated elsewhere.  

The aim of the thesis, in line with the research question, is to explore what is the vacancy 

management situation in each chosen city. Moreover, to investigate what are the aspects 

influencing this situation, what has led to it, what are the consequences, and how is this 

perceived by experts from various areas. Therefore, the investigated aspects would be hardly 

accessible using other methods, since the decision making and evaluation of the processes are 

rather internal. Moreover, making connection to the historical development of the 

environment is quite unique and an active interview is a helpful tool to research it.  
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Analysis 

During the analysis, some of the previously introduced codes proved to be overlapping and 

consequently three main themes emerged as most prevalent while other ones could be group 

and presented under them: historical development, situation today, and strategies. Therefore 

this outline will be followed for each of the four cities. Descriptions of historical development 

emerged as an important topic during the interviews in both Amsterdam and Berlin. The 

participants found it crucial to introduce the progression of events and sentiments that have 

led to the current situation, even though it was not directly a part of the interview guide. Not 

only is it interesting to see how the discourse developed over time, but most importantly, it 

can be very useful tool when the aim is to compare foreign environment with the situation in 

Prague. A change cannot possibly happen „overnight‟ and every step of the evolution has its 

importance; having an insight into particular phases of development might help see certain 

patterns and can allow comparison between two cities, regardless of where the cities find 

themselves at the moment. The following chapter is a result of coding, transcribing and 

summarising the most relevant data gathered during the interviews from each city.  

 

Prague 
Petr Zeman Head of the Economic Administration Office at IPR; next to that, founder of the Empty 

houses initiative. 

Petr Peřinka Head of Strategy and Policy Section at IPR, author of Management of Non-residential 

Property Owned by the City of Prague Effectiveness Analysis. 

David Kašpar Manager of the Creative Prague (KREP) project, which aims to support conceptual 

development of culture and creative industries in Prague. Next to that, he has been 

involved in the cultural and community revival of the Prague periphery, revitalization 

of public space, and the issues of creative development of the city and cultural 

management. 

Lukáš Makovský Works both in the Strategy and Policy Section, and Strategy and Development Office 

at IPR.  

Ivana Kubíčková Director of the State Property Management department. 

Radomír Kočí Founding member of Empty Houses iniciative. 

Denisa 

Václavová 

Original founder of the 4+4 days platform; besides that, she works as an established 

curator and teaches at the Academy of Arts, Architecture and Design in Prague and at 

the Academy of Performing Arts in Prague, holding a Ph.D. title. 

Matěj Velek Main manager and head of production at Karlin Barracks. He has significant 

experience with re-purposing publicly owned brownfields within the city centre. 

 

Historical development  

During the socialist era, i.e. 1948 - 1989, property in former Czechoslovakia was typically in 

socialist ownership, which means state or cooperative ownership (Parliamentary Institute 

Research, 2017). During this time, confiscation and nationalization of property was a common 

practice; and this historical experience led to a deeply rooted strongly negative perception of 

any sort of expropriation among most Czechs. The revolution in 1989 meant transition from a 
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centrally planned economy to a market economy. Hence the „wild 1990s‟ were marked by 

property restitutions (return of state property to original owners or their heirs), and property 

privatization (redistribution of „socialist property‟ into private hands). The changes in 

property ownership are often described as precipitous; they took place without sufficient legal 

basis and therefore the acquisition of assets was in many cases based on taking advantage of 

the legal vacuum (Parliamentary Institute Research, 2017). 

Under current laws, the publicly owned property can be transferred in the case when it is 

considered as permanently unusable for the public purposes, either free of charge, or sold. In 

the case of the sale, a suitable candidate is found through tender. This has to be done 

effectively, transparently and according to predetermined criteria (Kubíčková, interview, 

2018). After a buyer is chosen, they need to negotiate with the organizational unit which is 

selling the given object. Another possibility of disposing off an unwanted property is selling it 

in a public auction, or finding the best offer through a public competition. In certain cases, the 

asset can be sold directly to a chosen person, or traded, while respecting the law. The price 

has to correspond with the usual price at the given place and time (if not determined 

differently).  The same rule is applied when setting the minimal price for tender, public 

competition, or public auction. The price might possibly be lowered in case of a low interest 

in buying the property. The free of charge transfer is only possible in the case when property 

will be used for public benefit, or when the free transfer is more economical than sale.  

Apart from transferring the ownership rights, there is also the possibility of letting another 

subject use the property while the ownership remains public (Parliamentary Institute 

Research, 2017). This applies to the case of temporary vacancy of publicly owned buildings. 

The same is possible when such solution would lead to a more economical or efficient use of 

the asset, while maintaining the main purpose; or when such decision is reasonable 

meanwhile the official organ decides how to deal with the building in the future 

(Parliamentary Institute Research, 2017). The free of charge lease is only accessible for non-

profit organizations. Another condition is the purpose of the lease.  Generally, leasing 

accommodates one of the following functions: state administration in delegated competence; 

social or humanitarian purposes; fire and population protection; integrated rescue system; 

education; science; culture; sport and physical education; nature and environment protection; 

or working with children and youth (Parliamentary Institute Research, 2017). In summary, the 

legal environment appears to be considerably open to alternative use of publicly owned 

property. Despite the theoretical possibility, in reality this is rarely put in practice. This is 

explained in the following section covering the current situation. 

Situation today  

Respondents interviewed in this research explained a variety of reasons why the legal option 

is rarely realized. In general, property in the borough ownership is better cared for in 

comparison with state owned property. However, a problem at the borough level is corruption 

and frequent change of political leadership.  For example, over the last three decades, multiple 
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mayors have undersold large portions of real estate, often to their friends (Václavová, 

interview, September 12, 2018). This is prevalent with attractive non-residential premises in 

the city centre. However, according to the interviewees, the issue of corruption is rather a 

thing of the past today (Peřinka, interview, June 13, 2018; Kašpar, interview, May 9, 2018). 

The lack of a conceptual approach was reported to be the biggest obstacle in the use of vacant 

buildings in public ownership.  Respondents talked mostly about unsystematic management, 

inefficiency, inactivity and laziness of the officials (Peřinka, interview, June 13, 2018). 

Peřinka also points out the municipality has no capacity or authority dedicated to administrate 

vacant buildings. Apart from that, “the political will [in the given area] is non-existent” 

(Peřinka, interview, June 13, 2018), he concludes. His colleague agrees to that when he talks 

about missing methodology and mechanism in the matter, and the officials‟ lack of courage 

and proactivity (Zeman, interview, June 13, 2018). Surprisingly, all the city-employed 

respondents agreed the financial commitment is not the issue in Prague – the city has the 

financial capacity, it is the imagination that is missing (Peřinka, interview, June 13, 2018). 

The absence of a comprehensive database of vacant buildings in public ownership is 

frequently mentioned as a problem which is linked to the aforementioned issues around lack 

of a concept and imagination towards the use of vacant buildings. Four independent 

interviewees confirmed there is no central register of real estate in public ownership (Zeman, 

interview, June 13, 2018), which is rather surprising. Moreover, individual boroughs do not 

use any register either, as they simply do not monitor what properties they own. This is 

problematic as such a situation is non-transparent and does not allow for any control from the 

outside. This naturally makes planning and management of vacant property even more 

difficult (Zeman, interview, June 13, 2018). One of few boroughs that decided to improve this 

situation is Prague 7, which conducted research and created a database of their property. 

However, they are one of the first ones. According to Petr Zeman (interview, June 13, 2018), 

the founder of the initiative Empty Houses [Prázdné domy], after his bottom-up organization 

contacted the responsible borough officers within Prague, roughly half of them never 

responded, some demonstrably concealed some of their property, and others genuinely 

admitted they do not have an overview. The concealment is explained by the possible fear of 

negative PR.  

Rapidly changing political will is directly linked to the lack of conception, in other words, “it 

is all up to the people in charge at the given period” (Kašpar, interview, May 9, 2018). This is 

another aspect mentioned by most of the interviewees. Under the current conditions, 

everything depends on the mind-set of the politician and their willingness to deal with 

vacancy, which naturally makes things rather uncertain and unpredictable. Moreover, the 

election period for the municipalities is only four years which means even in the case of 

having an enlightened politician in power, once different party is elected, the process gets 

slowed down or even turned down altogether (Zeman, interview, June 13, 2018).  
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Significant recent case to mention here is the so-called Clinic [Klinika], which is a building of 

a former lung clinic which had been illegally occupied in the period of November 2014 – 

January 2019 by a group of activists. The building belongs to the state, which has not been 

using the space for many years prior to the occupation. Rather than a typical squat, the 

abandoned place changed into a local cultural centre with for example program for kids, 

language classes, and open kitchen, meanwhile the building was being slowly repaired by 

volunteering. However, activists had to leave after a long and exhausting battle with the 

owner, even though there were no other plans regarding the use of the building presented 

from the side of the public owner; and the house is empty until today (May 20019). The case 

resulted in two different outcomes. Firstly, the activists‟ actions are perceived in a strongly 

negative light by the officers, which led to a situation when even some completely different 

groups of actors find it difficult to negotiate with the municipality or state since this event.  

The public organs are simply too afraid the situation will happen again, for example in the 

case of temporary lease – they fear the entrusted group might not leave the object even after 

the lease termination (Kubíčková, interview, 2018). On the other hand, the topic gained a 

massive media attention, led to many demonstrations (for allowing the activists to stay in the 

building) and in general, provoked an involvement of the general public, which is unusual in 

the Czech context.  

Strategies 

In theory, the best practice would be approaching each vacant building with knowledge of the 

municipal strategy in an attempt to address one (or more) of the priority topics (Makovský, 

interview, July 3, 2017). Today, this does not happen in Prague; despite the fact that the city 

has had a Strategic Plan since 2016. Issued by the Prague Institute of Planning and 

Development [IPR], the plan talks about the need for actively developing the city's property 

policy. The topic has its own chapter where three main tasks are specified as follows. The first 

section entitled „Actively manage the city's assets‟ specifically aims at better management of 

public property – it binds to effectively expand and use the city's property portfolio. This 

should be reached by, among other instruments, working towards a more effective system of 

evidence, creating an open and easy to use central database of relevant information about city 

property, buying more land in order to achieve better public space, and more effective use of 

city assets. The second section, „Responsibly and competently decide‟, requires division of 

the responsibilities and competences of the city and boroughs for better overview and 

efficiency. Finally, „Project management of public investments‟ demands introducing 

management of projects that valorise the city's assets in cooperation with other actors 

(Strategic Plan of the City of Prague, 2016).   

What is then standing in a way of implementing the Strategic Plan? The plan has a function of 

a non-binding guide and is not yet being followed. According to Peřinka (interview, June 13, 

2018), the solution lies in the combination of politics and a long-term strategic development. 

The strategy is now ready, so it is the political decision that is needed. In his eyes, it is 

necessary that the issue of vacant public property becomes a political topic. Zeman (interview, 
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June 13, 2018) agrees that the issue becoming an election theme would mean a step towards 

solving it. This being said, he does not see the change coming without a pressure from the 

residents – as he expressed it, an initiative coming from bottom-up is necessary, followed by 

media coverage of the topic. 

 

Berlin 
Matthias Einhoff One of three founders and directorsof ZK/U. 

Cordelia Pollina Specialist for strategic urban planning, an academic and consultant. Next to her work in 

Urban Catalyst as a senior urban planner, she is a professor at the Centre for 

Metropolitan Studies (Berlin University of Technology) and a member of the German 

Academy for Urban and Regional Spatial Planning DASL. 

Markus Bader One of the core members of the Raumlabor team; Deputy Managing Director in the 

Institute of Architecture and Urban Design; and professor at Designing and Building 

Planning at the Universität der Künste Berlin (UDK). 

Boris Joens Core member of the AbBA initiative. 

 

Historical development 

Berlin was physically and ideologically divided by a guarded concrete barrier, the Berlin 

Wall, between the Eastern and Western part, from 1961 to 1989. The Western part was 

characterized by shortage of apartments, whereas the Eastern part had abundance of empty 

spaces (Pugh, 2014). After the wall came down in 1989, there was a massive amount of 

vacant spaces; a lot of which belonged to Housing Cooperation owned by the city of Berlin. 

In the early 1990s, many of these abandoned places in former East Berlin became squatted; 

and a great number of clubs and bars were opened as the rent was extremely affordable 

(Joens, interview, August 19, 2018). All kinds of experimental culture was blooming, many 

international artists moved in and opened their workshops, studios and other various places. It 

was a time of great freedom and opportunities for all kinds of young and creative groups of 

people (Joens, interview, August 19, 2018). However, Berlin became the capital in 1990 and 

during the following decade, the majority of government was moving there from their 

previous seat in Bonn and took over many public buildings (Pugh, 2014).  

The city of Berlin found itself in a critical debt by the early 2000s. One of the main reasons 

mentioned as an explanation was corruptive behaviour from some of the politicians 

(„kleptocracy‟ – similar to the situation in the Czech Republic during that time) (Joens, 

interview, August 19, 2018). To reduce the debt, the city concentrated many of its real estate 

properties in the so-called property form [liegenschafts form], which had the main task to sell 

it off, essentially acting like any other real estate developer – the only aim was to make 

money (Bader, interview, August 20, 2018). Each borough was obliged to create a list of 

buildings they own but do not use, neither have future plans for, and those which had been 

sold to private sector. A substantial part of the public property portfolio, mainly unused public 

land and buildings, had been sold to private sector during that time. This naturally led to a 
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massive raise of the buildings‟ rents and ended the era of large possibilities of using empty 

space (Polinna, interview, June 19, 2018). 

The decision to sell public property to alleviate the city‟s debt has been greatly criticised by 

all the experts interviewed for the purpose of this research. As they explained, it led to the 

current situation where municipalities struggle with a shortage of properties to satisfy the 

current need for civic amenities. As the city is quickly growing, this pressure is expected to 

increase in the future. As property values have risen exponentially since the time they were 

last publically held , it is usually not feasible for the public administration to buy them back 

(Polinna, interview, June 19, 2018). Such a situation is common in many boroughs today, 

especially those in close proximity to Berlin Mitte (the central part of the city). As a specific 

example, M. Bader says: “while schools were still demolished or sold off maybe five years 

ago, they're now being rebuilt” (Bader, interview, August 20, 2018).  

Situation today   

Berlin real estate management [BIM – Berliner Immobilienmanagement GmbH] is a wholly 

owned subsidiary of the state of Berlin. On behalf of the State of Berlin, she is responsible for 

the evaluation, management and optimization, as well as for the rental, administration and 

sale of a total of around 4,500 state-owned properties. This includes the administration of 

the property estate of the state of Berlin (SILB). The BIM will accommodate 80% of the land 

used for administrative purposes (“Model project House of Statistics”, 2019). 

The property form [liegenschafts form], which was in charge of monetizing publicly owned 

real estate for almost 15 years, later turned into the Berlin government owned real estate 

management [BIM -Berliner Immobilienmanagement]. Their tasks have been reformulated in 

recent years, since the austerity politics of selling off is not needed anymore. On the other 

hand, Berlin is growing, so there is a huge demand for any kind of space, both residential and 

institutional. As a result, the development discourse has significantly shifted recently, with the 

help of the Social Democratic Party of Germany [Sozialdemokratische Partei Deutschlands – 

SPD], which took over the city government after the election in 2010. The governing coalition 

was in favour of changing the real estate policy, and the city saw even greater policy shift 

after the Berlin municipal election in 2016, which resulted in current coalition of Social 

Democratic Party of Germany [Sozialdemokratische Partei Deutschlands – SPD], The Left 

[Die Linke] and The Green party [Bündnis 90/Die Grünen] (Polinna, interview, June 19, 

2018). 

The Left Party is in charge of urban development and culture. In line with the leftist ideology, 

these parties are in favour of a strong state, which is less supportive of civic initiatives. 

Rather, they are trying to re-install public governance in areas where it has been removed. 

This means the leading parties are interested in keeping the property and finding a reuse. 

However, the mentioned policy shift is still in progress and strategies are being discussed at 

the moment. One of the respondents also mentioned that going through the transformation is 
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not always easy, as the officers are still the same people who are in favour of the old setting 

and the issue of vacant properties had been a topic of heated political debates just until 

recently (Polinna, interview, June 19, 2018). 

Disappearing public land, in the past, became an important issue due to the fact that property 

was being sold off solely on the basis of the highest bid, not taking into account the plans of 

the buyer, and therefore the future of the place (Polinna, interview, June 19, 2018). With new 

polices, the situation has now begun to change; when a publicly owned building is offered on 

the market, the interested buyer‟s ideas and plans are now being taken into consideration 

before making a decision. Among the interviewees, the shift in decision making is considered 

a good start; however, it is not without problems. For example, sometimes the municipality 

does not apply all the power it legally has, or they do not seem to act cogently enough to deal 

a favourable contract in some cases.  

There is still space to ask for more and put more pressure on the new owner, according to Dr. 

Polinna. In her eyes, the possible reason could be unaffordability of high quality lawyers, who 

are mostly working for the private sector. There is a certain extent of rigidity that still prevails 

among the officials who have been working for the municipality for a very long time and do 

not seem to be in ease with all the changes. According to her experience, corruption does not 

seem to be such a pungent issue anymore. Nonetheless, the praxis of selling public properties 

is not that common anymore, since there is recently rather a shortage of public property in 

Berlin, as previously described. Therefore, even a well thought policy will not make a great 

difference, since all the valuable, interesting spaces within the S-bahn (a train circle marking 

the broad centre of Berlin) had been already sold. The new approach will therefore mainly 

affect some „leftover‟ spaces on the outskirts of the city; in Dr. Polinna‟s (interview, June 19, 

2018) words, “it came too late”. 

Strategies / Cases 

There is no umbrella strategy guiding the city‟s vacant properties management, according to 

the respondents. However, there are some partial regulations that make it possible to 

implement certain solutions in the case of incentives coming from the civil sector. As a result, 

several positive examples of how to conceptualize and manage empty buildings have been 

carried out in the past couple of years.  Such possibilities will be best explained on specific 

examples, which are still rather rare in the Berlin context. Therefore, they can be seen as some 

kind of flagship projects, showing the direction the city might follow in the future. In all of 

these cases, the civil society plays a key role, without whose activity and relentless 

perseverance such projects have most likely not happen. “It is not a product of the city‟s 

proactivity, of successful city politics – it is rather a result of enormous public pressure which 

more or less forced the city politics to react” (Bader, interview, August 20, 2018). 

Inheritable lease – ZK/U 

An inheritable lease [erbauwecht] is more than simply renting a space. This rental model 

entails actually buying and obtaining the physical building, while the ground still belongs to 
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the municipality. One of the first cases of inheritable lease in Berlin, a place today called 

ZK/U, was created in 2012 and is until today a kind of paradigmatic project presenting how 

the issue could be approached (Einhoff, interview, August 28, 2018). ZK/U is located in 

Moabit, a central district of Berlin, and was originally used as a railway depot in municipal 

ownership. It is a landmark building with an overall footprint of 2000 sq. m, surrounded by a 

public park. In 2012, the municipality announced a tender inviting initiatives from the cultural 

and social sector to propose ways of running the building; it was conditional to turn the space 

into a public space and involve the neighbourhood. The organization that won the tender pays 

a monthly lease to the municipality, based on a 40-year contract. After the 40 years, the 

municipality is obliged to buy the building back. The non-profit organization 

KUNSTrePUBLIK, which is presently in charge of the building, is therefore guaranteed to 

stay until the end of the ground lease. One of three founders and directors, Matthias Einhoff, 

thinks this represents a “quite interesting balance of power” (Einhoff, interview, August 28, 

2018). The municipality retains a lot of power since it owns the land the building is standing 

on, and in around 33 years will be able to make decisions according to what is needed in the 

neighbourhood at that moment. In terms of city planning, 40 years is not a long time, but for 

an artist collective and non-profit organization it is a fair time horizon that allows investing all 

the energy and financial resources needed as they know it will make (also financial) sense 

over the years (Einhoff, interview, August 28, 2018). The long-term contract makes the 

organization eligible to get a credit loan as the bank has some kind of guarantee around the 

mid-range future plans. 

KUNSTrePUBLIK developed a key to the whole spatial concept, which combines artist 

residencies with possibilities for the neighbourhood. According to Boris Joens, “they did a 

very good job with this. The place is now frequented by all sorts of people, a really mixed 

group” (Joens, interview, August 19, 2018). On the ZK/U webpage, one can read that the 

concepts and projects are equally focused on local involvement and global exchange. “ZK/U 

seeks to develop projects, co-produce knowledge and share values created through 

exchanges. ZK/U does not offer a fixed set of ideas and principles for its fellows. Rather, 

individual projects and needs shape what could be described as a continuous formation” 

(“The ZK/U”, 2019). The prototype has proven successful and today we can see an increasing 

number of such offers. Matthias Einhoff calls the model a „win-win situation‟, as the 

municipality does not give up on the asset decision making, but at the same time is allowing 

other stakeholders to invest time and energy on developing their ideas. This would not be 

possible to the same extent in case of, for example a 5year contract, which makes it a very 

smart and interesting concept (Einhoff, interview, August 28, 2018). 

Joens Boer sees ZK/U as a good example of a self-run place, describing the organization 

behind it as a group of artists who address a lot of critical urban issues. He, however, 

acknowledges that the concept of inheritable lease can also present the risk of someone 

misusing the original idea behind it. For example, businessmen with a rather monetary 

motivation could take advantage of a lucrative offer and contribute to the local environment in 
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a superficial manner to make the officials „sleep‟, while turning the place into a primarily 

commercial place. In Joens‟s eyes, such a scenario is what the government is often afraid of. 

The place might work well at first, but there are cases when all the founders have moved on 

and the place might come into the hands of a differently minded group. Joens says such an 

issue could be dealt with using different measures, like introducing coherent contracts, a 

cooperative learning system for all kinds of initiatives, or binding them to the place for a long-

term period (Joens, interview, August 19, 2018). 

Round table – Haus der Statistik 

The so-called Haus der Statistik is a massive and a very unique project in the Berlin context; 

and is currently still under development - the urban plan has just been introduced in February 

2019. The area is 45,000 m² and is located in close proximity to Alexanderplatz in the 

absolute city centre. It is a former seat of the State Central Administration of Statistics of the 

German Democratic Republic (GDR). After the reunification of Germany, it became the 

property of the Federal Agency for Real Estate Tasks and was used by the office of the 

Federal Commissioner for holding the documents of the State Security Service. The 

authorities remained there until 2008, and since then the building complex has been empty.  

The story behind the project is not a good example of city politics operating well, but rather 

an example of how the community organising and activism can push how the city operates, as 

one of the respondents expressed (Bader, interview, August 20, 2018). After many years of 

standing empty, the building complex was classified as unmarketable and thus was planned to 

be demolished in favour of new urban development. In 2015, as the refugee crisis in Germany 

was peaking, there was a lot of pressure to find places for shelter, while this extensive 

complex of buildings in public ownership was standing empty right in the city centre. In 

response, the Alliance of Threatened Berlin Studios (AbBA), a group of activist artists, 

breached the building and erected a large banner in the style of an official building sign on the 

façade, which read: "Here arises for Berlin: Spaces for Culture, Education and Social 

Affairs" (“Model project House of Statistics”, 2019). To the surprise of many, the then district 

mayor of Berlin Mitte, Dr. Christian Hanke, responded positively to the statement and was 

open to discussion. The activists‟ demonstration together with the positive political response 

opened a space for conversation which was has been developing for over three years (M. 

Bader, Skype interview, August 20, 2018). Immediately after the action, the Haus der Statistik 

initiative emerged as an alliance of 15 various Berlin actors: social and cultural institutions 

and associations, artist collectives, architects, foundations and associations. Since the 

beginning of 2016, they have been organizing public networking meetings for people 

interested in the development of the site. In order to have a legal form for a contractual 

cooperation with potential partners, ZUSammenKUNFT Berlin - Cooperative for Urban 

Development emerged from the initiative. 

Since the beginning of the project, the initiative devoted a significant amount of energy and 

labour in two parallel directions. First, they put real effort into identifying the civil society 
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needs in order to develop the area into a diverse place for culture, social activities, education, 

and integrated living. On the other hand, they faced a daunting task of persuading the political 

representation to support their approach to developing the area.  As they managed to involve 

the general public to a great extent, the public pressure on the politicians was considerable. To 

achieve this required a great devotion, as Dr. Pollina puts it, “Fifteen initiatives had to 

persuade the politicians really strongly, they kept talking to them for two years. A lot of 

pressure and persuasion” (Polinna, interview, June 19, 2018).  

All this effort was necessary even though the Berlin-Mitte district was on board with the 

concept from the beginning. The concept was even honoured with the Berlin Award in 2016, 

which is awarded to „innovative and feasible‟ projects, by Senate Department for Urban 

Development and Housing. Ultimately, the state of Berlin acquired the complex from the 

Federal Agency for Real Estate Tasks in order to realize the welfare-oriented model project, 

while supplementing the concept by requirement of creating administrative areas and a new 

city hall building (“Model project House of Statistics”, 2019). 

In order to find a common ground and make sure all stakeholders are heard, a cooperative 

Koop5 had been established in 2018, meeting at regular Round Table meetings. It involved: 

the senate (Department for Urban Development and Housing); district office Berlin-Mitte; 

state-owned real estate company BIM; one of five state-owned housing cooperatives WBM 

(Wohnungsbaugesellschaft Berlin-Mitte); and finally ZUsammenKUNFT Berlin. The senate 

is involved because of the special significance of the project for the entire city and will be 

particularly active in implementation of the urban planning process. The district office is 

responsible for creating the planning legislation and for the overall process. They will also 

build the new Rathaus Mitte (approximately 25,000 m²) on the site, while the state-owned 

housing cooperative WBM will build 300 affordable apartments (approximately 26,000 m² in 

the new building). The BIM will accommodate 80% of the land used for administrative 

purposes. The fifth partner is ZUsammenKUNFT Berlin, the core group of the Haus der 

Statistik initiative which stands behind initialization of the whole project.  

During the process, ZUsammenKUNFT Berlin served as a consultant to the rest of the 

stakeholders and represented an imaginary bridge between them and the future users of the 

complex. They were mainly responsible for the process to be truly participatory and for 

involvement and inclusion of the future stakeholders (Einhoff, interview, August 28, 2018). 

This was ensured by a variety of tools:  sending regular newsletters informing about the 

process; holding open meetings on regular basis; networking meetings for all potential 

partners, collaborators, stakeholders; and collecting so-called Letters of Interest. The last 

mentioned measure gives space to a wide range of social companies, social services, artists, 

etc., to express their spatial needs and in what way they would be able and willing to 

contribute to the project in return. All of the tools were carried out openly and publicly in a 

series of events and were quite well received, according to Bader. In his eyes, this approach 

also helped to keep the pressure on politicians as the strong civil engagement was giving a 
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strong message that there is still support for the initiative and that many are keeping their eye 

on the outcome of the project (Bader, interview, August 20, 2018). Another participant shared 

the same opinion and expressed, “it turned out to be really important for politicians to show 

up” (Joens, interview, August 19, 2018).  

The presence of the activist initiative in the core planning team was an important moment, as 

it ensured the citizens could really be part of the process, which according to many 

interviewees, is not a usual thing to do in the Berlin context. Typically, such projects are 

discussed „behind closed doors‟, whereas the Haus der Statistik is an exceptionally good 

example of cooperation which could serve as a model for future projects. (Joens, interview, 

August 19, 2018), (Einhoff, interview, August 28, 2018). Another unprecedented and 

important aspect of the case is the fact there were no beforehand criteria from the officials, as 

the criteria were developed together during the negotiation and according to the initiative‟s 

consultancy. The approach in most cases goes the opposite direction when government 

develops criteria and involves a consultancy office afterwards, which then creates a 

participatory process based on the defined criteria, “which very often feels like a fake 

participatory process” (Einhoff, interview, August 28, 2018). Einhoff also expressed this 

example of paradigmatic new process represents a learning process for both the municipality 

as well as the civil sector. When asked how the initiative achieved this, he mentions two 

reasons. Firstly, they developed some momentum and managed to “mobilize quite a huge 

amount of people” in need of affordable space for work or living, i.e. developed a „critical 

mass‟. Secondly, the initiative had to gain trust by proving they had a strong team of people 

with expertise, which proved necessary in order for the government to accept the initiative as 

a pilot project.  

The initiative, however, only has a consultant voice and the government does not need to 

follow their ideas; the suggestions are not binding. Therefore, in the end everything depends 

on the politicians and their decisions (Joens, interview, August 19, 2018). In this particular 

case, the responsible city representatives decided to support the quality content, independently 

of the economic side of the project, acknowledging the chosen program of the complex will 

be less profitable compared to possible commercial alternatives the prominent location could 

offer. “The political decision to abandon the maximum profit policy is very, very important” 

(Bader, interview, August 20, 2018). In his and other respondents eyes, the current 

composition of the coalition where Social Democrats were severely weakened and 

counterbalanced by the Green party and the Left party after the last election, “possible fields 

of actions opened. This political change was fundamental for the House der Statistik to 

actually happen” (Bader, interview, August 20, 2018). This also means the initiative was 

“nervously working towards signed contracts” (Bader, interview, August 20, 2018) during the 

process, trying to seal the deal before the next election. During two different interviews, the 

recipients revealed not only the conservative right wing would be happy to revoke the deal, 

but also the conservative left parties represent a threat to the project. “They are not really fans 

of the civic society self-empowering”, Bader says (Bader, interview, August 20, 2018), and 
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Joens seconds him, “they are more of a top-down guys, not very interested in cooperating 

with civil organizations, they want to be in control” (Joens, interview, August 19, 2018). 

The current political representation and its values seem to be a crucial condition to approach 

the issue of vacant buildings in a socially responsible way, but there is another aspect to it, 

equally as important, as the interviews showed. The stubborn and time consuming persuasion 

and pressure on the politicians, which was crucial at the beginning of the process, had already 

been mentioned. But this requires a lot of on-going engagement and investment from the civil 

organizations. In the case of Haus der Statistik, at least four people were investing one full 

work day each week for two years, plus extra meetings, events, consultations, meeting 

lawyers etc. All this devoted time had been unfunded. Moreover, they were negotiating with 

public bodies, i.e. fully paid employees of the state who have “all the time in the world to 

discuss and meet again, postpone” (M. Bader, Skype interview, August 20, 2018), while the 

civic actor‟s resources are running out. Of course, not every city has such developed network 

of devoted activist and civil society actors, as Dr. Pollina says, “this huge landscape of 

initiatives that we have in Berlin is amazing, a lot of other cities are very envious about that. 

They are already quite professional, can raise a lot of pressure in the media and have a really 

good network” (Polinna, interview, June 19, 2018).  

Regarding the sustainability of the financial model, the municipality will of course take care 

of their own part, and for affordable housing there are federal funding schemes. In the case of 

artist studios, they will be paying rent, but the amount for each space could be dependent on 

the extent of profitability and commercial potential of the tenant. The idea is the commercial 

companies and start-ups will pay higher rent than non-profit organizations. Such internal 

balances were also part of the negotiation between the initiative and municipality as both 

partners understand such measures are necessary in order to allow for affordable work space 

in the city centre, as it is something which is increasingly disappearing in Berlin (Einhoff, 

interview, August 28, 2018).  

 

Copenhagen 
Mads Uldall Copenhagen Properties and Purchases - head of the section responsible for 

the Meat Packing District [Kødbyen]. 

Jesper Koefoed-Melson Co-founder and director of the GivRum organization. 

Kim Bek Founder and director of the Urban Help organization. 

Kristine Munkgård Pedersen International Coordinator at Copenhagen municipality. 

Gertrud Jørgensen Professor of urban planning at Copenhagen University.  

 

Historical development  

Historically, the city of Copenhagen owned a significant amount of property; buildings for 

schools, institutions, but also a great share of residential houses. In the 1980s, the Danish 

capital was experiencing a financial downturn due to industrial decline and many work places 
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moving elsewhere. At that time, the house stock was inadequate – the apartments were small, 

old, worn, and the residential living conditions were much lower than in the rest of the 

country. To illustrate, the 1-2 room apartments had to meet the needs of a whole family and in 

many cases, there were even two families living in two room apartments. Moreover, there 

were no modern facilities like a bathroom or toilet installed in the apartments back then; the 

standard was therefore rather poor (Larsen, 2018).  

Around 1990, the city was close to bankruptcy. In order to avoid that, the state agreed to take 

over a part of the city‟s property portfolio while the city government had to guarantee to sell 

off a substantial part of its housing stock. The strategic interest shift meant the city disposed 

of major parts of their housing buildings; partly to offset the deficit but also to dispose of the 

poor condition housing stock. During the 1990s, the residential property was almost 

completely sold off in the form of Shared housing [Andelsboliger] (Munkgård Pedersen, 

interview, August 3, 2018). Andelsboliger is a specific housing model established around a 

century ago by workers in need of good and cheap housing; and today the shared housing 

associations make up around 32% of all housing in Copenhagen. The model is based on 

joined ownership where an association takes a loan to finance the entire building and then the 

individual tenants buy their „share‟, allowing them to use one of the apartments. Such 

agreement comes with a particular legal aspect called joint liability [solidarisk hæftelse], 

which means in case of financial difficulties of an individual or the entire association, every 

member is responsible for paying the shared debt (Larsen, 2018).  

Situation today   

Today, the city of Copenhagen owns solely institutional buildings, i.e. municipal buildings, 

schools, day care centres etc., but does not keep any redundant buildings. All the publicly 

owned property is administrated by a real estate company called Københavns Ejendomme 

[KEjd, Copenhagen property], which is a part of municipality‟s financial department. The 

department is in charge of administration but also relevant renovation or selling of the 

property that is not any longer needed for municipality use. Activating buildings on a market 

level is the whole purpose of the company and therefore it is “really hard to negotiate with 

them” on any other way of use (Koefoed-Melson, interview, July 6, 2018). 

There are certain visions the city claims to be moving towards and the particular one for the 

Technical and Environmental Administration is called „Co-create Copenhagen‟. It aims to 

reach the stated values before 2025, focusing on three main topics: A responsible city, A 

liveable city, and A city with an edge. The first one is linked to issues like establishing a 

climate plan, climate adaptation and energy consumption, while A liveable city is addressing 

architecture and planning, or the use of public space. The goal of A City with an edge is to 

foster flexibility and creativity, connecting unique neighbourhoods. In their vison we can read 

statements like: “We need room for wild, creative initiatives and architecture that evokes 

strong emotions – without the city breaking at the seams and becoming divided“ (source: Co-

create Copenhagen). In a short promotional video spot made by the Technical and 
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Environmental Administration of Copenhagen, an urban researcher Annika Agger claims: “It 

requires a new kind of dance between public and private actors. Politicians and the 

administration must agree to let go and citizens must become more than just demanding 

users”.  

Empty buildings offer a perfect opportunity to achieve the creation of flexible spaces and 

creative environments as the vision suggests (Koefoed-Melson, interview, July 6, 2018). The 

municipality could be using the few left over buildings they own, but do not use, as a strategic 

asset and conceptualize their use in collaboration with the civic society. This is, however, not 

the case, and the issue of empty buildings is not mentioned in the documented vision at all. 

Koefoed-Melson (2018) therefore asks: “how can they create this edge if they do not create 

the platforms or possibilities for grassroots activist movements?” Then he answers himself- 

that in his eyes, the vision does not correspond with the real life practice.  

The main way to reach the City with an edge goal seems to lie in supporting temporary 

projects, as the vision suggests (Co-create Copenhagen). The concept of enhancing temporary 

projects is, however, at its beginning. The municipal employee Munkgård Pedersen noted that 

for the municipality it is not something crucial, it is not a top priority, and it took a long time 

to adopt the idea. And even now when the issue is being addressed, there is no budget 

reserved for such projects and the municipality‟s role will lie rather in offering a „helping 

hand‟ and making the temporary projects easier when external actors reach for advice or help. 

Munkgård Pedersen further explains specific ways to mediate such support, but as she 

concludes, “none of them has to do with vacant buildings, really” (Munkgård Pedersen, 

interview, August 3, 2018).  

Strategy  

All publicly owned property in Copenhagen is used strictly for institutional purposes. 

According to an employee of Copenhagen Properties and Purchase [KEjd – Københavns 

Ejendomme og Indkøb] Mads Uldall, around 4% of municipally held buildings are unused. 

The only strategy for dealing with the leftover stock is to sell it at market price. The political 

decision is that the municipality should only focus on supplying public service (education, 

day care), and the development of property is best taken care of by the private sector. In cases 

where a certain building is only partly used for municipal purposes, the extra space is rented 

out at full market price in order to minimize costs. This is required by law and therefore non-

negotiable (Uldall, interview, August 23, 2018).  

One exception proving the rule is the case of the Meatpacking District [Kødbyen], which is in 

the municipal ownership as a remnant from the past. The site was built in 1870 with the 

purpose of securing quality food for the city residents, which is not as important today. The 

reason the Danish government does not insist on selling the complex is due to its large size 

and the spatially complicated structure, together with the fact that it has been declared a 

cultural heritage site, which makes it a rather difficult property to sell on the market. The city 
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is therefore allowed to keep the complex on the premise of using some of the space for city 

offices (Uldall, interview, August 23, 2018).  

It is important to introduce a particular company which has a lot of impact on the public 

property portfolio, the City and Harbour [By og Havn]. A real estate company owned partly 

by the municipality and partly by the state, though it functions as a private company. It had 

been established with the purpose of financing the new line of Copenhagen‟s metro by selling 

publicly owned land at Nordhavn. The company is separated from the municipality, 

independently develops given land, increases its value and subsequently sells it to private 

developers. By og Havn uses some of their buildings in a more creative way, however always 

with the only aim to increase the value of the property or neighbourhood; and therefore 

maximize their profit (Uldall, interview, August 23, 2018). This approach is often criticized 

among the Danish urbanists and other experts. For example, Lindhardt Weiss says, “this 

efficient market-driven model was successful with regard to the goal of constructing a new 

metro, but it has also made it near impossible to build the affordable homes that citizens and 

polititians are calling for during this period of economic growth, rapidly growing housing 

prices and accelerating segregation” (Lindhardt Weiss, 2019, p.23). 

Finally, two isolated cases will be mentioned of organizations that found alternative ways of 

using publicly owned buildings for cultural and social activities (Villa Kultur, and KPH – 

Copenhagen project house). Since KEjd is not allowed to rent public property under the 

market level price, as a solution, the city‟s Department of Culture and Leisure rents the space 

from them and then offers it under better conditions to the respective organizations. This 

creates a peculiar situation when the municipality in fact rents out buildings to themselves, 

within different departments (Koefoed-Melson, interview, July 6, 2018). 

 

Implications 

The general agenda is to only keep property necessary to accommodate key municipal 

functions and not in order to endorse specific urban development, which should be solely 

taken care of by the private sector, Uldall emphasizes. His explanation corresponds with the 

view of representatives of the civil sector. Koefoed-Melson talks about „no strategy‟ when it 

comes to vacant public property; and as a result, he suggests the culture in Copenhagen is 

increasingly either institutionalized or commercialized. He admits there is a good deal of 

facilities such as culture houses, libraries, or museums; however, it is very difficult to find 

flexible and affordable spaces as platforms for alternative, grass-roots activities (Koefoed-

Melson, interview, July 6, 2018).  

When asked for a reason behind the Danish approach to vacant public property, respondents 

explained “there is a lot of profit to be gained” (Koefoed-Melson, interview, July 6, 2018), 

and “developers are fighting for buildings, it is a safe and good investment” (Bek, interview, 

July 16, 2018).  The common opinion is that the great pressure from developers has a 
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significant influence on the city government, which decided to accept the financial logic and 

accumulate as much financial resources as possible during the „good‟ years. This is 

understandable in a short term perspective; however, it brings certain issues in the long run 

(Koefoed-Melson, interview, July 6, 2018). In his eyes, for example, the newly built 

apartments are not designed in a way that brings quality to life – they are built in a way to 

meet the basic requirements, to fit as much as possible in one building; but there is no room 

for the community, for relationships. “I am worried they will not be nice places to live in,” 

(Koefoed-Melson, interview, July 6, 2018) he sums it up. Moreover, the market oriented 

environment makes it impossible for non-profit and non-institutionalized organizations to 

compete with the big actors. In Koefoed-Melson‟s eyes, this is problematic. He thinks 

politicians fail in making legislation that would make developers think in a more diverse way, 

“not only working for maximizing profits but also working for maximizing cultural or social 

values” (Koefoed-Melson, interview, July 6, 2018).  

He is not alone in criticizing the current state when the logic of profit is dominating all the 

other aspects of the city development. In his contribution „In the Stream of Capital‟, academic 

Søren Mau states: “… as long as the society‟s fundamental structures are shaped by the 

Capital – as long as the Capital remains its grip on the conditions for life – will the demands 

for profit set the limit for what the government and municipality can do“ (Mau, 2018, p. 56). 

Amsterdam 

Lisanne Kraal Founding member of Copekcabana - a cooperative housing society. 
Simon van Dommelen Founder and director of the Vacancy solvers Amsterdam foundation 

(LOLA). 

René Boer Managing editor of Failed Architecture. Also works as a curator, 

critic and researcher in the fields of architecture, urbanism, heritage 

and art. 

Sjoerd ter Borg One of only seven alumni of the Vacancy Studies master program. He 

is also educated in Political Science, however now works as a 

designer and artist, exhibiting in leading institutions world-wide. 

 

Historical development 

In the 1980s, Amsterdam was not a popular city; a lot of residents were moving out which 

resulted in many dilapidated buildings even in the city centre. During this period, an extensive 

mafia network took over a part of those properties, which was connected to issues like drug 

dealing and prostitution (Boer, interview, August 23, 2018). As an attempt to solve the 

situation, the municipality decided to buy a significant amount of property in order to keep 

them under control and keep criminality away. This was possible due to generally low 

demand on the real estate market and therefore very low price of the realty stock. In this way, 

the municipality managed to build a substantial real estate portfolio (Boer, interview, August 

23, 2018). 
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Due to the real estate redundancy, a lot of properties have also been squatted. The beginning 

of this trend can be observed from the 1970s and was legal until 2010 in Netherlands. 

Consequently, if either a private or publicly owned building had been standing empty, it was 

legal for groups of people to enter and occupy a building without permission of the owner. 

Moreover, this group of people would even enjoy the same housing rights compared to a 

regular tenant. This policy created a very strong pressure on all kinds of owners, including the 

authorities, to keep their property used, or provide it to various actors in society – whether it is 

creating more housing, different kinds of cultural programs, etc. (Boer, interview, August 23, 

2018). 

Despite that, there were still a lot of abandoned buildings in Amsterdam in the 1990s, 

especially around the river IJ. These have been massively squatted by artists and the so-called 

creative class, which created a lively atmosphere and is considered to substantially contribute 

to Amsterdam developing as a creative capital until today (Rietveld & Rietveld, 2014).  

However, not all the owners were favourably inclined to this specific, organic use of their 

buildings.  Therefore, during the 1990s, a new type of company emerged to address the 

vacancy situation. These are commonly called anti-squatting [anti-kraak] and are important 

actors in Dutch cities until today (Van Dommelen, interview, August 9, 2018). They are 

private companies, letting temporary users live in vacant building and therefore ensuring the 

property is being used on an everyday basis. Such practice is beneficial for the building and 

its owner for many reasons. From the technical perspective, a house needs to be aired, heated, 

and maintained on a regular basis; the everyday use also ensures security in the building and 

its neighbourhood. In principle, this type of use is undoubtedly more reasonable than a 

building standing completely empty. However, there is still a significant amount of criticism 

towards the anti-squatting companies, which is elaborated in the following section.  

Squatters and former squatters were invited to participate in discussions on how the issue of 

empty buildings should be approached. On the basis of such debates, a so-called „Breeding 

place policy‟, or also „Breeding ground policy‟ had been established. 

“From 2000 on, the municipality of Amsterdam has actively subsidized local 

subcultures by means of a broedplaatsenbeleid [BPP – breeding place policy]. 

This policy preserves cultural breeding grounds by investing in property for 

subcultural groups. Amsterdam had a thriving subculture in the 1970s and 1980s, 

with squatted buildings providing the basic infrastructure (Davies 1999; Soja 

2000). The gentrification of the city at the end of the 1990s saw these squatted 

subcultural places disappear. In 1999, the local government came to the 

realization that safeguarding subcultural breeding grounds was essential to the 

contemporary space economy. Under the name Breeding Places Amsterdam 

(BPA) the local government began to subsidize buildings for artists and other 

subcultural groups” (Porter & Shaw, 2008).  
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However, this policy also brought certain issues as it was top-down organized, whereas the 

initiatives and groups of activists it affected are by nature organized bottom-up. Due to this 

fact, there has been a very long period of on-going discussions and negotiations between the 

two sides (Boer, interview, August 23, 2018). As a result, some of the former squatters started 

their own company; the most influential one is arguably Urban Resorts (Van Dommelen, 

interview, August 9, 2018). They have been active and successful for 15 years now, and 

currently manage 15 buildings that have been entrusted to them. Their business model can be 

described as a non-profit organization that develops and manages breeding ground places with 

support from government (more about breeding ground later in this chapter). The organization 

transforms vacant buildings and offers places to work and experiment freely on an artistic and 

social level; as they run places with low rent and high involvement to keep the city accessible 

sides. The Amsterdam municipality is greatly supportive of this particular, as well as other 

similar organizations (Boer, interview, August 23, 2018). 

Another important period is tied to the global financial crisis. Similar to other cities, there had 

been a lot of hesitance to invest in the construction industry during the years 2008 – 2011. 

Instead of letting many large buildings stand empty, which has various negative effects to the 

neighbourhood, the Amsterdam municipality approached the situation with providing those 

properties to temporary projects. However, since then the situation dramatically changed and 

right now, according to the words of Rene Boer, any available building could be potentially 

immediately used for a hotel, or similar type of use, due to massive demand. Moreover, he 

even thinks the pressure on creating such facilities is currently “so enormous that you could 

fill the entire city of Amsterdam with hotels [and such], if it became empty at this very 

moment” (Boer, interview, 2018). By this hyperbole, he illustrates how strained the real estate 

situation which currently prevails in Amsterdam is; by referring to the influential aspect of 

tourism commercialization.  

Current situation  

It is important to understand that in Amsterdam, at some point 80% of all housing was owned 

by housing associations (Boer, interview, 2018). In this system, the distribution of places was 

dependant on a waiting list, which is similar to a socialist system. However, since the second 

half of 1990s, the housing cooperatives became privatized, which can be linked to the 

political shift towards neoliberalism, and were no longer accountable to local government. As 

well, during the last 5 – 10 years, the municipality decided to rapidly sell off its property. 

Such development shows signs of a neoliberal state strategy – restraining the power of state 

by selling off large amounts of its portfolio. By doing so, the municipality is renouncing its 

option to influence the city-making processes and to use the property portfolio as a strategic 

tool. The city administration perhaps did not feel as much need to steer the direction towards 

which the city is developing. Reasons for this might be growing popularity of the city, less 

criminality involved in the real estate market, and less mafia network hold of the properties.  
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Amsterdam has a special position among other cities due to its very high ratio of publicly 

owned land and buildings. That explains the fact the policies are on much more developed 

level then elsewhere, however, the situation is not entirely seamless. “Thousands of public 

and government buildings are unused. The government, as owner, all too often opts for anti-

squatter measures and other forms of defensive occupancy of vacant buildings with the sole 

aim to secure them. These buildings could often be put to good temporary use from the 

moment they become vacant until they are renovated, redeveloped or demolished. In short, we 

advocate a more societally relevant way of dealing with these public and often unique 

buildings” (Rietveld & Rietveld, 2014, p. 33) 

Like many other cities in Europe, Amsterdam deals with rapid growth of tourism. This 

unenviably goes hand in hand with gentrification; the city is rapidly becoming more unequal. 

Since the local election in March 2018, Amsterdam is now led by a left wing government, 

headed by the green left party [GroenLinks]. Recently, there have been many calls to stop 

selling the real estate owned by the municipality and the current authorities seem to take the 

issue seriously (Kraal, interview, July 25, 2018). In most neighbourhoods, such buildings hold 

a key position. As an example, Rene Boer mentions a large scale building in one of the Red 

Light District streets. It is now occupied by smaller volunteer organizations which are 

struggling with use of such a large building. Therefore, authorities decided to sell the 

building, as the very prominent location attracts great interest from investors. However, this 

would only increase the burden on the neighbourhood which already has a lot of troubles with 

intense tourism. On the other hand, the large amount of square meters would allow using the 

space for all kinds of social services which could help making the neighbourhood more 

liveable. Given the position of  the current local government, it is likely that attention will be 

focused on making a broader strategy for  utilizing  empty properties and in general, how to 

handle their oppositions. In Boer‟s opinion, the position of ownership makes all the 

difference. Mainly due to the fact that until property is in private hands, any policy will have 

little effect on the actual urban development. “As long as privately owned buildings are 

putting their place on Airbnb, as long as all the tourists flow in, there‟s nothing you [the 

authorities] can do about it. But if you have ownership, you can steer the direction the 

neighbourhood is going in” (Boer, interview, 2018). 

Under the new political direction, authorities seem to realize they will not be able to buy any 

property back in the future as the prices are rising rapidly. And if the public sector wants to 

keep certain power to influence the development of the city, it is crucial for the institutions to 

keep the remaining property and make key decisions with those. Right now, the municipality 

is in the process of considering its options (Van Dommelen, interview, August 9, 2018). One 

way is, for example, imposing certain conditions on potential buyers, which is already 

happening in some cases (Alkemade, 2018). A company which is interested in buying 

property from the city needs to present its plans, which need to be in line with the 

municipality‟s requirements; making it increasingly difficult for organizations to obtain 

publicly owned buildings. This strategy is however still only used in a limited number of 
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cases; and it does not mean the entire discourse of the country will rapidly change.  The Dutch 

government still plans to dispose of 22% of its square meter portfolio of public buildings 

through transformation, demolition, or sale, by the 2020 (Alkemade, 2018). This decision is 

criticized by the Chief Government Architect of The Netherlands, Floris Alkemade (2018):  

“When the government no longer needs a public building, it often wants to sell it; 

this is too simplistic. My argument stresses that the money used to finance every 

government building is public; therefore the sale should look beyond the 

economic component and into the public programming of its future function. 

Indeed, in terms of financial transaction this is harder to impose and organize, 

but we have managed to implement future public use into several projects 

already. Recently in Amsterdam we decided not to sell the Bijlmerbajes prison 

complex to the highest bidding party, but instead instituted a specific set of 

criteria for 50% of the evaluation according to future public programming: 

money and public program were valued equally. As a government you can 

organize such processes and accept a lower bid if accessibility and function are 

guaranteed.”  

In summary, the city of Amsterdam traditionally held significant power over the real estate 

market, as it owned a major part of properties and land. This started to change around two 

decades ago under a neoliberal state strategy which aimed to reduce the public property 

portfolio and thereby, its power over the city development. Such discourse is only 

contributing to an on-going touristification and gentrification of the city (Boer, interview, 

2018). In the beginning of 2018, a left-wing government won local election, which has 

resulted in the shifting attention towards more responsible and reasonable management of 

public property. The city has seen initial examples of taking the planned function of a given 

property for sale into account, next to the financial proposal. However, the overall strategy of 

the state is to gradually get rid of a large part of its property within the following two years.  

Vacancy management companies 

The previously mentioned anti-squatting private companies are playing an important role in 

the current situation in Amsterdam. They are commonly described as „squatting companies to 

prevent squatting‟, as they work with renting vacant spaces to temporary users. According to 

current laws, once there is already someone using or occupying a building (be it only one 

person in a large dwelling or institutional construction like school etc.), it is illegal to squat 

the space by other groups (Van Dommelen, interview, August 9, 2018). To clarify, since 

2010, squatting as an activity is illegal altogether; however, in the situation when the building 

is fully vacant and there are no plans for further development presented, the police department 

of the state does not intervene. Therefore, primarily to avoid the risk of unauthorised use of 

empty property, as well as for other reasons, it is a common practice for owners to hire a 

professional vacancy management company. There are five major ones in Amsterdam and the 

service they offer is facilitating suitable user, or users for the given property (Municipality 
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Amsterdam, 2015). The user is then supposed to ensure daily maintaining of the property, its 

security and so on until the building finds its new use. The rent, or more precisely, „user fee‟, 

is very low in exchange for the users‟ willingness to be greatly flexible, as there is very short 

notice for leaving the building and the state of the building might often be below the standard. 

Due to an existing law terminology, those temporary tenants are not even considered renters, 

but are called „users‟ and therefore their rights differ from the regular tenants‟. However, the 

concept is fully legal and even local governments are cooperating with anti-squatting 

companies on a regular basis (Municipality Amsterdam, 2015). Moreover, it is common that 

municipalities have long-term agreements with the anti-squatting companies, e.g. they sign 

exclusivity to one of the companies (Van Dommelen, interview, August 9, 2018). 

Nonetheless, the conducted research showed a significant amount of criticism towards this 

phenomenon, coming from all of the interviewees in Amsterdam. One of the most common 

concerns regards the issue that the building is protected and maintained, though not actually 

used. This is due to the fact the anti-squatting company in most cases chooses to only let in a 

very little amount of people, typically as little as 1-2 persons; which can be explained by the 

anti-squatting companies‟ strategy to decrease any risks as much as possible. By only 

subletting to a few people, great flexibility is ensured, as well as low risk of potential troubles 

of any kind (Van Dommelen, interview, August 9, 2018). From the vacancy management 

organizations‟ point of view, as well as the owners‟, limited number of people is sufficient to 

solve their issue in a short-term perspective. However, this concept is not really contributing 

to solve the actual issue, which is the actual vacancy of valuable space, often a large building, 

in a city which is experiencing great shortage of housing and available spaces in general (Ter 

Borg, interview, August 14, 2018). On the contrary, the effect of such a solution is rather 

questionable since it allows the owners, both private and public; to postpone looking for a 

sustainable solution as the house is not directly exposed to various criminality issues or 

dilapidation. In other words, such solution only focuses on the most pungent problem, 

represented by physical vulnerability of the building itself; on the other hand, it can 

paradoxically contribute to significant prolonging of the process of finding a permanent 

solution. A solution which takes in consideration the potential of a given space, the needs of 

its surroundings and residents, and more holistically, the greater needs of Amsterdam‟s 

residents, who could benefit meaningful use of public property (Ter Borg, interview, August 

14, 2018). 

Other critical comments arise from the fact that the temporary tenants have very limited 

housing rights, which are otherwise very strong in the Netherlands (Van Dommelen, 

interview, August 9, 2018). Specifically, they must be called users, and accordingly have 

users contracts, instead of rental contracts; this is seen by some as taking advantage of a gap 

in the law. The law concerning users was originally issued for smaller events, for example, 

using one‟s car or such, it was not intended to be applied on the real estate market and by that, 

relieving the anti-squatting companies from many obligations. Unintentionally, this made the 
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process of short-term subletting, which would be otherwise a subject to many permits, much 

more flexible (Van Dommelen, interview, August 9, 2018). 

 

Strategies 

Dealing with Vacancy Strategy 

In January 2015, municipal real estate [Gemeentelijk Vastgoed] had been established as a 

new organization where the municipal real estate is managed in one central organization. It 

emerged on the basis of the Urban Real Estate Strategy adopted in January 2014 and the 

Coalition Agreement 2014-2018. The real estate policy is developed in four parts. Firstly, it is 

25 Real Estate Rules which shape the realization of the strategy. Secondly, Sale of Municipal 

Real Estate, elaborating on meeting demand with an offer, sales strategy and market 

approach. The third part is a memorandum called Dealing with Vacancy, indicating how 

vacancy will be reduced and how the remaining areas should be managed; and the final note 

deals with the so-called „Crown Jewels‟(Municipality Amsterdam, 2015). 

The Dealing with Vacancy part had been issued in September 2015. Here, the municipality 

representatives ask themselves what exactly counts as a vacant space – whether it only 

includes completely empty buildings, or also the partly abandoned ones. Should the definition 

include spaces that are taken care of by the vacancy management organizations [antikraak]. 

Either way, the municipality admits empty buildings represent a problem for the city. Firstly, 

they create a considerable cost, while also decreasing the liveability of the neighbourhood. In 

spite of that, the city of Amsterdam wants to see the issue as an opportunity, as the free space 

can be used, for example, to accommodate social initiatives. In summary, the objective of 

dealing with vacancy is to limit the negative financial and social consequences (Municipality 

Amsterdam, 2015). To a limited extent, vacancy is common and even necessary; either to 

perform major maintenance, during the in-between time when tenants are changing, or to 

enable relocations and structural adjustments. Still, vacancy remains and unintended 

consequence and the limit for Amsterdam had been set at a maximum of 5%. In principle, the 

municipality only aims to own properties that help achieving municipal policy objectives, not 

for commercial purposes. The starting point is, therefore, to primarily look for a public body 

tenant. Only in the situation where the majority of the building is occupied by public bodies 

and there is no use for the remaining spaces, can these be accordingly rented out for 

commercial purposes (Municipality Amsterdam, 2015). 

When deciding what will happen with a certain object, the strategy is to always look at the 

possibilities the space offers as a point of departure (Municipality Amsterdam, 2015). The 

perspective of the building is decisive and determines how it is handled in the meantime. If a 

building is vacant and there are concrete plans for sale, redevelopment, demolition, large-

scale maintenance or regular leasing to another party within five years, then there are two 

possible pathways of action during that period. If the plan is to be implemented within up to 
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one year, a vacancy management organization is employed to take care of the property. In the 

case of a one to five years gap, the space is temporarily rented out. The temporary rental is 

based on covering the costs and priority is given to social initiatives. In a situation where only 

part of a building is emptied, but the rest of the area is largely used, there is no need for a 

temporary solution until a regular tenant is found (Municipality Amsterdam, 2015). 

Either way, the management of vacant space is always enacted for a relatively short time 

horizon. This limits the possibilities for use during the vacancy period and requires a certain 

flexibility of the temporary user or tenant. When determining how a building can best be 

managed during the vacancy period, the time factor is one of the most important factors to 

take into account. For each empty space or building, there are four main questions to be asked 

to determine the conditions for the most suitable management form. Firstly, the question of 

time: „When is the building expected to be available again?‟; determining whether temporary 

rental is even useful, providing a base for a possible agreement and a notice period. Secondly, 

the question of legality: „Is there a risk of unlawful use?‟, establishing the rights and 

obligations of both the owner and temporary user. Thirdly, a question of quality: „What 

consequences does the use have on the quality of the building?‟; asking about safety, 

enforcement of regulations, and maintenance. Lastly, the question of appearance is asked: 

„What consequences does the type of use have on the quality of life in the neighbourhood?‟; 

and are there social initiatives in need of space for their activities? By answering the above 

questions it becomes clear which interpretation is the most suitable for the given space and a 

certain profile of possible users can be drawn up for the vacancy period. Such assessment 

leads to three possible forms of dealing with vacancy (Municipality Amsterdam, 2015). 

Firstly, if the building is vacant for less than one year, a vacancy management organization is 

invited to step in. These are the previously introduced anti-squatting companies [anti-kraak] 

companies. With this form of management, the main purpose is to prevent vacancy as much 

as possible. No rent is realized in this case as the short notice period, prevention of creating 

any rights and flexibility of the user is more important than creating financial profit or social 

benefit. Nonetheless, even when opting for this variant, it is possible to fill the spaces in a 

way that does more for the quality of life in the neighbourhood; such as creative activities or 

social functions under the responsibility of the vacancy manager.  A specific example of such 

company is the already mentioned Vacancy solvers Amsterdam [Leegstand Oplossers 

Amsterdam LOLA], which approaches the vacant space in very different manner compared to 

the „traditional‟ anti-squat companies. They provide responsible management for the vacant 

building and its surroundings by bringing it to life, i.e. actually using the object in a 

meaningful way. By doing so, they are solving short-term issues for the owner, but also add 

value for the owner, the user, the neighbourhood and the city (Municipality Amsterdam, 

2015). The second option is chosen in the situation when the building is expected to be free 

for one to five years. Here, the space is offered for temporary rental, while minimal rent is 

paid to cover the cost of maintenance and such. The notice period is more accommodating 

compared to the previous option, which is of course more convenient for the potential user. 
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All in all, the temporary lease is optimal for realizing social goals, since it is more interesting 

for organizations to invest their effort and finance in the building when the conditions are 

more flexible and the time scope is longer (Municipality Amsterdam, 2015). The remaining 

way of dealing with vacancy is actually emptying the space while looking for a regular tenant. 

This is only chosen for rooms that are located in buildings that are otherwise rented out. Since 

the building is partly used, it remains lively and therefore the risk of unauthorised use is low. 

Such a situation never lasts long – if no public body can use the remaining space, it can be 

offered on market for commercial rent (Municipality Amsterdam, 2015). 

The description of the three possible ways of dealing with vacancy represents a main part of 

the memorandum, together with decision criteria and detailed conditions for each option. Next 

to that, there are other ways to reduce vacancy mentioned. One of them is through an 

established platform, which functions as a place for demand and supply within the 

municipality, and demand from external space seekers. Here, all the information is gathered 

and processed; and the website also is open to the public for increased awareness and 

transparency (Municipality Amsterdam, 2015). By centrally organizing supply and demand, 

better and faster coordination is ensured, which contributes to greater efficiency and less 

empty space.  Another strategy is to improve attractiveness of the property by determining a 

minimum quality level that applies to the entire municipal property portfolio. This is ensured 

by using long-term maintenance plans, which eliminates and prevents overdue maintenance, 

and contributes to greater transparency of financial management (Municipality Amsterdam, 

2015). 
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Discussion 

Results of the previously presented analysis are interpreted, and their interrelation explored in 

the following discussion sections. 

Practical and ideological level of the topic 
The simple question of „what should happen to the vacant buildings in public ownership‟ 

contains in fact two levels, practical and ideological. Firstly, the municipality should always 

base their decisions regarding the future fate of a given building on their specific needs. The 

needs, therefore, have to be known. The municipality, accordingly, needs to conduct various 

researches, interconnect data from different departments and base the strategy on stated 

visions. After this process, strategy can be developed and issued, followed by an 

implementation plan which states who is responsible for which part of the process, further, it 

connects the objectives with budgets and so on (Peřinka, interview, 2018). Without the 

implementation plan, the strategy is only a non-binding recommendation. 

Secondly, the underlying ideology should be determined, according to which the visions and 

strategies themselves are decided. The evidence clearly shows that the ideas of neoliberalism 

are prevailing, which gives the most importance to the free market. Namely, the criterion of 

economic growth is valued above all, and the state should not interfere with business. This 

perspective dominates at the expense of Lefebvre‟s view of the Right to the city, a view in 

which the city should serve all habitants, not only the ones with access to capital.  

The positive examples of empty buildings animation which, followed a large and diverse set 

of goals, as showed in the research, are rather exceptions that succeeded in spite of the 

prevailing neoliberal setup. The fact that at the beginning of such examples, there was always 

a long-lasting, unrelenting and demanding work of the civilian sector only reflects that 

finding. Moreover, the research showed that systematic steps towards resolving the issue of 

empty buildings are taken mainly in the situation when a left-wing oriented party is in a 

leading position within the municipality government, as we could see both in Berlin and 

Amsterdam. This further reveals and strengthens the ideological dimension of the original 

question.  

Interpretation of results 
The following section elaborates on the most important findings from each city, and the 

potential to use those findings from the perspective of Prague.  

Interviewees in Prague, Berlin and Copenhagen all agreed on one thing – a significant part of 

the property portfolio has been sold during the last couple of decades. In this regard, they 

unanimously share a critical opinion, saying the decision to sell the property off is almost 

always disadvantageous in the long-term perspective (Peřinka, interview, 2018). The need to 

sell public property in order to fill the state treasury might be understandable in situations 

where the cities are close to bankruptcy, such as Copenhagen experienced during the 1970s 

and 1980s, or Berlin in the early 2000s. Nonetheless, in the case of contemporary 
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Copenhagen, which is currently a prosperous city, they have still decided to dispose of a large 

city area of Nordhavn in order to gain profit for the metro construction, and this decision is 

being questioned by many (Lindhardt Weiss, 2019). The situation is different only in 

Netherlands, which is known for its high ratio of public ownership. This significant difference 

explains why the question of vacant public ownership is much more present and important in 

Amsterdam. The massive sell-offs in the remaining three cities, as previously described, 

stands behind the current reality where there is very few publicly owned buildings left, unlike 

in Amsterdam. Notwithstanding, this finding does not mean the „leftovers‟ are not worth 

discussing, it solely explains why it is not the top priority issue for some political parties.  

The situation in Prague itself can be described as ambivalent. The legal environment dealing 

with vacant property in public holding is fairly welcoming – for example, it allows for 

temporary lease free of charge in the case of projects ensuring „public benefit‟. Despite the 

legal possibilities, it is not that case that such measures are being actually practised. The 

research showed the main reason why there are many abandoned buildings, some of them 

even in the historical city centre, containing high architectural and historical value, does not 

lie in insufficient legal background, and surprisingly not in a lack of finances either. The main 

barrier is lack of political will, as the topic is often not seen as priority. Therefore, many 

politicians do not even perceive the situation as problematic – when valuable, centrally 

located buildings are standing empty while many groups and individuals are in urgent need of 

space for living or other activities.  

Another barrier is seen in missing strategy, despite the fact that the new Strategic Plan had 

been developed in 2016. Activating the public assets‟ potential is one of the objectives in this 

plan; however, the document has a role of an advisory guide and is not enforceable in any 

way. Today, it functions rather as a base for argumentation, a ground on which different 

subjects might try to accomplish getting the permission to activate a building according to 

their visions. In summary, the problem is not a missing strategy in itself; it is rather the 

political representation not taking the strategy seriously – which arrives full circle back to the 

lack of political willingness.  

Two main conditions 

In order to find out what could possibly change the mentioned lack of interest among the 

Prague municipal government, results from Berlin and Amsterdam are analysed, as the two 

cities showed a number of positive examples. The evidence is clearly showing that two main 

aspects are crucial in making progress towards solving the issue of publicly owned vacancy. 

Firstly, it is a high civic engagement, and secondly, an enlightened local government.  This 

finding represents a substantial and main conclusion of this work, and is further elaborated 

below.  

„Enlightened local government‟ in this case typically means left oriented government, as the 

research has shown. The reason behind this is probably the fact that the right-wing parties are 

mainly oriented towards economic growth, whereas the left-wing parties are interested in non-
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economic values and indicators. Economic growth is of course an important goal also for the 

more socially oriented parties; however, it is not the only crucial aspect they consider. The 

data analysis showed such an approach is in favour of alternative use of empty buildings – 

alternative in comparison with the pure logic of economic profit for the city.  Utilization of 

vacant buildings also potentially offers economic growth potential, but it is not the only 

possible outcome. 

The important role of the ruling (local) government structure can be seen in the Berlin 

example of the Haus der Statistik, where the elected left-wing party played a decisive role 

when they were able to hear out the demands from civic sector groups and were, furthermore, 

willing to negotiate on the conditions of the future use of the building. Ultimately the 

politicians even included the civic groups in the decision making process. Another positive 

example is the case in Amsterdam, where the governmental approach – traditionally 

accommodating and open to alternative ways of using vacant buildings – started turning 

towards the neoliberal model which meant getting rid of the publicly owned property in the 

1990s and 2000s. A left-wing government winning the local election in Amsterdam in 2018 

resulted in shifting the attention back towards more socially responsible management of 

public property.  

Involvement of activists and other civic society groups has been described as absolutely 

crucial in the case of vacant public buildings animation in Berlin and Amsterdam. Recently, 

the most significant case in Berlin, Haus der Statistik, was initiated by civil sector groups 

from the offset. When the city („enlightened local government‟) agreed to negotiate, they even 

become an important partner, contributing to the design of the final form and content of the 

massively large building. This is, however, not an isolated case, as the city is known for its 

very strong base of politically aware and active citizens. Amsterdam‟s story is similar, with 

artists and squatting initiatives laying the foundation of using the vacancy as a platform for 

the creative class, leading to the city being proud of their reputation as a creative city, which 

is today even officially endorsed.  

In the Czech Republic, the civic society involvement does not have such a rich history. This 

can be, once again, linked back to the mental heritage of the communist era, which harshly 

persecuted free speech. This not only affected political opponents, but every ordinary citizen, 

including children, who were forbidden by their parents to publicly talk about discussions 

held in the privacy of their homes. If a child happened to reveal some of their parents‟ private 

opinions in front of a teacher, this could have serious consequences for the entire family
1
.  

A society which has faced such restrictions for over 40 years (1948 – 1989) is estimated and 

expected to completely rid themselves of the mental implications in approximately the same 

length of time, e.g. by 2029. Kašpar (interview, May 9, 2018) defines five stages of civil 

society development. Firstly, it is apathy, when no one is interested in what is happening 

                                                 
1
 This is common knowledge among Czechs as the generation of researcher‟s parents lived that. 
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around them. Secondly, people are grumbling in pubs over a beer, but that is the end of their 

involvement. Thirdly, citizens come to the phase of activism, which is the first active, yet still 

conflicting activity. In the fourth stage, participation occurs, when people are taken in 

consideration and engaged, however in reality, this often has the form of city marketing rather 

than a true participation. The final phase is defined as a partnership, when real cooperation 

between civil and public sector becomes a reality. According to Kašpar, the Czech society 

finds itself somewhere between the end of activism and the birth of participation. His analysis 

suggests there is still a long way to go in the case of Prague (Kašpar, interview, May 9, 2018).  

Process of building trust  

The research showed that once a municipality decides to collaborate with civic groups, they 

insist on the given group having a certain experience in the given field. This proved to be true 

in Amsterdam, Berlin and Prague. With a recent case in Prague, where a group of activists 

decided to occupy an old abandoned building which was a publicly owned pulmonary clinic. 

The activists refused to leave, resulting in a strong negative perception of civic groups from 

the officials‟ point of view.This event made it increasingly difficult for other civic sector 

groups to negotiate with the municipality in future. On the other hand, when talking about 

building trust, the German respondents spoke about connection between the municipality and 

specific grass-roots organizations, and do not regard all activists as a homogenous entity. Here 

it is important to mention that the case of the „Clinic‟ [Klinika] succeeded in unleashing 

massive debate in the Czech society, contributing to more civil engagement. Many citizens 

began to reconsider their position towards inviolability of property, and a discourse developed 

around the question of acceptability of abandoning public property. This event made a 

significant contribution to the on-going discussion on the topic of publicly owned vacant 

property in the Czech environment.  

Prague versus Amsterdam 

Amsterdam clearly proved to be the most progressive city in their way of dealing with 

vacancy. This is explained by the fact the city historically has disproportionately more 

property in their hands, compared to the other three cities in this paper. As the most successful 

case, it will now be compared to the situation in Prague. 

To start with, Amsterdam‟s current situation has its roots in the former legal background, 

which used to allow groups of people to enter and occupy a building without permission of 

the owner. This naturally ensured a strong pressure on all kinds of owners, including the 

authorities, to keep their property used, and to eventually offer the ones they did not need to 

various actors in society. In the Czech context, it is simply unimaginable that a similar law 

would pass, due to the inviolability of private property, as described in the background.  

Another important aspect in Amsterdam is the diverse base of active civic groups, which are 

already well established. These groups have a strong foundation, years of practice and solid 

set of skills when it comes to activating buildings. As well, they have established contact with 

municipal officials, who themselves have past experience working with such groups, meaning 
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means trust had been established. The relationship between the civic and public sector is 

currently in its initial phase in the case of Prague, as described earlier.   

Use of the vacancy management companies is not recommended as they, according to the 

Dutch interviewees, solely ensure the security of a building, but do not solve the vacancy 

itself. Their presence can even lead to prolonging of the process of finding a permanent 

solution. In this context, the idea of engaging temporary projects proved to offer a better 

variant. For example the institute of inheritable lease is considered to be close to an ideal 

solution for the publicly owned buildings which are temporarily without use. 

Furthermore, another of Amsterdam‟s strategy for dealing with vacancy is running a database 

for gathering and processing any relevant information about empty buildings. This is 

organized centrally with public access, ensuring awareness and transparency. In the case of 

Amsterdam, this has proven to contribute to increased efficiency in filling empty spaces. A 

similar objective is part of Prague‟s strategic plan, however, such a database does not yet 

exist.   

 

Connection to the theories  
The analysis results are in line with the ideal of the „Right to the city‟ on both levels. Firstly, 

suggesting left- wing oriented parties are supportive of the idea that vacant buildings should 

serve the city residents and their needs, matches with Lefebvre‟s Marxist influence. Secondly, 

throughout his work, Lefebvre suggests that change has to come from the bottom; people need 

to fight for it. Lefebvre also insists we need to look for something he calls „possible world‟ or 

„urgent utopia‟ (Lefebvre, 2003b, as cited in Purcell, 2014). This should be something 

between an ideal utopia as a purely abstract thought and a short-term realism, without vision, 

that is ready to accept existing structures. Both extremes are in his eyes dangerous and, 

therefore, he urges looking for urgent utopia, which is a combination of the real (existing) and 

ideal (possible), while ensuring constant communication between the two positions. “The 

urban as urgent utopia is a possible world that is keenly attuned to, but not limited by, present 

conditions” (Lefebvre, 1996, as cited in Purcell, 2014, p.151). As a conclusion, “we must be 

willing to imagine and demand a possible world, even if that world is impossible under the 

conditions that exist now. For Lefebvre the urban constitutes a revolution, but one that 

requires millions of everyday acts of resistance and creation” (Purcell, 2014).  

In an attempt to examine whether Lefebvre‟s approach has an impact on today's urban 

management, the attention will be drawn towards his follower, a contemporary theorist. He 

states that after the agrarian and industrial era we now inhabit the so-called urban period, a 

period in which the motor of capital production is driven by the urbanization process itself. In 

practice, this type of production is reflected in the constant growth of the city and the decline 

of the countryside. The process is also present on the level of the cities themselves, the cycle 

of building and demolishing, increasing and degrading the value of real estate and land. This 
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results in every initiative depending on the generated profit and ultimately, in a concentration 

of the most profitable economic activities in the centres of large cities, pushing less profitable 

functions and activities further into the periphery (Pixová, 2012). In addition to that, instead 

of aiming to connect the current conditions with long-term ideals or visions, the neoliberal 

logic is rarely questioned today. Such finding suggests the Lefebvre‟s‟ and his followers‟ 

thoughts are far from the current urban practice.  

 

Limitations of the findings  
The main limitation of the thesis is seen in not involving the important topic of gentrification 

on a more than a superficial level. The problem of gentrification is the burning issue most 

worlds‟ capitals experience today; however, it is an extremely complex issue which is beyond 

the scope of this work. The definition of gentrification can be found in Harvey who writes, 

“Those who create an interesting and stimulating everyday neighbourhood life lose it to the 

predatory practices of the real estate entrepreneurs, the financiers and upper class consumers 

bereft of any urban social imagination” (Harvey, 2012, p.78). The topic is linked to the 

question of vacant buildings revival to a considerable extent; however has been left out of this 

paper due to the thesis‟s restrained capacity.  

To mention some of limitations of the employed methods and resources, these are seen in 

gathering the data by interviewing experts. Such method is dependent on the willingness of 

the respondents to devote their free time and also, offer their answers with consideration and 

responsibility. Specifically, according to the experience with conducting the interviews for the 

for the purpose of this paper, different limitations can be connected with each group of 

respondents. The representatives of public sector sometimes seemed reserved in their answers, 

and gave the impression of representing official viewpoints without interpreting them in their 

own way. It was clear they were typically not ready to offer a constructive critique of the 

system they represent and in one case (in Prague) the state employee did not wish the 

interview to be recorded. Members of the civic sector, on the contrary, were open and honest 

and they gave the fundamental overview on the topic. However this group of respondents was 

not without issues either, as their free time is greatly limited due to involving in many 

voluntary activities outside their working hours. The amount of unpaid work they are 

devoting was after all described earlier in the thesis. Finally, the obvious limitation, or rather a 

potential limitation, was represented by the use of mediums such as a phone or Skype, which 

in rare occasions caused a drop of audio quality. Nonetheless, this was eventually always 

solved simply by repeating the question. At the end this aspect did not seem to have a 

significant impact on the data quality; which is explained by the fact the focus was on 

knowledge retention, not necessarily on the emotions behind the answers.   
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Conclusion 

The outspring of this thesis project comes from two main questions: 1) what are the practices 

in European cities for addressing their empty buildings  and 2)  is possible for the capital of 

Czech Republic, Prague, to find inspiration in such practices. The first question was addressed 

through multiple interviews of relevant civic and municipal representatives, yielding a variety 

of historical lessons, current insights, and possibilities for the future, which has been 

thoroughly presented in the analysis sections. To answer the second question, rather than 

suggesting the implementation of specific methods, perhaps can best be found in looking at 

the direction in which those cities are developing, and especially on the impact of that 

development.  

The topic of possible ways of dealing with vacant buildings in public ownership can be 

approached from two different perspectives, practical and ideological. On the practical level, 

animating a building should always be discussed on the base of current city needs, which are 

expected to be stated in some kind of strategic document, as the research showed. Prague 

municipality has a document handling this question; however, it has not been realised on a 

practical level yet. The ideological level is related to the underlying political and economic 

regime within which the given country operates. Today, most European countries, including 

the ones discussed in this paper, function under the neoliberal framework. That means the 

theory of the Right to the city, as introduced in the theory section, is not in actual use today. 

To be clear, the positive examples of inspiring use presented in this project mange to exist 

despite this.  

Even for a layman, it is rather obvious that cities like Amsterdam or Berlin are much further 

in their way of dealing with the issue of vacant public buildings, whereas Prague significantly 

lags behind. It is therefore interesting to question the reasons behind this – is it a question of 

financing? Is a lack of political will to be blamed? Or is it simply a matter of a missing 

strategy? After analysing the data gathered, the answer seems to consist of a combination of 

two important aspects – high civic engagement and an enlightened local government. On the 

example of Berlin and Amsterdam, it can be concluded that the combination represents a key 

to success, while the two principles go hand in hand and probably would not be sufficient on 

their own. In the context of Prague, the civic society involvement is today still developing, 

which has shown to be a crucial difference compared to the other cities. Even though the 

evolution is slower, it is happening, as some isolated cases prove. Regarding the political 

environment, this is something that can be hard to influence, however, it proves to be a crucial 

aspect in the question of dealing with vacancy. The finding is explained by the fact that the 

left-wing perspective takes a wider variety of criteria in consideration, not only the growth-

related ones.  

A general recommendation that has emerged along the process is to keep the remaining 

property which is in public hands, in public hands. From the long term point of view, the 
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interviewed experts said, it is almost always a mistake to get rid of such asset as it represents 

an important strategic tool to steer the city development direction.  

When considering limitations of the study, it needs to be said that the paper is only looking at 

the end of the problem. To investigate the cause of the issue, when a significant amount of 

property in contemporary cities stands empty, while citizens struggle to find a place to live or 

work; we would have to go back to Lefebvre and his followers, who explain that the 

neoliberal approach omits certain social aspects, leading to unbalanced power ratio.  

Recommendations for further research include, for example, examining the scenario where 

the public owner decides to handle a building in a way that contributes to lifting up the given 

neighbourhood. To realise such an idea might be more complicated than it seems, as the 

residents have different and often contradictory needs and wishes. The agencies attempting to 

solve this task often involve a wide spectrum of stakeholders, as seen in the background of the 

Haus der Statistik case. However, this case took around two years of challenging negotiations, 

countless meetings and discussions etc., which proves that it is rather difficult to find a 

common ground and satisfy all, or most involved groups of people. In summary, the topic of 

finding a use for an empty building on a practical level offers an interesting and rich area to 

investigate further. A more apparent possibility of further research could be shifting the focus 

towards private vacant property and perhaps investigate possibilities of connecting the 

owners‟ interests with a type of use that can increase liveability of the given neighbourhood.  
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Appendices  

Examples of transcribed interviews 

Amsterdam  

René Boer 

So I just start with some ideas I have from Amsterdam and I can elaborate on that with questions. So the first thought 

that I have. And that's a broader historical thing, in Amsterdam there's a long history of squatting  and squatting was also 

a legal thing in the Netherlands until 2010 so that meant that in theory if like somebody - But also the government 

would leave a building empty, That would be legal for groups of people to actually squat it and occupy it. So without the 

permission of the owner to go inside and establish yourself there and you´d be also protected. So you would enjoy the 

same housing rights as for example a regular tenant. And I think that is to me that has always been a very interesting 

way of dealing with a vacancy because there is a very strong pressure on different kind of owners. Also the authorities 

to not leave your building empty. so there is like a very strong societal pressure on actually keep your buildings used or 

provid it to certain actors in society - make sure it's going to be houses, because there is always a lack of houses. Make 

sure it is going to be used for all kinds of cultural events and stuff. So I think the history of squatting is very interesting 

and and especially - since the 90s there was a new thing that was called anti-squatting - it's done by private companies, 

who put temporary tenants in these vacant buildings. What is interesting and also to the government has been working 

with these anti-squatters (they are squatting companies to prevent squatting). What is very interesting - anti-squatting 

became really big in the Netherlands, Squatting was a big Netherlands as well - and this anti-squatting became one of 

the biggest - I think in 2011 it was the biggest export product or the most innovative export product from the 

Netherlands or something. So many of these companies that are now operating across Europe actually originated in the 

Netherlands. They're just private companies taking money from both the owners and the people who occupy these 

places. And it's also interesting to know that these tenants don't have housing rights-  so they can just often just get a 

phone call like hey you need to leave two weeks and then you're out again. So it's a pretty dark phenomenon I think 

because, for example in Amsterdam you saw that many private owners,  but also the government left many buildings 

empty on the long term because they knew they were protected by these anti-squatters. which often isn't really used - it 

is like 2 students on the ground floor and the rest of the entire building is just left empty.  

But you're maybe also looking for other uses that authorities apply. what is interesting I'm thinking for example. So  

something that emerged out of the squatting movement and is a group of people who started to negotiate the 

Government and to use buildings on the long term in a more effective way than anti-squatters. So with anti-kraak it´s 1-

2 students with no clue how to sustain the building. There's a few big organizations and one of them is urban resort. It 

would be interesting to look into them. They discuss with the authorities to use like school building and to take it into 

use for maybe five to 10 years. I may be turned into affordable housing or affordable studios for artists. And in that 

sense add a lot of square metres to the more social part of the real estate sector in NL. I think the authorities have been 

very willing to collaborate on these kinds of projects as even being subsidy for it, that´s also interesting. That´s called 

Broedplaatsenbeleid = breeding ground policy.  

Sending another one -  these have nothing to do with each other, these are different things. no2 is organization itself and 

no1 they are municipality of Amsterdam and it was - projects for empty buildings and how to turn them into ..... 

Then  there is also a strong policy to actually make sure that empty buildings are being demolished that they have in 

their own ownership and there is quite a few projects would you like. They do this. It's called collectief particulier 

opdrachtgeverschap = collective private commissioning. It's something - for example school building´s empty- They're 
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expected to do a tender to which  groups of people could subscribe and to do a proposal to turn it into housing for 

example. And there is quite a few examples out there. 

I don´t think there´s a broad strategy. So it just comes along. sometimes - So it's complicated. Sometimes things are 

owned by the municipality and sometimes they're owned by a borrough, which is a smaller sublevel. And I think it's 

being offered on case to case basis.  so  for example if they have an empty school building. And like for example -this is 

also an interesting group of people that you should check out, it´s called soweto.And they are an alternative housing 

association. So it´s important to understand that in Amsterdam,  At some point 80 percent of all housing was owned by 

housing associations. and the is according to waiting list, which is basically a socialist system almost. But right now 

they're selling it off, it´s rapidly being privatized. Housing Associations have been privatized as organizations. And 

soweto - this is a group of people and they're starting like an alternative housing association that doesn't want to sell its 

buildings. They want to buy buildings. that have been calling on the borrow in the east of Amsterdam for a long time 

like 'hey we want to buy it from you, when you have it available'. And at some point there is one school building 

available and they turned it into a project called Nieuwland. And so there was this conversation going on with them. 

And the borrow  at some point find out they had the school building and we're not going to use it anymore. Let's sell it 

to this group of people who have been campaigning with us. And they sold it for below market rate. And then they were 

able to turn it into like eleven sort of housing units. So that's really great. But it's really like  incidental activities. 

However like as many other cities in Europe,  Amsterdam is turistifying very rapidly. So there's a lot turistification 

going on, gentrification of course. The city is rapidly becoming more unequal. And now their course- there's a new left 

wing government in Amsterdam, local government, headed by the Green Left Party. And there have been calls to stop 

selling the real estate owned by the authorities. So for example I live here in the city center, in the red light district and 

the red light district has a very strong tourism problem also. And there is a few big buildings there are still owned by 

municipality. And one of them for example is at the moment being used by volunteer organization. So all kind of like 

small scale organizations. These organizations are struggling and Municipality wants to sell the building. or that was the 

original plan. but the outer coast to stop selling these buildings because these are key positions in many neighborhoods. 

This is a very large building in this neighborhood. selling it off to a hotel that would only increase the burden on his 

neighborhoods. But this is a large amount of square meters that you could turn around in a way that allows for all kinds 

of social services that could keep the little bit better neighborhoods. So I think that this new local government might 

come up with a much broader strategy how to deal with these kinds of empty -in general like a wider strategy how to 

deal with their oppositions. because I think when you have like a position of ownership that makes all the difference. I 

mean -the municipality can make like 20 kind of policies about red light district, how it should be. But as long as 

privately owned buildings are putting their place on Airbnb and as long as all the tourist flow in, there´s nothing that you 

can do about it. but if you have ownership, you can steer the direction the neighbourhood is going to. 

And  in order to ... .... and it's only in Amsterdam so like squatting is now criminalized across the Netherlands, so that´s 

a pretty big difference, however the municipality of Amsterdam has this policy that if a building will remain empty after 

an eviction -so like  when something is  squatted, they have to send the police to get it empty again. But if there is no 

clear plans from the owner to do something with that building, they don't send the police. 

So that means - they call it niet ontruimen voor leegstand=not evicting for vacancy. which is  a policy. so don't evict a 

squatted building when it would becomes vacant. I think that's a very interesting kind of policy also it applies to all 

buildings also from themselves. What happens for example that building for squatters, owned by municipality, for 

example by refugees recently, they are called wij zijn hier = we are here, they squatted a building that was called 

vluchtgemeente and that was owned by the local borrough and they were allowed to stay there for a year. So there was 

no clear plans for the municipality. So they didn´t send the police.  So that allows for 50 refugees mostly from Sub-

Saharan Africa to house themselves and provide themselves with a roof over their head.  that was very very interesting. 
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why  the municipality started selling? 

They might have been doing this for a long time already. let me think. Well what also happened -  I think there has also 

been a period when the municipality was buying a lot of property. because in the 80s, amsterdam was not a popular city, 

lot people were going out, a lot of dilapidated buildings, many ruins even in the city center. There was a lot of mafia 

having control over buildings and the municipality would just buy like enormous amounts of houses for  very cheap 

amounts just to keep them under control and to make sure to keep criminals out. And so they build a real estate 

portfolio, and  I think it is part of this idea of a new Liberal state to sell off, to make the state smaller again and to sell 

off as much of these portfolios. I think that's the plan right now in this moment the city is so popular like the mafia has 

less hold on properties. For example there's less criminals-  Well to some extent less criminality involved in the real 

estate. I think over the last let's say 5 to 10 years they wanted to get rid of their real estate portfolio because it didn't they 

felt they didn't need it to steer the direction of where a city was developing. but now that understand they need to have 

real estate to be able to steer it again. It's too expensive to buy it so they won't be able to buy any property anymore. the 

only thing they can do is like the property they have to make key decisions with that property to influence certain things 

with this. 

And I think what is important to know is that Amsterdam has a very complex ground policy which is changing right 

now and it's very complicated. But it will be worth it for you to look into it. It is probably academic essays on it and 

stuff and it's called erfpacht.  ground lease, I think is the literal translation. let's say 80 percent of all the grounds in 

Amsterdams is owned by the municipalities still. and that has been until now also a very strong way to steer the 

direction of the city. So they can ask certain kind of lease rents for using ground, for having a building on the ground. 

And in that sense direct in what way the city is developing. But now their plans completely changed with this ground 

lease system like to stop asking for rents. It's very complicated. you will definitely find online some detailed description 

of how this works exactly. I´m not very familiar with it. But it's important when you talk about steering the direction of 

an urban development - like this ground lease has been very important in Amsterdam. it´s something that you might 

want to take into account. 

Yes so in a situation where the city decides to find new use for a property do you know how the decision making 

process looks like or who is invited to participate. 

I think it is case by case basis. I think they just introduced an internal proces among civil servants like -hey do we 

need... for example like they have a lot of school buildings owned by the municipality. Like 'what is the capacity of our 

schools/ How many new schools do we need/ What is the state of this building/ Can we use it for a another school/ is 

there another school that is expanding at the moment....' So that is an internal discussion on civil servants, when they 

then decide like -hey this building is redundant or it's in such a state that we can use it for school anymore.- I think this 

is done on a case by case basis, they look like 'what can we do with it'. And sometimes they just sell it off and it 

becomes a hotel. Sometimes they decide it becomes a tender to which people can apply to propose something for 

example. Or they make sure it's anti-kraak for a while or when it's big enough, they give it to one of these organizations 

which turn it into cultural breeding grounds and stuff. So I think it depends on who is lobbying with them at the moment 

and they decide on a case by case basis. 

And it's not a set of criteria or so- 

If you want to no know that, then you really have to dive into the municipality structures.  

is there any documents stating the values? 
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Maybe there is something that you can read about but I think it's a really a bit old though. I it's already 8 years old. and 

there´s an english version. Amsterdam structuurvisie 2040 from 2011. = amstersam structural vision. =the main plan. 

cannot find the exact pdf but it should be somewhere.  

There is one from 2014. and that's the main overall policy and maybe there talking about vacancy. But it's interesting it's 

from 2011. So I mean a lot has changed in 2011 - the crisis is over, tourism has become like a major problem. So I´d be 

kean to see if they come with any updates anytime soon. That is the local municipality govervment agreement for 2018-

2022 - link in skype.  

Database of vacant properties? 

No. But there is a list of empty buildings owned by the municipality. -l link in skype. It looks very dramatic if you look 

at it like this. That's a list of empty buildings in the city. But many of them are anti-squatted or already used or given to 

organizations temporarily. So it looks very dramatic as if the entire city is empty. But I think there is- I mean this is a 

pretty broad sketch of all kind of things. It's also buildings that are only partly empty.  it's pretty detailed. And I know 

that squatters has been using it, that´s also fine - looking at the list provided by municipality.  

And they sign over your housing rights - housing rights are pretty strong here - but when you are anti-squatter, you 

normalize it not to use your housing rights. I mean many people need a place right, So people are easily convinced to 

still use it. 

how about temporary projects is it seen as a solution 

Yeah you mean this 5 or 10 year in-between things? I mean yeah  it was a nice solution during the crisis because there 

was no money - in 2008 - 2011 there was not so much investment in the building, there was a lot of hesitance to  invest. 

And so what happened is that the municipality was always happy to -Like when a large building was empty to have 

others using it, to make sure it doesn't stand empty because that's bad for the neighborhood, so they are always happy to 

have it used to give a temporarily away. But now there is situation that any building that's available could be possibly 

turned into a hotel. the pressure on creating those is so enormous that you could fill the entire city of Amsterdam with 

hotels, if it became empty at this very moment. So that means that right now - and is is not just hotels, it´s all kinds of 

real estate projects. So the municipality- it's not like it´s default to hand it over to social organization. Right now they 

are more in the process of thinking- for example selling it to a real estate owner who promises to turn it into a mid-range 

housing or something, or family housing. So it is getting harder and harder for these organizations to obtain buildings 

from municipality. You can also ask them if you're interested specifically - contact this urban resort people for example. 

But for example there also an interesting situation -  a few months ago there was a small canal house that was owned by 

the municipality which was given to artists for an indeterminate time - in the 70s or something like 'hey you can rent 

this', fixed contracts and so artists were using it like for studios. beautiful canal house, now worth a lot of money, 

obviously - not at the time -and these artists were there for like 40 years, happily making paintings and everything - but 

now the municipality is clearing up the real estate portfolio And they  want to sell it. And then these artists can never 

stay. So that's an interesting situation and I think they're still fighting about it. But it's interesting that indeed they made 

themselves not so flexible because they get like a long term contract and now they're stuck with it like 40 years later.  

But I think that Amsterdam is beyond that situation to some extent -  the real estate sector is so extreme at the moment 

that  artists are not going to make a difference anymore- to make the area nice and then people want to move in. People 

are paying crazy amounts anyway, whether there are Artists or not.  It doesn't matter anymore.  I think the classical 

notion of gentrification doesn't hold any more in Amsterdam. even on the furthest edge of the city you can ask any 
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amount for a rent. - not entirely but in general I don't think that.. - there was a period where neighborhoods closer to the 

city center were quite scruffy and if artists would move in and make it more creative and more nicely and more white 

also - then the middle class would be more willing to go there and buy a property there. But right now, the pressure on 

the city is so high that like even in the shittiest neighborhoods you can sell your house  for a lot of money. And it doesn't 

matter whether it has been gentrified or whether there are artists. I mean there's some difference in the price levels of 

course still, but-. And I think this classic idea of artists moving somewhere and that's like putting the prices up and then 

they have to leave, but I don't think that's valid anymore -as a theory or as something that is a phenomenon that's 

something that is occurring right now. 

I'm not so sure how much public ownership there is there. Because if I'm not mistaken was a private docking company 

originally. Yeah but anyway what happened for sure is that it was that large parts were squatted for a long time and 

maybe with a help from municipality, some parts were legalized. So that happens a lot of time- also with publicly owned 

buildings, by the way - so that like the place was squatted and then actually the owner - sometimes the authorities would 

agree to have the squatters stay if they pay a certain amount. So I think that happened there and is  large artist 

communities. But definitely the municipality has helped with developing this this area or has played an important role 

there. For example, first they got MTV - the European headquarters but also some other companies and some more 

cafes. So they have been really stimulating development of this area. And right now there's a booming real estate 

happening around it but again and I think that would have even happened if it would have been no cafes or artists. I 

mean it maybe like eight years ago -Yes. I mean then the real estate investor would think Okay I can invest here because 

people like it, It's a place people love to go because it's artistic. There are some cafes, it has a cultural vibe to it, it has a 

direct ferry connection to the inner city- So then investor would like go for it. But now it doesn't matter-  if all the cafes 

were gone, they would still build these apartments. So the municipality definitely played a role but I'm not sure how 

much vacant... I mean there's a few like old harbour structures that are like old industrial heritage structures. But I'm not 

entirely sure how much of them were originally owned by the municipality. But there must be a very detailed case 

studies about NDSM online, also academic articles and stuff that detail this quite specifically but if you if you really 

want to go deep into it and you need more information that can also be put in touch with people that are related to it. 

Berlin 

Cordelia Polinna 

My first question would be: What happens when a building isn't used for its original purpose anymore. What is the 

decision process, who is invited to participate, etc. Buildings in public ownership.   

Okay. We have had a lot of these buildings in Berlin and we still have.  In many cases first of all the buildings just fall 

empty. A long time ago - maybe 15 years ago we had the policy in Berlin that unused public space and buildings must 

be sold to some private company in order to earn money for the city of Berlin. Because at that time Berlin was in great 

debt - like millions and millions of euros. And so it was one part of the policy to reduce the debt to sell off all the public 

land and the buildings.  

And when was this exactly?  

Continuing from 2000 until now - or maybe until two years ago. So the policy was like for example I know from the 

municipality of Prenzlauer berg, which is one part of Berlin, one borrough. Every borrough had to make a list of all the 

buildings they have and say we need this one, we don't need that one. And for example at Frederichshein school has 

been sold and the gym has been turned into a restaurant.  And the school itself has been turned into housing. Because the 

city at that time - middle of the 1990s thought we don't need a school in this neighborhood anymore. And we can sell it. 

And right now they're kicking their own arse because of course the population is coming back into the center. And we 

have that in many neighborhoods, especially with schools very close to here in Mitte. There was a former school which 

was empty. There were no students anymore. It was turned into a place where the theater groups could practice. It was 
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very famous and was very good. My husband has a theatre and performance group and they were practising there. You 

can just rent the space for a couple of months and do your project and practice.  But when borrough thought we have 

more students and we need another school, this project was kicked out and had to find another place and now it´s a 

school again. I think the list still exists, that the borroughs had to make and sell the land but they're not doing this 

anymore because there was a shift in policy and especially in urban  development. It became a really big problem that 

all the public land gone and has been sold not to the one who has a good idea, but the one who has the most money. And 

there´s now a shift that if it's still being sold - which is not happening so much - that at least the person who has the best 

idea should get it and not just the highest bid. So this has been a big, big shift since the last election, since 2010, because 

now it's left government, Socialist Party and they are in favor of this kind of real estate policy.  

Do you think publicly owned buildings could be approached or used as an extention of public space? 

Yeah, sure. I think this is maybe not so well known and there is not so many concepts of this in Germany. But I think 

more in Denmark definitely and also in England. In London for example where you have a lot of cultural buildings. For 

example at the south bank, there´s a huge music center, but it really feels to me like public space - and they have such 

bad whether that this would make sense - to have some cultural uses. And for example every day, or many days the 

lunch times there´s free concerts and you can just go in and join for a concert. Or there are really cool events for 

children and a lot of art projects in these buildings. There, I often had the feeling - many of the museums don't cost 

anything to go in - So the feeling I had when I visited them was that a lot of people just come there because it's free and 

it´s like a public space and they spend time and on the side they get some education. 

The same with Tate Modern... 

Yes. And this is very interesting because we don't have this concept so much in Berlin. But I think it shouldn't be 

invented, because in Britain I think it is very successful and popular.  

So why do you think it's different here? 

Probably because of some kind of culture. And probably germans are a bit stupid and they should be more open towards 

education. Maybe they still have a very conservative view of where education is taking place and it´s taking place at 

school and museums are for elite people and you go there for special purpose but you don't go there just for a five 

minutes because you have time or so. So this would need a shift in mentality. 

So you think it should be implemented - those ideas from Britain for example? 

It would be very cool, definately.  

Because sometimes I´m considering myself that not every good idea can be adopted do easily, for example because of 

the different mentality. Okay, but Let's talk about those recent years here in Berlin. When they want to sell a building 

they have to think about which ideas are the best - are there any criteria there? 

Oh yeah, there definately are, but I don't know them so well at the moment. Because they´ve been discussed. And of 

course that hasn´t been so easy to do the shift. Like the people who were in charge of selling the real estate for the 

highest price - they were very much in favor of this content, and they were not happy that they have to shift. And it´s 

been a topic of heated political debates. Until now. It´s called concept Verfahren 

So we had that before, but all the public land was put into one sort of company. And I think it is now called BIM. And 

this might make sense, because for the borroughs it may be too difficult to deal with all those real estate issues. But on 
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the other hand they are acting like a real estate developer. They're supposed to earn a lot of money. - Not anymore but 

until a short time ago. So they were always going to this real estate fair in Cannes. Every year there´s a huge fair and all 

the cities go there and try to sell off their buildings and the real estate they have and all the developers come up and try 

to pick. It must be really nasty but it´s in Cannes, in the water front, they´re coming with the ship and drinking 

champagne and stuff like that. Which is really crazy since it´s selling the land which is like the most important good of 

the city.  

So now they are in charge of the public land but I don't think they have to sell it for highest price any more. But they are 

still selling them. 

So the municipality still decides and these companies are just administrating the process?  

Yeah, and they are also doing this concept Vorfahren I think live. They formed kind of body "flekaliken" real estate 

ausšlus. 

Then there´s this important example of Haus der Statistik. It´s a huge huge building at Alexander platz from the GDR 

times and it used to be the GDR  ministry of statistics or something like that. It is a huge building with all tiny offices 

and stuff like that and it's been empty for a long time, I think since  Maybe 2006, I think. It was in the meantime used 

for other municipal uses. It´s standing empty and it looks really - because it hasn´t been renovated, it is interesting to see 

what GDR might have looked like if the wall didn´t come down, it looks kinda rough, really. Now, the city of Berlin has 

bought it I think and gives it to iniciatives and certain kinds of groups. And also a little bit of the municipality will work 

in there but there will be different kind of use. You should really check that out, because it´s a really good example. 

They´ll be producing work places, co-working spaces and probably some home for refugees, all different kind of things. 

And there´s a really good group of stakeholders - like 15 iniciatives had come together and they have been meeting for 

the past 2 - 3 years to come up with ideas of what to do with this huge building.  

So, if something like this happens, the municipality decides to create a new meaning for a building, who is the one who 

decides?  

They have to be persuated really strongly.  Part of this work the 15 iniciatives did was really to persuade the politicians. 

This means talking to them for a long, long, time. 

So there needs to be a bottom-up pressure 

Yes, exactly.  A lot of pressure and persuasion. And then the Haus der Statistik was a part of a huge real estate deal. The 

government - I think it belonged to the federal government first. And then I think this building and and several other 

buildings were part of the deal and were traded in for the haus der statistik. Im not sure exactly, but it was a huge deal 

with the federal of Germany. 

Ok. So there´s no strategy or a concept regarding what to do with those buildings?  

 it's a bit random, yes. And it dependes, of course the  Real Estate now is sacred and so sought after and there´s not so 

many municipal buildings empty anymore. So I think the borroughs have a strategy maybe and they look closely on 

what to do with the land. They will not give it away any more because now, since the real estate market has picked up, 

they´ll keep it. So the strategies are more on the borrough level.  

But there is something for housing - because there´s a big need for housing in Berlin, so the borroughs have to look for 

sites where housing can be build and then the housing decides which belong to the city of Berlin. They are very special. 
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Because these the city doesn´t need to buy anymore and it can give the sites to the local housing corporations for free 

and they can build housing at these sites. 

So this is happening at the city level and this was really checked and examined which sites are feasible to build housing.  

What's the name again? 

Okay. So when the city decides to do something with those buildings, who decides? Who is involved in the process? 

I´m trying to find some example...  There is one building which I found quite shocking, in the long run. In Neukoln, 

there used to be a library in the 1950s building, and next to it a huge car park. And then, in the year 1995 or so the land 

was sold to an investor to build a shopping mall. And the library was torn down and it is now at the top floor of the 

shopping mall.  

And nobody was asked back then, but that is 20 years ago. The government just decided to replace the library with the 

shopping centre. There was no participation. Today, they would have to ask, but it isn´t happening so much. There was 

one public indoor pool. And that was closed for some reason. And then the building was occupied or just used by artists 

for maybe 3 - 4 years as workshops and clubs. But then this was shut down two years ago because of fire safety 

problems. And I actually don't know what happens now. 

So this was being tolerated until maybe five or six years ago there was so much space left free. So nobody really cared. 

And it was really possible for Activists and people just to grab the space.  

Again in a time right after the Wall came down, there was so much empty space and a lot of it belonged to one Housing 

Corporation which belonged to the city of Berlin and then there was one woman and she was really in favour of artists 

and creative people and she gave them - she said you can rent it very cheaply. Just one person, it is interesting. 

There´s also some law that Says you can occupy a building if it's not used for a three years...? 

Not in Berlin, it is in England or in Holland. But here we have a very strict law about squatting and only 4 weeks ago 

one house was squatted. And it also belongs to one of six housing corporations which belong to the city of Berlin. I 

don't know why it stands empty, it is supposed to be not a classic house for living, but for nuns. So it has just rooms and 

communal kitchen or something like that. And they think the static of the building is bad and they want to renovate it 

anyway. And then it was Squatted, but the police came and kicked them very quickly. And the squatters said it has been 

empty for five years, why don't you do anything with it. Which is fair enough. But we have a very bad policy which isn't 

a law but a policy. And it says if a building is squatted, the police must get in and get rid of the squatters after 24 hours. 

because we had 200 squatted houses in the 80´s in Berlin and conservative politicians don't want the situation to come 

back. But the Left Party and the Socialist Party they have some politicians who are very much in favor of squatting and 

who say that we should have the same law like in Holland. So It's possible to squat if it´s Empty for a couple of weeks a 

months. 

And are there any other policies or laws dealing with this issue.  

Definately the squatting is an important one. I think it is an issue which is supposed to be discussed at the moment. like 

there is one huge apartment block from 1880 or so, really beautiful, massive. It´s called wiemarshofgard..??   It has been 

bought by a huge real estate company and they are Waiting to kick out all the tenants, they´re not re-renting the 

apartments because probably they want to do some really fancy renovation. There are a lot of apartments standing 

empty for 2-3 years because they're speculating with the property. And At the moment the borrough of Kreuzberg - who 
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is the most proactive in terms of buying and confronting with estate developer - They'd probably consider buying this 

back. Because this is very unjust - why should it stand empty, it is ridiculous. There was such low development pressure 

in Berlin the municipality has become very reluctant and not very self-conscious and now they have to make a switch 

and become more self-contious and say: Yes we come up with good ideas and we implement them. They have not been 

doing that for a long time.  

What do you think needs to happen - do you think people should push more..? 

People are pushing, and that is the most important thing. It also has to do with the people working at municipality. 

There´s a lot of them are really old. Just before their 60 or so. And now they don't have a lot of stress with doing crazy 

things like buying this real estate back etc. They´re simply too old. And they are so used to another --? I think within the 

next 10 years 50 percent of the staff will need to be replaced. And this will change a lot. Because then there are new 

people coming in with new ideas. Even now I realise some of them they haven't been working in the initiatives before. 

And now they're looking for a good job at the municipalities. They bring the new ideas to this- and I hope there will be 

change. I think this huge amazing landscape of initiatives that we have in Berlin is very good. A lot of other cities are 

very envious  that we have - they are quite professional already and can raise a lot of pressure in the media and have a 

really good network. One really important guy from one initiative, Florian Schmidt, he´s now the politician for building 

in Kreuzberg and he is really trying hard to implement stuff. He´s very good, very courageous. We need that. 

I´m just a little bit skeptical - if it´s only in the hands of these initiatives, then I'm not sure if it ever happens in Prague. 

Maybe it should be more top-down..? 

We were just discussing this yesterday. I was at a get-together of many initiatives and we discussed if they can be more 

part of the formal process or not. It's a very different decision for them because they come from a protest movement. So 

how do you want to put them - they don´t want to be institutionalised. Some of them - some of them want to do that and 

are doing it already. The one initiative which is dealing with all the real estate, They now get money from the city 

government in order to continue working on this real estate policy. Because they're organising a Roundtable every 6 

weeks and they've been doing really a lot of work and of course they can not  do it for free all the time. The developers 

have so much money and they have very good lawyers etc. And we are all doing our work for free - this is crazy. And so 

they now get money and get supported, so that they can continue their work.  

And do you think this should be regulated - Like for example that developers should put some percantage of their 

investment into forexample development of the public space or so? 

Definately, this is really important. It is already happening a little bit. If you want to build the big development, then you 

need a building plan and also a planning law. And then the city will make a contract with you. In this contract it will fix 

that if you build some hotel, luxury apartments or shops, Then you have to also build affordable housing or you have to 

contribute some money for Kindergarten... - that's happening here. But sometimes the problem is that the municipality is 

too weak to deal out a good contract. they could put more pressure and ask for more.  But it is a good start.  

And do you think this is due to some kind of laziness, or is there corruption, or?  

No I don't think it´s corruption, it is rather laziness, or maybe the city cannot afford good lawyer. The good lawyers  go 

to the private sector, because t hey earn more. And then only the boring lawyers go to the city - could be one reason. So 

it is really difficult to be successful. But at least they're trying and working on it. 

That  was one of my other questions - are the policies in line with reality, or is there any contradiction. 
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Well the real estate policy there is now they do this with the best concept. But the most attractive site in the inner city 

have been sold five years ago. So at the moment when we do this kind of talk about the kind of new way of selling the 

land based on the best concept, we´re talking about this funny spaces somewhere on the outskirts of the city. 10 years 

ago we still had interesting places here in the inner city within the S-bahn ring, but this is all gone now. Now you can 

make a nice policy but it won't help you because the sites are gone. They are not coming back, it´s coming too late.  

So now when municipality is not selling the property anymore, what do they do with the spaces. Do they rent out, or 

manage it within their own capacities? 

 At the moment they use it for whatever it´s needed. For example schools, there´s a big demand now. Or offices for 

municipality. Because space is so sacred, the time when they were giving it to iniciatives is gone. Or it is only possible 

in cases like Haus der Statistik where it´s such a lighthouse project, key project. There´s also this Town hall now which 

is not used anymore - there was so much pressure, it was refugees shelter for 2 years  now. But now the refugees are 

gone because the building was not so qualified for housing and now the municipality needs it itself because they need to 

renovate other buildings and then they move for example part of Urban Development. Department to this town hall 

temporarily while they repair the other building and they do this kind of shift. I cannot think of any other building any 

more in Berlin. 

And how is Urban Catalyst involved in deciding about empty buildings.  

Yeah we were in past. For one post office building in Neukoln. But that was 10 years ago.   

I was just wondering if the municipality involves specialists from outside, or they decide on their own.  

Often there´s some iniciatives that comes up with ideas. It would be interesting to check in on know so much about it, 

but there is I think one swimming pool and an old fire department station in Lichtenberg. Maybe that would be good to 

research. 

I think that in many cases rather they would love to buy the buildings back take them back. There´s one other school in 

Prenzlauerberg - where they now have so many children need so much school places - but it is a  private Language 

School now. So They're really annoyed that they just they got rid of it. 

 There's one more thing to ask. What are the main obstacles in use of those buildings. Is it financing, missing 

conception, political will?  

No the main problem I think is getting the right people together and coming up with activation concept or process, 

which would be feasible. This has been solved very well in the haus der statistic but it took a long time and we need to -  

I mean I think they can overcome many obstacles because they're very creative. And often these groups don't have high 

demands in terms of the outfit of the building and stuff like that. And so I think in this point of view quite a lot of things 

are possible. But to get the people together and to develop a concept of activation.  

And do you Think this should be happening the Governmental level? 

 I think if we have land, it should be at least aided by the government.Of course it´s still public good. Yeah. We should 

make sure that not only certain people make profit. It has to be steered in some kind of way and there has to be like - 

maybe some kind of curator or person who chooses, gets access to the building etc.. 

But I do think this is a very independent on which government is there? So if  the next election different party wins- 
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Yeah, definately, there could be easily a swith. Now the Christian Democratic Party they have also understood that real 

estate is an important measure to steer the development. And shouldn't be sold anymore. But you never know what 

happens. 

Back in the times it was being given to the users for symbolic rent. But I´m not sure about today.  And for the House der 

Statistik I think it´s the key issue - how to finance it. So that´ll be interesting to see. But it is a very good example to 

look at. Because we've been very transparent with everything.  

Is there any ideal version stated anywhere?  

Perhaps in the coalition contract  of the ruling government in Berlin right now. Because it was part of their program. 

Also they were working on some kind of plan for business sites.. Oh and what they want to do is - we had in former 

times also space for little or bigger courtyards where businesses could be formed. Like little factories, Carpenter etc. 

And We had one organization which also belongs to the city which owned like 40 of these courtyard building things. 

And that was sold in the 1990. And that is really bad because now for the small business is really difficult to find 

affordable space in the city centre. It doesn't make sense, if you need to repair your bathroom and the small business 

needs to come from somewhere in the outskirts - it needs to be in the city. Now the government is thinking to re-

establishing something like that again, a new strategy. And that will be fixed probably in a planning document. And I 

think it definitely needs to be written down and framed and there needs to be policy in order to make it happen. So that 

the next government can´t cancel it as a first thing.  

There are artist studios owned by the city of Berlin which are being handed to artists - it´s called BBK, Martin 

Schwegmann sits there. 

 

Markus Bader  

So the topic is vacant buildings in public ownership. What are the ways European capitals authorities approach the 

issue. Is there a possibility for the city of Prague to use some of the positive examples - the case of Copenhagen Berlin 

Amsterdam. 

So what is - I mean if you chose these cities then you probably have in mind something why these cities are really good 

to choose. 

 my idea was these Western cities would have this issue of vacant spaces figured out so I thought there would be a lot to 

learn for cities like Prague. But actually Amsterdam seems to be the most progressive one. and seems like the Haus der 

statistik is maybe like most positive example in Berlin and that in Copenhagen nothing is really happening. I thought 

because it's known for its urbanism, urban planning and public spaces so I thought this would be also included in this 

planning but actually not really, it's just being sold or rented out strictly on a commercial basis in Copenhagen. so there's 

not so much to learn from my perspecitve.  

The historic example of Kristiania maybe. 

Yeah sure. Yeah but it's very specific. 

I guess every example tends to be specific. The same I would say Haus der statistic. I mean - as you probably know the 

story is not -I wouldn't say it's a good example for proving how good city politics operate. It's more an example for city 
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politics does not operate. And then. But this is then pushed by collective initiatives with demonstrations and public 

claims and political public pressure to react in a way. 

It's also interesting elaborate on that case. So, I mean I have some questions but you're very welcome to talk about 

anything you have in mind. First would be: is there any database of vacant properties in public ownership in Berlin. Is 

there like a list - either for public or just for municipalities themselves?  

There is many - if you say public ownership this could be many different ownerships like a museum is owned by a 

cultural body or a school used to be owned by another part and as much as I know but I'm not an expert on that. So this 

is more like a hint to further research than solid knowledge. The city concentrated many of its real estate properties in 

the liegen schafts form. 

As a publicly owned - I think it's a company- but I'm not sure. And for a very long time it had the task to sell off. Now 

liegenshafts form I think it´s turned into BIM - Berliner imobil management and their task is reformulated because 

selling off is not necessary anymore. The city is somehow miraculously making profit from taxes. So this austerity 

politics that was always argued that we don't have enough resources and we're bankrupt. So we need to sell real estate to 

cover some deficit. This argument doesn't work anymore. On the other hand Berlin is growing. So there is a huge 

demand for any kind of space - be it residential or institutional. Let's say there is a need for schools. There is a need for 

kindergartens. Many things like that. So while schools were still demolished or sold off maybe five years ago they're 

now being rebuilt. And there is so the process has turned around a lot. There is another I would say development 

especially with this government which is a coalition of the Left Party, the Green Party and the Social Democrats 

especially supported by the Left Party in charge of urban development and culture. They like the strong state obviously 

from their ideology. And that's probably a very different political landscape than in the Czech Republic right now. 

So the idea of the strong state again is not really supportive of civic initiatives but rather trying to re install let's say 

public governance in areas where it has been removed. So they would be interested in keeping the property and finding 

a reuse.  

But I think for you as a researcher I think what is necessary is really to research some figures. If you follow the traces of 

ligen shafts form and BIM  you know how many square meters or how much was sold. How much is still in their hands 

and how much of that is would be looked at as interesting real estate or is it only the difficult cases left the nonprofitable 

so what is the you know what happened over the last 15 years of austerity politics. Because I would say there is a 

common sense that there isn't actually much left. With haus der statistic we maybe have one of the few examples that 

weren't even in the hands of Berlin. But in the hands of the federal government the same is true for the Dragona Areal - 

Another area of public discussion right now when there was an initiative to reclaim it and to not privatize for maximum 

profit but turn it to a civically developed area. So again, I´d say it's not the cities - it is not the proactivity, the fault, the 

product of successful city politics but it's more the result of enormous public pressure that more or less forced city 

politics to react. 

So how hard it is for those initiatives to succeed? Because my question would be is there a strategy on the city's side. 

how they decide what's going to happen with these places. Is there anything like strategic concept. 

Not that I know of. No. Let's say one development is to re-communalise housing which is I think there you could maybe 

speak for a strategy that day which is especially pushed forward by Florian Schmidt as Bau Stadt Rad of Frederichsheits 

berg with the use of the right for forkaufsrecht in German - the right to intervene in the selling process for a house, if the 

speculative price rise would very likely lead to rising rents and eviction of people. This entitles the public body and in 

this case the the district of Kreuzberg to intervene and to buy the house not for a speculative price but for a sort of 
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reduced price. And the narrative is to take it off the market - to bring it back into public hands and then it's not in the 

real estate regulation market. I think  this could be described as a strategy, but I'm really really lacking a strategy - when 

you look at haus der statistic or Drragona areal where you would say the public is strategically collaborating with the 

civic society in developing Kohm x difficult real estate with a complex use into an unknown future. The regular strategy 

with they´re much more happy with is more like conservative strategy is to just renovate a building and then put in some 

administration or put in some - also for haus der statistic for 80 percent of the floor area will be the Burro of Mitte.  So it 

will be administration and it's not developed in any kind of innovative way. It's going to be a straightforward renovation 

process and then offices move in. 

So the initiative is basically discussing the development of 20 percent of the whole building and this is supposedly being 

put into the selling contract between the federal state and the land Berlin by the federal government. At least that's what 

our government says, like we had to buy it like this. so again it's not a strategic move towards how can we improve the 

situation of civic actors in urban development. It's more - We're still in a situation of sort of mutual trust building. I 

would say. 

So how difficult or easy is it for these initiatives to negotiate with the cities. Like you said it requires quite a lot of 

pushing right from the public. 

It also requires quite a lot of ongoing engagement and investment. for example iniciative Haus der statistic is at least 4 

people investing one full work day each week for two years. And this is just the core of the work plus extra meetings, 

events that might be organized, consultations, meeting lawyers etc. And this is all unfunded work. And you have to 

somehow be able to pull this together which I think is a strategic weakness of any kind of civic initiatives. that when 

you're negotiating with public bodies you meet fully paid employees of the state that have all the time in the world to 

discuss and meet again and postpone because they are fully paid. While as a civic actor you might need a result in some 

time because otherwise your backing runs away or your resources somehow run out and you need to go and do some 

labor. That's how it is.  

So the city doesn´t have even some values, criteria, stated somewhere..? 

I think you should look into koalitions vertrag - That's also published somewhere. And I would say it's a treaty between 

the parties where they agree that haus der statistics should be developed in a specific way and where dragona areal is 

mentioned and where also some collaborative principles of urban development are mentioned. and for us this is 

extremely important that this exists because you can always remind your politicians that actually in their agreement they 

decided to support us and all the initiatives. So they cannot say like no this is negotiable. I think that's an important 

paper to turn to. 

 

And so then when you are making the project for haus der statistic, what was the criteria, or requirements -  who was 

making up the strategy of what should happen there? 

Well still under development. The story short is that I think in 2015 many refugees arrived and there was obviously a 

big pressure to find places for shelter. And then in the center of the city was 40000 square meter building just lying 

empty as a public resource. So really as a sort of activist claims some artists put up a poster on the building looking like 

a building sign that "this place will be turned into artists studios and places for refugees." And that was  really a claim,  

more like a statement but it turned into - And then I think the mayor of Mitte responded very positively and said Oh 

yeah this is a really good idea. Maybe we should not only exchange images but maybe we should discuss this and 
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suddenly - and I think  these two steps -  the demonstration, or the claim and the political reply somehow opened a space 

for conversation, that is developing. So it's not a strategy but a city to handle empty properties. 

Ok, but in this specific case, when you were trying to find a concept for the building, who was giving you the 

requirements?  

Nobody. It is still under negotiation. The initiative says 'we´re representing the civic society' and  the city says 'no you're 

not - how do you do that'. So so far I'm not sure how this is done. 

So you come up with the idea and then you negotiate.  

Yeah. And of course  there is various needs that are discussed everyday like for cheap housing, for places for social 

initiatives, for artists studios are being lost a lot to people that can pay more like startups and people like that. But I 

think it was more based on actors involved in the initiatives that would talk about a specific deficit and a change or a 

pressure in changing scenery of the city then based on a general researche or a political discussion.  

So how did you decide - Did you ask the residents living in the area, or you just used your previous experience  - while 

deciding what would be the best way to use the space given. 

The initiative collected LOIs, so-called letters of interest. Basically through an open call and organized several network 

meetings to publicly discuss the available resource of space and what kind of users should happen there and who would 

be interested in, or who would be in need of space. So the letter of interest are really expressions by a wide range from 

the society from social companies or social services to artists and so on. That would express in a letter yes we need 

space and we need this much and we would be willing to contribute to the project in this in this way. And this was done 

openly and publicly in a series of events I think this also listed on the Web site called vernetzungs radschlag And they 

were quite well received and I think there were also a tool to keep up the political pressure. like if many people keep 

coming to the .vernetzungs radschlag .  it's a sign that there is still support for the initiative and if the politics would 

move away or change their style then it would get a little bit unpleasant for them. 

I just can imagine that everybody claims they need space so I wonder how do they actually decide what´s the best for 

the city residents. 

But How would you ask the residents of a city? In the specific case of haus der statistic You have a very specific 

neighborhood around which tends to be quite old in average - most of the people above their 60s moved in the area 

during GDR time and were somehow privileged to be getting an apartment in a central area. So they had in some way or 

another connection to this system of socialist state. So if we talk about representing the civic society in this project, this 

group of neighbors can also only be seen as one fragment of the whole society and we cannot just go and ring the 

doorbell and ask like what do you want in as an extension to your to your house and environment. Also,  I feel the 

location on Alexanderplatz is somehow makes it a building for all of Berlin, in a way. Same as a TV tower,  same as 

maybe big shopping areas. So I hope this could be more than just functional offices or artists studios that are desperately 

needed but it could also be a place for let's say a certain public function for further developing how these civic thing can 

actually be continuously developed. But how to do that - we don´t know.  I mean of course we're trying to collect 

examples throughout Europe - mainly of interesting initiatives or interesting buildings where we feel like okay the way 

they're operated, or the way they started, or the way they´re run, the way they negotiate between the users about how to 

bring it further. These are questions that we ask. But we´re also looking for inspiration. To eventually write the code of  

how to run haus der statistic, or a part of it. 

 So what do you see as the most inspirational within europe?  
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Haha as simple as that.. I have one example that I really like for a very specific reason is karpele in Helsinki. It's Nokia 

cabel factory that is since 20 years a mixed use, more or less creative building, it's also quite large. And they said what's 

important for them is that  they look at the building from a perspective of grain so that they have spaces in different 

sizes because they feel different sizes of spaces will allow different types of activities and they want to be very mixed. 

And they also want to keep the building dynamic so not just fill it up once after the struggle is won and you can get in 

there and then sort of slowly fall asleep. So they also have not only a spatial strategy but also a time strategy and they 

have spaces that you can get for a very long time and spaces you can get only for a day. So they have a range of 

available spaces in between. And they talk about it as quite successful in terms of - You have a stability if you have a 

long term contract so you can really develop your thing but you also have people that you not only have long term 

developers but you also have people with other time perspectives that bring in new ideas new ways of doing things and 

that this diversity of approaches is very good for them. So for me this is this is quite inspirational. On the other hand you 

probably know ex-water print in Berlin. It's  basically an artist initiative taking over a building that was after a long long 

long struggle, Finally they managed to more or less force the public to sell it to them instead of packaging it for a 

speculative investor. And they just decided to do it sort of a mixed use sort of static use mix of one third of creative 

artistic, I think one third is social, and one third is production. 

So this is also very schematic but it's an interesting approach to create a certain diversity in how the building operates 

and what it contains. And as you can hear I am a structuralist in a way - like I believe that if you can build an interesting 

sort of genetic code of how  - a structure as a form, then maybe the use also becomes sort of an interesting 

representation or feeling of this form or the form allows more different activities then a more simple form. 

Is probably a good idea to  keep it flexible to be able to react to current needs, right. 

I mean every shopping mall is managed in that way. It´s really like you have a shopping mall manager and the shopping 

mall manager is looking at sort of the common places that they're programmed in in interesting ways and that the events 

take place and than  for Easter you have another decoration then for Christmas and that this sort of in-between areas are 

used for to market different products and so on the sort of short term appearance. Yeah. Just to keep it more interesting 

and then to manage this sort of thing with the other shops that it's quite a good range of offers for hopefully coming 

customers. It's not that I think this is a good example but I think it's you know it's like when when capitalism invents 

these ways of managing spaces and there obviously success is not a question what can we learn from that and in what 

way is there an intelligence.  

Regarding the approach of the municipality - it kind of depends on what kind of person is sitting there, right? It's not 

like anything strategic, it's more depending on the personalities? - the level of support.. 

No, no. The fact that we're talking to the government and their different representatives as the District government of 

Mitte, Mitte housing corporation and the Berlin immobile management, they together with initiative formed an 

organisation called Co-op 5. And they're basically negotiating and running a collaborative process to define to develop 

haus der statistic. And this is quite - you could call that innovative or new for Berlin - that actually different actors are 

sitting around the same table and somehow negotiating their decisions. The traditional Berlin way would be that this is 

done behind closed doors and more straightforward to towards a specific use that is predetermined, or towards a market 

where the price decides. Here really the process is looking for let's say that the content should decide the better program 

should happen independent from the economic or acknowledging that the programs that will be coming into a haus der 

statistic are less profitable than what you could install in this location. And I think this is a political decision that it's 

very very important that the maximum profit policy has been abandoned.  

So how did this change happened? 
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 as I mentioned the last elections I think you could probably say that also the referendum for the non development of 

tempelhof airfield as a housing area was quite a milestone in public development policies. Where were the politicians 

realise that there is a strong distrust in the voter towards the politicians that have taken care of their interests. In a city 

that is rapidly growing. And there is really very very few regulation or political activity that you could name - protecting 

the interests of existing  residents. But very interesting was -  we had a lecture by Toa Lindstram from Stockholm. And 

he quoted from the let's say five years master plan of Stockholm, which also reflects this paradigmatic shift away from 

the city of the residents and improving the city for the people that are there  - towards cutting the city for the people that 

are not there. To make the city attractive for potential new residents. To focus to a group with a specific profile of being 

well educated, internationally traveled -  the so-called high potentials. to attract them to the city is given a higher priority 

than to improve the city for its residents which is a much wider collection of interests and economic and cultural 

backgrounds. And I think this is a shift that together with the idea of the stadt rad ge verb, city marketing happens in 

many cities. I would say it's a question of a narrative. 

Or a paradigm, how It's approached politically, correct. yeah but still I feel like it's so important that this coalition won  

this election. 

Yeah absolutely. the recent governments were conservatives with Social Democrats. And that was really a coalition that 

would put forward neo liberal policies a lot. And only with the Social Democrats being severely weakened and being 

counterbalanced in this coalition with the Green Party and the Left Party - let's say possible fields of actions opened. So 

that political change was fundamental for the House der statistic to actually happen. If not, it would have just been 

probably demolished and the site developed. 

So do you think this opens a new path for more projects like this and for the  discussion to continue, or are you afraid 

that if the political representation changes again it's gonna go back to the old schema? 

 

Well you know you asked me as a future-ologist. I'm pretty sure that with this high visibility of the projects in the center 

of the city, the conservative forces would be extremely happy to scrap the project as fast as they can. So I think 

everybody in the initiative is nervously working towards signed contracts before the end of this coalition period / before 

the next election. Of course there's always a threat. I mean if you imagine a conservative right wing government I mean 

they would be super happy to revoke as much as they can. And even a completely left government would be happy to 

trash it because they're not really a fan of the civic society self empowering. So it's threatened from let's say a 

conservative left as well as a conservative right. 

Boris Joens 

Me reading the RQ. .... It seems like Amsterdam is the only progressive candidate. 

Yeah maybe. But even they are struggling so hard with this issue I guess. 

Me: describing the need for strategy in prague.  

Would be great if they were not all be sold because that's what happened in Berlin. I don't know if you heard if you 

know it already but the Senate sold a lot of public buildings in the early 2000s. Because Berlin was super broke. And I 

would say it's like the city-U (?) - like the center right government kind of - They did this like a typical kleptocracy 

thing you know like a powerful man just make shady deals and then the public has to pay something like that,  you 

know. So there was also a lot of very corruptive behavior from politicians which really had a bad effect on the public 

finances but also in Berlin is kind of a little special because it was like this walled city like this special city which was 
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subsidized big time by the Western federal states you know because Berlin was in the socialist GDR part. And Berlin 

got a lot of money. Because they were like this isolated exclave of Germany, of West Germany. So it got a lot of money 

and they - it created this special atmosphere in Berlin where nobody - a lot of people didn't have jobs but you still could 

still get along because somehow you would get money or something like that. But also they had like this huge problem 

like in the West Berlin, they had a lot of problems with finding flats obviously, because it was surrounded by the wall. 

So there was a limited space and the people had quite a lot of problems finding a flat. And so this all changed in 89 

when the wall broke down and then suddenly there was this like huge amount of space in east part of Berlin. A lot of 

abandoned buildings, a lot of them were dis-owned by the ??? (soviet?) government.  And they were pretty well - a lot 

of buildings were empty. That's where this whole party Berlin thing started - a lot of clubs and bars would open in 

empty buildings. People were squatting a lot. It was like for a short time in the early 90s there was this paradise thing 

you could do whatever you want. All the old people had left. Almost all the old people had left. And it was like a party 

paradis, or paradise for all kinds of experimental culture and a lot of West Berliners moved to East Berlin and also quite 

a lot of international artists, or adventure people came to Berlin and opened crazy places. And this went on for a while. I 

arrived there in 96. And so it was like the super crazy times were kind of over but there was still a lot of stuff going on a 

lot of vacant lots too.  It was supercheap still at that time. 

And then I think a lot of stuff changed when the government moved from Bonn to Berlin but at the same time the city of 

Berlin was very broke. And so the city government, the Senate sold a lot of public buildings to private investors. And 

although those years led to this crazy explosion of living costs, rising rents and that kind of stuff.  But there were still 

some public buildings left. And now I mean I'm jumping now a little bit. Now there is this big discussion about what do 

we do with these. And that's I think that's what's interesting for you. 

I mean my first question would be if there is a database of publicly owned vacant buildings.  

There is something called Legenshchafts form. That's what I sent you. - sending again - I don't think they have a public 

archive. Something you have to apply to look at. 

So if a citizen applies they get access to it? 

In theory,  yes. I think so yeah. I'm not sure, I think I have done it once, for a project. It takes a while. But it's more like 

if you're interested in a certain specific object you go to the Ligenschafts form and say who's the owner of that and then 

they know if it's like a private owner or a public owner. So so the city knows who owns what. But I'm not sure if there is 

a public list of public buildings but I´ll check it for you. Maybe there's something. 

I don't even need it for myself. It's just like if there even exists something like this. 

So there's this organization - It's also it's little like a hybrid of state and city ownership, or federal ownership. So they 

also were owners of the haus der  statistic then. Anyway, so I think they would have a list like this, obviously. And 

sometimes they offer it on platforms and stuff. And I think you can I think you can browse. I think they have offers you 

can browse. If you're a developer or a group or something like that you could ask what they currently offer and then you 

might get some details.  

That'd lead to the next question. How are these buildings being dealt with at the moment. Like is there any concept or 

strategy about what to do with them? 

Yes. So I told you about this - ???politik right? This is like a bottom up initiative which totally focuses on this issue. To 

make sure that the vacant buildings are used in a public manner for social or cultural things or sports. And now there is 

also - the Senate changed their policy to - before they just sold it to the one who offered the most money. And now you 
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have to apply the concept. Which is obviously better. So you could probably still buy a property from the state to build 

like a sports space. But then you also have to do something, at least some public event beneficiaries. 

 

When did this change? because it's quite a big shift.. 

 I don't know the year... 

Yet it's fine. I can try to find it.  I understand the Round Table is a bottom up initiative. I was more interested in how the 

municipality approaches that issue. Do they cooperate with this round table to any extent? 

Now they do. First they didn´t but now they saw this is important. And now - it's pretty clever what they did. They just 

rented a room in municipality for themselves and then it really turned out to be really important for politicians to show 

up. Anyway, I think it was around 2012 they changed it. but yeah I'm not sure, maybe earlier. It's quite recent. And so 

that's one thing. 

But then in that way do they cooperate exactly with this round table? 

I think in the first place It's like to get information about what are the needs, who wants public buildings. And so this 

initiative is a good opportunity to get to know all the initiatives who do indeed have a lot of conficence for what to do 

with that. But the government of course does not need to listen to this initiative. They can still decide to pretty much 

decide whether they find it good or not. So it's like - it is better that they are there, but it's not binding. I think it really 

depends on the politicians, how important it is for them. 

And still it depends on who is actually sitting there. There is no like strategy. 

I mean even a strategy is not so binding. strategy sometimes sounds very well but then - do people really act according 

to the strategy... But I think there is a strategy. And for example the Kultur Senator,  he says that he really tries to get the 

last vacant buildings for cultural projects of course. And then he competes with the Social Department of course and 

also the administrative department because they are lacking buildings too. And in the haus der statistic for example the 

municipality will move there too. Because they were in a privately built building which was torn down. And they're 

paying huge amounts of money to rent it. They thought oh no, we're not building this. We're not even using it - they 

could have used the old one, but they said no we'll let it let a private company tear it down and we'll rent from them and 

now they're paying so much money. Just like one example. 

 

And I think now the administration and the different departments like cultural,  social affairs and so on, they kind of try 

to find a good way how to give public vacant buildings to social benefits and then sometimes it's not clear that those 

initiatives get the buildings, it could also be that they say oh we'll will make a governmental or cultural institution or 

something like that. And that's of course a little worrying now because the New Left government they're like Top-Down 

guys, they are not very interested in cooperating with civil organizations. Maybe I'm exaggerating a little bit but - I don't 

know. It's a little bit. They want to be in control. Which to some extent is fine but then it's also very frustrating for 

initiatives who want to participate in a big way and then they just get told - well you know, we're experts and we will 

know what's best for you. But that's just my personal opinion.  

But yes so the government I think they have a strategy. And I think that it should be found. There was this paper. 

There's a lot of papers around which I can't - the Berlin.de - This is a city Web site. I think they have a lot of papers 
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flying around about what to do with the housing crisis and what to do with this and that I think they do have a strategy. 

But yeah it's complicated because they still want to attract investors. And I don't think they will give all the vacant 

buildings away for public things. I don't think that, but I think they were trying to do a mix. But I'm not a politician so 

that's why you should ask an expert. 

 So in this situation when the city decides to find new use for a property, do you have any idea how the decision making 

process looks like. Do they invite some of the Initiatives or rather not? 

I think they they invite them and that they are listening to the advice or the concepts. But It's not binding, So and for 

example the haus der statistic, they are sitting on the table and. And it's also the initiative itself, So there is politicians in 

there too. So it's kind of cool because it's like former activists who are now working for the city, municipality - So that's 

kind of cool because they know how to communicate and what to do. So In this case, I would say the citizens are really 

part of this process. And this is kind of a model thing. I don't think it's a usual thing to do. So a lot of people there are 

hoping that this can be a good example of cooperation. That's why it's so interesting right. Have you spoken to one of 

the people from the initiative? 

Yes but  nobody is getting back to me. 

Well I know Hanrry Sachs from ZKU -  They're also interesting because they´re artists but they deal  with a lot of urban 

issues.  I think they're pretty open. I think you should try again to get to them.  

I don't know. I doubt that a lot of people know - I think even the government doesn't know. Maybe some - like the 

archive guys, they probably know but they are not very keen on talking to anyone. Yeah that's the thing with activists 

and politicians they they talk a lot. But yeah it's that the numbers are hard to come by.  

Do you even think that  the cooperation between citizens and politicians is even desirable? 

For who? - I mean yes, of course... 

I think so too, But the problem of course is that at some point it's the question of who runs places right. I mean I think 

what the initiative tries to do and also what we as a studio organization are interested in is self-government and so okay 

there's the state who does the important stuff like police and rules and stuff. And there is what we're trying to do is to 

turn public places into a self run places. 

And that's why I think that ZKU Berlin It's a really good example of - because they'll they there in the old train station 

which was a public building and it was like a long time was just like car workshop and stuff. And it was empty. 

And then it was given to these guys with the condition not to make it a public space. 

And then their concept was to combine artist residencies and artistic presentations with also with neighborhood design 

one two or a possibility for the neighborhood. And I think that they did a very good job with this. because then they had 

to do like some of DIY market and movie nights with food in this kind of stuff that's like easy - It's not too hard to 

understand or something like that. And now  the place is really frequented by all sorts of people. Which I enjoyed really, 

because I had a residency in May there and I was amazed how mixed up their users are. It's great. So for me another 

good example to have people running places that are not bureaucrats. 

But I understand that If you do that, there's the risk that businessmen will pretend to do that and just - because that also 

happens right. And then they make like really stupid things just to make a bureaucrat sleep. And It turns  into a horrible 

commercial, stupid stuff. I think that's what the government is also afraid of. When giving places to initiatives, because 
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they - what happens in five years if the people who run the initiative move to Copenhagen and then other people come 

and then they turn into commercial space. So that's their argument against it I think. I guess there has to be some 

contracts.There should be a cooperative learning system for all sorts of initiatives to bind themselves for a long time. 

And which is also - I'm sorry I'm getting into talk mood now -  It's also a place called exhorter print which was a print 

thing. And it's also a self run thing, but it's a combination of businesses, social initiatives and artists. and they are also 

very interesting. 

Anyways so yeah yeah I think this is happening in Amsterdam, it works very well as I've heard.  

Have you been to Amsterdam? I've been there last year actually and yeah I mean it's also tourist space. and then there's 

this hall with these artist with these studios - I mean the Dutch are also you more commercially oriented anyway. So 

what we would call advertising agency, designers, but also ok some furniture designers and so it's not really an art space 

but anyway. 

And then there was a really nice cafe next to it which was like a little yeah like a mix of hippie and futuristic design 

which was actually quite nice. I was like yeah like like lots of different people come together. That's all. What more can 

you ask for. It's pretty good to achieve. They probably did well. 

me talking about gentrification. ...It seems like it always happens eventually. 

It seems like a natural law, right. I think the Amsterdam way is not bad. I think it's good to make the people who run 

places think about the public too. I think that's actually not bad. And I think you can't like totally avoid it. But also I 

mean gentrification is not necessarily bad, right. I mean if you look at Neukoln, it was really deserted space. I mean it 

was cheap, but there was also a lot of gangs there. I mean it wasn't really unsafe but it was kind of spooky, too. I think it 

wasn't really safe for like let's say a young woman to walk there. I heard of some bad stories. And now if there's more 

people it's it's safer. so there's also a good side of gentrification but it's bad if it's not regulated enough I think. it has to 

be regulated a little bit so that  it doesn't get this like crazy speculation. 

For example if you could also only buy a house if you promise to do something for the neighborhood. I mean a lot of 

these companies wouldn't do it. Or at least they would have to make up their mind - OK, what can we do, we have a 

public room here.  To have some conditions under which you have to fulfill it.  

And there's also an initiative now for a city wide initiative for municipality.   I've just been there like two times or so but 

I think it's interesting it's maybe more something like a think tank for politicians, a little bit like a city wide initiative on 

this thing. I think it has to be pushed now a little bit. I think it's also coming back - like solidarity and kind of things I 

mean I sometimes I feel like it's coming back a little bit, at least for some people. 

You mean in Berlin or in general? 

I can't tell about other cities. In Berlin it's a word that's coming back or maybe gets to get to a revamp or something like 

that. And that's what all the left movements are about -  not be there just for yourself. But not make the same mistakes as 

the socialist countries have done. Yeah but that's another topic. 

me - talking about real estate regulations in Amsterdam. 

Yeah that exists here too. And in Germany there is now a thing called meat pies - in the whole country. And in Berlin 

there's this milijoschultz - it's the same or it's similar at least. So if you live there for a long time, you can't get kicked 
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out. But if people are really evil they can make your life hell, Of course -  And this actually happened. I mean landlords 

just set fire to the building for example. For them it´s just an old building.  

 

Copenhagen 

Kristine Munkgård Pedersen 

Maybe we can start by reading the research question.  Vacant buildings in public ownership: what are the ways 

European capitals´authorities approach the issue and is there a possibility for the city of Prague to use some of the 

positive examples? Do you know if there´s a database of vacant properties in public ownership in Copenhagen?   

I don't. Oh that's a good question. I think so because the story of Copenhagen is that for a long time Copenhagen owned 

quite a lot of buildings  - public buildings like schools, institutions, but also quite a lot of  residential buildings for 

renting houses. In the 1980' Copenhagen was a rather poor city - Industrial decline, many work places have moved 

elsewhere. In Denmark and in the world as well and Copenhagen's population was quite poor and it was quite old as 

well. So the house stock was quite old and quite small in comparison to the rest of the Danish country. So you would see 

many suburbian municipalities would have family houses, quite high standard. And lots of other municipalities would 

have higher residential living conditions. In Copenhagen, there was a lot of small apartments like one room or two room 

apartments properties where modern facilities have not been installed yet so it was generaly a rather poor standard.  

Then around 1990 I think, Copenhagen almost went bankrupt, but in order not to go bankrupt, they agreed with the state 

that the state took over some of the ownership about surrounding the port of Copenhagen and the municipality promised 

to sell out a lot of their residential buildings. So in the 1990s you would see large amount of former municipal buildings 

were sold mostly as andelslejlighed. So many rather cheap rental apartments were sold as rather cheap andels 

apartments. In the 1990s as a way for the municipality to gain an income but also in order to get rid of a huge poor 

condition housing stock. And that means that today the municipality actually ownes very little, very few buildings - they 

of course own schools and several institutions, kindergardens and so on but not actually much land. 

Municipality has its own ajndom - companies that own many of the municipal buildings and make sure to rent it out or 

maybe even sell it (not a social housing). - Real Estate company, it's the company that owns the stock and also is in 

charge both administration but also relevant renovation and relevant market etc. I believe it's called KEGD. 

Is By og Havn one of these?  

 It's not. They are also important, you could say but they have their own separate development companies. So the 

municipality has a unit called  ??? KFN?  - adminitstrative authorities of the buildings and they would know which 

buildings are vacant and how to use them. But in general, the market in Copenhagen as you probably know is good. So 

it's quite rare  that the buildings are vacant for longer periods. 

Okay, let´s move to your area - the temporary use. What is the reason behind  this temporary use programming - is there 

a pressure from citizens or organizations or was it the city´s idea..? Do you get inspiration abrod, or why is it even 

considered? 

 

 

 

The proposal that I sent to you - It's something that has been going on for quite a while. You could say that it's partly 

iniciated by you know just looking at global trends and many artist and enterpreneurs and inovators in other cities 

around the world they often use buildings for temporary projects for different purposes. And in Copenhagen, that has 

definitely also been partly demand from creative actors or semi-professional developers of some kind, but maybe more 

micro-entepreneur kind of people who have been wanting to use those areas for a shorter periods or maybe cheaper, or 

having a different usage of specific area. So it has been partly a demand from a creative actors and partly a demand from 
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the population of Copenhagen. They also like these special, funny, creative things that they experienced maybe in 

Budapest or Netherlands. They are like okay we want some of the same funny stuff going on in Copenhagen. So I think 

it's a mix of you know local and global trends having an impact also on the demands in Copenhagen 

Well I started working in the municipality three years ago and at that time I knew quite a lot about temporary projects 

from other experiences. And I was teasing some of my colleagues in the municipality and I was like "How come we 

don't do anything about this." And I know that already in 2015 there was discussion about it and our management had 

asked to consider it and start working on an idea that we could propose to the politicians about okay we could deal with 

this in this way because it is something that many consider to be interesting but it's not you know it's not a ?? burning?? 

platform or it's not very it's not like you know France's climate adaptation outburst with pollution and these things that's 

in a sense very dramatic necessities that the city needs to deal with these things. Well this thing about how to help these 

partly weird, partly little odd projects - it´s not as crucial,  it's not exactly not a top-top priority and that's probably why 

it has taken quite a long time. And then my colleagues have made this proposal for solutions, or ways of trying to make 

temporary projects easier. So it's not just one fixed solution but  it's like helping hands. One thing is that we are making 

a smaller work group that can work cross-disciplinary with some of these projects. Another thing is to make a Web site 

(???) that are more informative than how it is at the moment because if you're interested in making projects like this it 

can be it can be difficult to find information about how and what to do. So hopefully within 2018 there will be more 

principles, entrance requiremants, information in more helping way than how the case is at the movement. So that´s the 

second inicitative. 

 involves me see is to involve some logos or maybe all to have a dialogue with to develop those nodes. Social housing 

companies to talk with them about the possibilities. 

It's not that I know law enforcement but negotiation and collaboration involved in the project so it's also basically about 

expanding the knowledge about what is possible and what should you be aware of. 

And the fourth thing will be about looking at using pellets own future projects. It could be like if we plants and we say 

okay we know that we are all right that we still. Don't know which from this place to another and that means that we 

have already said we already own this piece of land. Nothing is going on until we have the ready and that will probably 

last another four years or something we want to gather some information so that we know okay in these areas is a 

possibility of doing something temporary because we own land ourselves but it's not in use until that day. 

That's basically for defence. That's one way you should make simple road projects to one of them has to do with the 

vacant buildings. 

 

It's more small you have a project where you want to make a food market or an installation or something like that. 

OK how about some partnerships with housing companies. There are. No small scale you could say because it's also. 

The municipality itself does not have these things so it's more or less to you know to be external actors. Some advice 

and help them we can advise them to use specific space for a specific area or make contact to specific developers that 

might. 

Have shown interest in more creative use. So it's rather Hemphill's you could say for worse. 

And we also kind of in the beginning of this process. We are probably more in half a year or one year.  

So considering the kind of condition can you repeat this optional use. 

So I was wondering if this is a condition. How is so. Should be front and. Center to. 

Expose because you know it's following you know following this temporary practice. On who has some idea of who you 

are. So we don't have money in our pockets to make these rustics do we also need to know who to make. That's just 

within our ordinary budgets. So for instance my salary is already paid within range of existing work. 

That's okay. Since. Then there's been the implementation of the measures and urban. 

Measures. Not quite what comes next steps. I think that's probably. 
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My my colleagues working with the department has made kind of mapping not temporary homes but they have collected 

certain information about different traffic that has existed also in the process. I'm not sure how how in reporting 

showing. 

But maybe that would be more considered in the future. 

OK. My original. Goal vision should be the outcome of a poll following criteria to outcome to the oval. 

Yeah. It's true Copenhagen I don't know if you know it has two. Topics. Several city cities and cities within the 

responsible city has to do with the climate plan on climate adaptation and energy consumption and some of these hot hot 

issues has more to do with architecture and planning space and public space to any one city. 

It's of course rather interesting and a little bit. But I think the best tempera can be seen in connection with this vision. 

In general both the politicians and the population. Do you plan on making. 

An ambition having a nice regulated City also having suspicion of having creative diverse cities that people can also 

have an impact on the way the city is used. So so making space for simple projects is also a way of saying this or at least 

making space for less regulated urban spaces that. 

I think we believe is important in order to make Copenhagen. Yes most likely place not enough to regulated and well 

planned because many ways we are very well in many ways yes but it seems like it's. 

One of my last question about this city that you should something that you are contributing to perhaps be. Just last 

question. And as I do sitting in a special position for sure that they can step back. 

I'm not quite sure I understood. Could you repeat. 

Special position that this is a person who's considering what should happen to these companies I care about this. 

I forgot the name again. I was mentioning they would be the ones who decide. 

How to use to things and do take them out on those who do most of it will be most of it to municipal purposes. 

So if they have an old school building they would be on that list. And then for other institutions to to use it. So I would 

say probably within a municipal one but they must follow the same market rules. I mean they only went out to the 

municipality. They can not market price they have to perform as far as I know. I'm not completely sure about things but. 

As far as I know they need to perform on market. So they pay quite a high rate. You know even if you are a school and 

you still think you are still paying for a municipal rent Yeah. 

Okay. And then of course that you would say to me. 

Not only is he a good citizen told you that you know how you know who are developing quite a special position because 

a lot of land surrounding Harper and probably they also own quite a lot of buildings Harper in this vicinity. And I don't 

know how. That policy is about the use of areas and so on. But I think that the situation is probably similar to what I 

described the market situation in Copenhagen said that was a high demand for space and buildings and therefore rather 

limited amounts of buildings and they can use those specific company who which consist of small pension companies. 

And they both the former shipyard went up in the 1990s and since then they have more. It's you know just and not done 

anything because the local plants. I'm not ready. I'm not saying it's not legal for them to build anything or do anything 

with that. But it's as you know which buildings and industrial space out there at the moment they rent out many of these 

spaces for creative purposes of different kinds. And there is of course to get some kind of income more as far as I 

understand they do it mostly in order to. Be sent to make it to make it an attractive piece of land for future investments 

and so on. 

Much more progressive than I've seen as far as I know it like more than 90 percent of the land. Amsterdam is owned by 

the municipality. It's a socially sensitive situation but it's really interesting to see how important land ownership is when 

it comes to. The future of the city. 

Because it's in many ways it seems like Copenhagen has a lot of interesting visions but in reality we have been 

implementing these things because most of the city is owned by others than the city itself. And it seems like Amsterdam 

has the queen because it also has the decision power. 

Yeah. Okay that's interesting insight. 
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Thank you so much. Good evening. Bye bye bye. 

 

Prague 

Denisa Václavová 

Krnáčová tomu nakloněna (osobní sympatie) 

Kulturní politika (IPR) – tam se to rozebírá, ale je to jenom doporučení  

Praha by si měla víc diktovat když něco prodává, což se neděje 

Akce jako 4+4 dny za ty roky znamenají homeopatický dávky, které ve výsledku  něco pošoupnou, nakopnou, nasčítaj 

se and make the difference.  

MČ se o to staraj většinou líp než město, ale taky to hodně rozprodali – střídali se starostové, dali to levně kámošům..  

Když město půjčuje objekt, moc si za to neřekne, ale nadšený z toho nejsou. (nic z o toho nemaj, jen práci navíc) 

Občanská společnost tam hodně pomáhá – ten tlak 

Pracovní skupina složená z více profesí (tak to bylo na štvanici) – tam bylo asi 15 lidí a fungovalo to dobře. Jo je podle 

denisy model jak by se k tomu mělo přistupovat. Z vlastní zkušenosti s více projektama. Zvlášť když se za to postaví 

lidi, subjekty – a tlačí to. Tuhle iniciativu by ale muselo zadat město, jako to udělali ohledně umění ve veř. Prostoru.  

 

David Kašpar 

nový strategický plán prahy – tam se to téma objevilo 

Obecný jev: Pokud město nemá vizi, tak to nahrává úředníkům (odbor majetku na magistrátu), kteří jsou páni situace – 

jejich rozhodnutí je pouze na jejich uvážení, nemá to žádnou „střechu“. K tomu může využívat různých prostředků 

(nejen že podepíše rozhodnutí, ale může něco zdržet, zatajit, klacky pod nohy..). 

Strategickej plán – plán užití. Jsou to však jenom velice obecný teze (ale díky bohu za ně). Jiná koncepce není.  

Konkrétní příklady: radniční domy – kreativní centrum, dočasné využití, leželo to 9 let ladem, ve strategickém plánu 

v souvislosti s regenerací centra města. Tento konkrétní projekt byl i v realizačním plánu. Tudíž radniční domy jsou 

důsledek toho že to bylo konkrétně pojmenováno v strategickém i realizačním plánu.  

Byla zadána koncepce, dalo by se to považovat za vzorovej proces (a taky unikátní v kontextu prahy), jak by to mělo 

fungovat: Město zadalo skrze radu ipru zpracovat koncepci na využití toho baráku, ipr to vypracoval a město na základě 

tý koncepce udělal usnesení (s nějakou redukcí) na realizaci projektu: opravili budovu, pronajali prostory s ohledem na 

tu koncepci. Nese to s sebou ale i problémy – managovat byla challenge takže dokonce správní firma (liga service) si 

najala koordinátora. V souladu s koncepcí jsou nájmy velice nízký, neumožňuje komerci, jsou to jenom projekty 

naplňující kritéria – svojí činností podporují rozvoj města (aktivity pomáhající městu) NEBO se zabývají rozvojem 

kreativity, kreativního podnikání, nebo vzděláváním (neformálním). První patro: skauti (vzdělávání), druhý patro: ipr – 

rozvoj města, třetí patro: kreativní podnikání (start-upy). Zástupci každýho patra tvoří board  

Ta koncepce byla reakcí na problémy prahy – vylidněný centrum, jenom byznys, jenom služby pro turisty. Snaha 

navrátit tam normální život.  

Ekonomika toho celýho bloku – ty kulturní, neziskový platí minimální nájem, ale zvyšujou prastiž, zajímavost místa, 

pak něco mezi a pak ty podniky platí normální plnej nájem. 

Kdyby tam byl hudeček tak bude ten koncept a strategii tlačit, ale to současný vedení těm to je jedno co je v nějakým 

konceptu. Lejstro nic neudělá, to je fakt o těch lidech co tam jsou a o schopnosti se o tom bavit. Ten dopad kulturních 

institucí na město se nedá spočítat, takže pokud tomu někdo není nakloněnej tak se to dá těžko vyargumentovat. Pokud 

jsou na MČ akceschopný lidi, tak to jde a celkem i rychle. Ale na tý velký radě se i hádaj mezi sebou – takže to se pak 

těžko něco prosazuje.  
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Vývoj občanské společnosti (karous): apatie (nic tě nezajímá), brblání v hospodě, aktivismus (pořád ale konfliktní), 

participace (zapojuješ se – ale spíš je to marketing než participace), partnerství (reálná spolupráce mezi občanským a 

veřejným sektorem). My jsme na konci aktivismu a zrodu participace. Takže ještě ani nevíme jak ty poslední dvě fáze 

fungujou. V amstru už jsou napřed, formujou družstva, tlačej záměr, domluví se a koupí dohromady barák a pak tam 

vytvářej vlastní development v místě kde bydlej – a nejde o byznys ale aby se jim tam dobře žilo. U nás – sídliště 

solidarita. A radnice na tohle nemá kapacitu. Proto by to měli nechat víc na těch místních.   

V případě takovýho modelu je samozřejmě potřeba transparentnost, kritéria. Proto je potřeba koncepce, aby z ní ty 

kritéria vycházely. Ale z představy vytváření koncepce se úředníkům/politikům ježí chlupy – dlouho to trvá a nejsou 

z toho peníze, jenom práce navíc. Jen primátorka měla trochu PR.  

Pokud je to veřejnej majetek, tak nesmíš nikoho zvýhodnit. Jak to ale funguje teď – někdo si vymyslí záměr s budovou, 

domluví se s úředníkem, v tichosti se to vyvěsí, a máš to. To je ale klientelismus (první bariéra). Proto by byla potřeba ta 

koncepce – takhle je to ale pro úředníka jednodušší.  

Druhá bariéra – smlouvy jsou na rok, to je moc krátký. Další argument úředníků proti – je to nebezpečný, přitom by 

stačily malý úpravy, nebo ať si to nájemce obstará a strhne se mu to z nájmu.  

Správně by to mělo bejt: vycházet z plánu, co to město zrovna potřebuje. Pak dát veřejnou výzvu. Nastavit podmínky 

výhodný pro obě strany. Smlouvu uzavřít na delší období, aby se to mohlo pořádně rozvinout. To je hypoteticky 

správně. Bariéra – na úrovni správcovství chybí to uvažování, říkají „není zájem“, neumí s tím nakládat. Viz i náplavka, 

„kdo si víc urval, ten víc měl“, teď to absolutně nefunguje a je to průšvih.  

To rozhodování by mělo následovat danej zájem města – nemaj prachy, prodaj to, chtěj bejt kreativní, pronajmou to 

kreativním společnostem..  

U krátkodobejch se nemusí tak hledět na koncepci, u dlouhodobejch – investičních – jo.  

Nechávat ty budovy prázdný je blbý pro všechny – chátrá to, nevyužívá se jejich potenciál.  

Le hallen, amstr, trolejbusový depo – město dalo výzvu, že to chce prodat, ale s určitým záměrem. Byznys, kino, 

market, restaurace – nehleděli jen na cenu, ale 1. Měli už nasmlouvaný nájemce, 2. Měli ten koncept potvrzenej od 

místních, že to tam chtějí. Tudíž město si je vybralo aby podopořilo tu lokalitu, aniž by jim nabídli nejvyšší cenu.  

U nás - O záměru využití rozhoduje rada. To by ale mělo bejt transparentní, pracovní skupina, zahrnout veřejnost, ale to 

je zase práce navíc pro ty kapacity.  

Invalidovna – hledání náplně 

 

Petr Peřinka  

Eva – implementační program strategie (i guess realizační program?) R1 – protože strategie je bez realizačního 

programu jenom nezávazným vodítkem. Realizační program určí, kdo je za to zodpovědnej, vyčleněný peníze 

z rozpočtu,  

Stanovení kritérií který si město stanoví dle dlouhodobýho rozvoje, který chce dodržovat při správě svýho majetku 

(rozšiřování/privatizace – podle toho jestli toho má hodně nebo málo) – má prostě sadu kritérií. Ty jsou nastavený na 

základě toho že město přesně ví kolik toho má a kde – monitoring. Což tohle praha nemá ani podchycený protože ta 

vlastnická struktura se liší napříč městskejma částma a praha nemá informace na jednom místě o tom kolik bytů a 

majetku je ve veř. Vlastictví. V praze se teď teprve monitorujou jednotlivý mč, zároveň se stanovujou kritéria na 

základě kterejch se rozhodne jestli nakupovat/prodávat – a jakej druh a kde. Ty kritéria ale neexistujou, ale nedají se ani 

nastavit pokud město nemá ani data, ale ani ambici je získávat. 

 Nakonec se většinou zjistí že je toho spíš málo a obecně v evropě je spíš tendence, pokud města chtějí bojovat se 

základníma výzvama (vybydlování centra, destruktivní turismus, rostoucí ceny nájmů), tak i bez přesných dat se zjistí že 

ten městskej majetek je jediným efektivním nástrojem kterým to město může realizovat svoji regionální politiku. Proto 

ho potřebuje víc a proto ho potřebuje systematicky řídit. Takže pak stačí schopnej politik kterej dokáže rozhodnout o 
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tom, a uvědomuje si, že město ten majetek potřebuje páč je to kromě fin. Grantů jedinej nástroj utváření města. Pokud 

tam teda není rozhodnutí toho politika tak se stejně nestane nic.  

Projekt urbact – evropský projekty zaměřující se na kulturní využití městskýho majetku (co.working, kultura) – 

napojený na městský politiky  

Ještě před rokem se ty nemovitosti privatizovaly, praha nemá kapacitu, a hlavně orgán, na to se o ně starat 

(rekonstruovat, spravovat, pronajímat..) – aby mohli vykázat příjem do rozpočtu.  

Tausig – bytovej fond, nástěnka na netu – levný byty! 

Nebytový prostory – atraktivní prostory v centru kamarádům (korupce). Tím to město absolutně nic nezíská, nevztahuje 

se to k žádnýmu sledovanýmu záměru. Privatizování může bejt taky správná volba pokud je to v souladu s nějakým 

cílem. Taky ty prostředky by se měly vracet zpátky např. do bytový politiky, což se neděje.  

Na městě je rozhodování řešený nahodile. Na mč možná koncepčnější  - ale tam se pořád neví, kolik toho maj. Databáze 

by měla vzniknout na základě strategickýho plánu - ?! na městě není žádná komise, radní to domluví s odborem jak je 

napadne.  

Myslí si že ještě to v praze není zas takovej problém aby se to řešilo systematicky. „potřebujeme krizi aby se to nějak 

posunulo“. Teď je to taková hybernace,  

Nejnižší míra chudoby v evropě, nenižší nezaměstnanost v evropě – sociální stát. nejchudší a nejbohatší v praze nejsou 

tak daleko od sebe – rovnostářská společnost. Proto není poptávka po systematickým řešení. Krize rostoucích nájmů teď 

způsobuje že se do toho musí nějak zasáhnout. Jak? Aktivní majetková politika, regulovaný nájmy, startovací byty,  

Bariéry: technickej stav – lenost úřadů, nemaj na to kapacity (finanční jo, ale nemaj představu), největší problém je že je 

to už rozebraný. Je přirozený že vždycky je nějaký procento nevyužitý kvůli přirozenýmu cyklu. Největší nepřítel je ten 

nekoncepční přístup. Neefektivita, nehospodárnost a hlavně neaktivnost. Politická vůle není žádná. Ano  - lidi z ulice, 

absolutně nekompetentní. Ale pokud by ta vůle byla, tak se to dá rychle začít řešit. Během půl roku se dají nasbírat data, 

přehled o bytovým fondu. Kritéria navázaný na strategickej rozvoj prahy jsou naprosto zřejmý – takže fakt stačí jen to 

politický rozhodnutí.  

Kritéria pro prahu najdu v tý R1 

Jde o kombinaci politiky a dlouhodobýho strategicnýho rozvoje. Politik by měl přijít s vlastní vizí, programovým 

prohlášením – vyhrál volby – chci dosáhnout takovýho obrazu města, a proto využiju majetek tímto směrem, má to tyhle 

kritéria. Například čižinský si to vzal za svoje téma. --- tu strategii připravil IPR, teď je potřeba to politický rozhodnutí.  

Cesty: 

1. Zvrchu – osvícenej politik 

2. Zdola – občanská společnost, tlačí na politiky 

3. Jak to dělá IPR – pilná, časově neefektivní práce kdy přesvědčujou orgány argumentama  

Praha – demografickej nárust je malej (do roku 2050 nárust 1 500 000) 

Extrémní problém je že nová výstavba se skupuje na investice. Nejen airbnb ale hlavně zahraniční investiční skupiny – 

zahraniční kapitál vidí poteníál v praze, vidí že tam lze kapitál zhodnotit.  

Rozhodně se nemůže město rozhodovat optikou developera, mít jedinej cíl vydělat co nejvíc za metr2 jako jediný 

kritérium úspěchu  

Ve všech oblastech společnosti je majetek jediným prostředkem, kromě finanční podpory, jak něco ovlivnit, podpořit.  

Hedonistická křivka – staráš se o veř. Prostor, roste cena okolních nemovitostí, což je argument pro zapojení sousední 

komunity do participace 

Rozhodnutí o naložení s budovou musí vždycky vycházet ze strategie 

V dlouhodobým hledisku je vždycky zbavení se nemovitosti pro město ztráta, nevýhodný. Pohle týhle logiky se ale 

město teď neřídí, v současnosti se řídí velmi podobně logikou firmy. Pokud je deficit a potřebuješ vykázat nějakej 

výsledek za období tak tu díru dolepíš tím prodejem.  

Naopak v teplicích to byl dobrej krok. Takže asi odpověď by byla – dle měřítka a problémů města  
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V praze absolutně není problém financí (to není to co to brzdí) 

Problém je spíš že to nemá kdo spravovat – měla by bejt nějaká agentura která to bude řídit. Dnes je 5 agentur který se o 

to staraj, ale neinvestujou do toho. Kdyby ty agentury dělaly svoji práci dobře tak to vlastně stačí.  

Kdyby byla poptávka tak se to zrekonstruuje hned. Poptávka ve smyslu aspoň impulzu co by se s tím mělo stát 

V případě přílivu hodně lidí se musí vymyslet model jak zapojit soukromej sektor kvůli uspokojení poptávky, ale ten 

příliv zatím v praze není  

A že ty orgány to prostě fakt nemoniturujou, kde maj a co  - looolll 

 

Lukáš Makovský  

– kancelář strategie a rozvoje –  

Agenda: 1. má na starosti koordinaci strategickýho plánu 

2. hodnocení udržitelnýho rozvoje města ekonomickejma metodama – prioritazice co dělat ve městě dřív, co 

bude mít víc užitku, na co se má investovat jako první. Na to vytváří metodiku. Co je výhodnější. Jaká je nejpalčivější 

problematika a na tu se zaměřit – takže třeba pronajímat komerčně byty aby bylo dětem na obědy – tedy uzpůsobit 

politiku města na všech úrovních  

Strategickej plán: 

1. Město, prostředí, lidi 

2. Podnikání, kreativa, kulutura (živá náplň města) 

3. Městská správa = systém jak je město spravovaný 

a. Zdůrazněno že by město mělo zesystematičnit nakládání se svým majetkem. Buď jsou budovy nevyužívaný nebo 

využívaný neefektivně  

Analýza ukázala že to není tak palčivej problém  

Frikční neobsazenost – přirozená neobsazenost (cca 5%) – krátkodobá  

V praze není moc tradice komunitních center, není to běžná služba v lokalitách – tomu by domy mohly sloužit, ale 

záleží na poptávce  

Město musí bejt hlavně dobrej hospodář a zajišťovat v první řadě svoji prosperitu – pokud to využití má pouze 

nepeněžní přínosy, tak to významně zatěžuje pokladnu města  

Public realm – veřejná sféra 

Důvodnost proč ten objekt není využívanej např:  

- památková péče – bylo by moc drahý přistoupit na jejich požadavky 

- Technickej stav požadavky nerealizovatelný 

- … 

- Nájemce vypověděl smlouvu a agendy je tolik že se k tomu nestačí nikdo dostat  

- Nechtějí tam ani dočasný projekty protože se právě bojí technickýho stavu  

 

V praze často majetek vlastní město ale svěří ho MČ. Ty MČ mezi sebou nemaj žádnej sdílenej systém (databázi)  

Cílem je aby ty projekty (jako radniční domy) byly ekonomicky vyrovnaný – pokud to poskytuje službu tak aby si to na 

ni samo vydělalo  

Není to klíčovej problém, hlavní priorita. Větší problém je třeba revitalizace brownfieldů – např postavit tam bydlení  

Ipr si udělal rešerši a zjistil že těch budov je celkem málo. Pokud by se všechny přeměnily na byty tak to vyřeší 

poptávku po bydlení na jeden rok  

Hybernská – univerzitní hub – město společně s karlovkou se snaží dát domu nějakej program  

Město nemá problém s kapitálem, že by na to nemělo. Spíš třeba ti správci, úředníci nemají zkušenost s tím jak to 

pořešit. Taky požadavky památkářů, hasičů, hygieny atd, jsou protichůdný a náročný, takže se to kolikrát radši neřeší  

Ipr právě trvá na tom udělat revizi všeho majetku  
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Vždy se ptát po nejlepším, nejvýhodnějším využití toho baráku a z toho vycházet. Zn např někdy by třeba bylo 

výhodnější barák rekonstruovat a pronajmout na nájem za cash a postavit za ten zisk komunitní centrum v parku  

 

Matěj Velek 

Koncepce bejt nemusí, pokud na pozicích sedí osvícený lidi  

Petr vilgus – místostarosta prahy 8, má na starosti strategický rozvoj  

4 nejdůležitější objekty v praze 8: Invalidovna, Kasárna karlín, negriliho viadukt, bývalá mazutova výtopna na 

experimentálním sídlišti invalidovna. Všechny 4 objekty mají arch./urb. Hodnotu a vilgus chce aby se o nich začalo 

diskutovat a s kasárnama i něco dělat. Invalidovna má budoucnost narýsovanou. Vilgus ho sám oslovil aby tomu udělal 

koncept, dočasně, protože praha s tím má záměr.  

Bez něj a jeho nápadu by to nefungovalo a pak i otevřenost Pelikána k tomu projektu. v kombinaci s tím že viděli co už 

má velek za sebou (měl už reputaci) 

Myslí si že je problém s obecnou koncepcí, mělo by to jít zespoda, od skupin jako jsou oni, IPR tohle nemůže napsat od 

stolu, neumí si představit koho by k tomu přizvali-? 

Bojí se že by ta koncepce mohla bejt blbě nastavená, věří víc v to že se lidi organizujou sami  

Co by praha mohla v tý problematice udělat? 

- Při dočasným využití by měli slevit z požadavků např. na hygienu 

- Město by mělo iniciovat registr městských budov a psát výběrka na způsoby využití  

- Složky státu by měly líp spolupracovat  

Potřebuješ mít politiky s vizí.  

 Ministerstvo požaduje 

1. Dodržování smlouvy 

2. Nepřepronajímat, nesmí žádnou komerci 

3. Musí zmizet ve chvíli kdy se jim řekne  

 

Petr Zeman  

Lidi si to musej protlačit  

Klinika  

Radniční domy – první systémová věc. O tom byla i široká diskuse, zapojila se veřejnost, organizoval to ipr.  

Město neví jak na to, nemaj na to metodiky, chybí jenom odvaha  

Není to systém, záleží na osobnostech  

Strategický plán (magistrát to zadal IPRu) – tam je to napsaný, ale nikdo se tím neřídí. Ale je to aspoň argument kterým 

se můžou ohánět.  

V metropolitním plánu to není, to je územní plán- jak se má co kde stavět/rozvíjet, ten se tím vůbec nezaobírá  

Je přesvědčenej že se musí jít cestou dobrejch příkladů 

Prázdné domy – databáze, na tom dataři z IPRu staví.  

Na praze 7 to dělají systematicky – udělali si pasportaci a zjistili spoustu majetku o kterým nevěděli (!!!) 

Táhnou to vždycky osobnosti, navíc když se změní vedení tak se všechno mega zpomalí a třeba i zhatí  

Dobrej politik + výkonnej úředník 

Hlavně si myslí že to musí někdo zmedializovat, nastavit příklad, otevřít oči, jako např. karous – vetřelci a volavky nebo 

4+4 dny. Nebo třeba jako gebrian jak pomohl veřejnýmu prostoru.  

Mělo by se z toho udělat volební téma (jako se to stalo s veřejným prostorem, o tom se začalo mluvit a už to je téma) 

Iniciativa zdola + PR. Když se o tom nebude mluvit tak se nic nestane. Musí se zapojit lidi (tím že se to medializuje) 

aby se politici o to začali zajímat. Politici sháněj témata 
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Je problém volebního období na 4 roky, za to se nic nestihne a ještě se snažej spálit mosty po těch předchozích  

Nikde není sepsanej ani seznam, protože to by umožňovalo kontrolu zvenku. Nechtěj to říct ani prázdnejm domům – 

půlka se s nima nebaví, některý lžou, některý v tom mají bordel a neví.  

Se státem je to ještě složitější, nesmí to bezúplatně dát obci – ale obce samozřejmě nemají na to konkurovat soukromejm 

společnostem. Přitom MČ se o to dokážou starat líp, mají k tomu blíž než stát. hlavně v tom nesmí bejt takovej bordel 

jakej v tom je. Protože jinak je prostor pro korupci, navíc v tom není přehled takže se s tím těžko nakládá. Na praze 7 

maj na to manuál.  

Je potřeba nastavit ty pravidla u státního majetku aby si zametli před vlastním prahem a aby se to pak dalo používat jako 

páka i na soukromý majitele  

Všechno je o lidech, nic není systémově daný. Začíná se s tím na praze 7. Je to sice v tom strategickým plánu ale na to 

každej kašle. Pokud nebudou ty příklady – PR – politici se u toho můžou vyfotit, tak se s ničim nepohne.  

Na změnu v současnosti není chuť a mechanismy. Je potřeba aby se z toho stala rutina, třeba jako se to stalo 

s bezbariérovejma přechodama – dřív se to řešilo každý zvlášť, pak se z toho stalo téma a už si ty úřady našly způsob 

jak to řešit systematicky, vytvořili na to pracovní místa atd. Teď jsou ty cestičky vyšlapaný tak jak jsou – třeba i když se 

dělá nová stanice metra, tak to prostě nedaj nějakýmu architektovi ale furt tý stejný projektantský firmě protože ti už 

umí mluvit s těma všema zodpovědnejma úředníkma, hasičema atd.  

 

 

 

 

 


